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A BSTRACT

At typical aircraft altitudes crew members are occupationally exposed to radiation levels induced in the atmosphere by galactic cosmic radiation (GCR) that are approximately hundredfold enhanced with respect to sea-level. According to national directives, their exposure has
to be monitored in Germany if the annual effective dose is likely to exceed 1 mSv. Additionally to GCR, sudden and randomly occurring bursts of energetic particles emitted from the
Sun can lead to further increased radiation levels. These ground level enhancements (GLE)
are expected to occur more frequently as the Sun is approaching its maximum activity within
the next 2 - 3 years.
In the present work contributions to the radiation environment in the lower atmosphere by
both the galactic and the solar component during GLEs are extensively discussed and, based
on a detailed literature review, all features relevant for aircrew dosimetry are summarized
(Chapter 2).
As neutrons account for more than 50% of the total effective dose at aircraft altitudes, two
Bonner sphere spectrometers (BSS) have been continuously operated throughout the present
work allowing detection of secondary neutrons in the energy range from 1 meV to 10 GeV.
One spectrometer is located at low atmospheric shielding at the Environmental Research Station “Schneefernerhaus” on the Zugspitze mountain in Germany. The second instrument is
located at low geomagnetic shielding at the Koldewey-station in Ny-Ålesund, Spitsbergen at
a distance of approximately 800 km to the North Pole. Both systems consist of a unique set
of 16 detectors, and they are the only ones worldwide being operated continuously to monitor secondary cosmic ray neutrons. It was shown that both spectrometers provide consistent
results.
Because neutrons with energies > 20 MeV account for approximately 50% of the total
neutron dose, the response functions of the spectrometers were determined by means of
GEANT4 simulations with special emphasis on high energies. For this different intra-nuclear
cascade (INC) models were applied in the particle transport calculations and it was shown
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that differences in hadronic interaction models (i.e. the Bertini and Binary INC model) lead
to uncertainties of approximately 18% in unfolded high-energy neutron fluence rates (Chapter 3).
In order to validate the calculated response functions at high energies, the spectrometers were
for the first time experimentally calibrated at relevant high energies of 244 and 387 MeV.
This unique experiment was carried out at the Research Center for Nuclear Physics of the
University in Osaka, Japan, where quasi-monoenergetic neutrons are produced using the
7
Li(p,n) reaction. It turned out that basically all response functions calculated with GEANT4
agree rather well with the measurements. A closer look, however, revealed that the Binary
INC model appears to describe the real BSS response at the lower beam energy somewhat
better, whereas at the higher energy the Bertini INC was closer to measurements (Chapter 4).
The field of secondary cosmic radiation down to sea-level was simulated. Using most recent data on the geomagnetic field and on primary proton and helium spectra of galactic
cosmic radiation, the radiation environment in the lower atmosphere was fully characterized
including all components of secondary cosmic radiation (protons, neutrons, muons, electrons, positrons, photons, pions) produced in the atmosphere up to energies in the TeV range.
A comparison of calculated atmospheric protons, neutrons, and muons with measurements
performed at various geographic positions, altitudes, and phases in the solar cycle revealed
that the Bertini INC model appears to give a somewhat more accurate estimate of secondary
particle fluence rates in the atmosphere. In order to finally compare the BSS neutron measurements with simulation results, the influence of local geometrical effects on calculated
neutron fluxes such as the soil composition and hydrogen content was studied. Integral neutron fluence rates at sea-level and 0 GV cutoff rigidity calculated with the Bertini INC model
were found to agree within approximately 30% with the BSS measurements in Ny-Ålesund,
Spitsbergen, and high-energy neutron fluxes even within 16% (Chapter 5).
These computations were also used to calculate doses to aircrews for typical long-haul
flights. It turned out that route doses estimated based on secondary particle spectra calculated with the Bertini or the Binary INC model, respectively, agree within a few percent.
The calculated doses were also inter-compared with predictions of the European Program
Package for the Calculation of Aviation Route Doses (EPCARD) and consistency within
less than 10% was found. Good agreement was also found in an inter-comparison of results
from the present work with data proposed by the ICRU as reference levels for the exposure
of aircrews to galactic cosmic radiation (Chapter 6).
Particular emphasis was placed on calculations of doses during GLEs. As an example,
GLE 42 that occurred on September 29, 1989 was considered, and route doses between
approximately 90 and 500 Sv for various long-haul flights were estimated, where the main
source of uncertainty was found to arise from different primary solar proton spectra. Therefore, an uncertainty of a factor of 3 - 5 must be accepted at present. For the first time, a
maximum route dose of approximately 28 mSv for a flight from Buenos Aires to Auckland
was estimated in the present work for the most intense GLE ever documented, the Carrington
event in September 1859 (Chapter 6).

C HAPTER

1
I NTRODUCTION

After the discovery of radioactivity by Henri Becquerel in 1896 it was generally believed that
ionization in the Earth’s atmosphere is mainly caused by radioactive elements and isotopes
contained in the soil. Measurements of ionization rates showing a decrease with increasing
altitude due to absorption of the radiation released from ground seemed to confirm this opinion. Surprisingly, in 1912 the Austrian scientist Victor Hess discovered in manned balloon
flights reaching altitudes above 5000 m that the electrical conductivity of air is significantly
enhanced above approximately 1000 m. Furthermore, no differences were found between
day and night and not even during a near-total eclipse blocking the Sun. Hess (1912), therefore, ruled out the Sun as source and concluded that his observations can only be explained
by assuming a new type of highly-penetrating radiation entering the Earth’s atmosphere from
interplanetary space.
The phenomenon reported by Hess created extraordinary excitement in the scientific world
of the early 20th century and attracted physicists from many different disciplines. In turn, this
triggered a rapid development and progress in nuclear and particle physics as well as in space
and astrophysics. In a variety of experiments it was finally shown that the newly-discovered
extraterrestrial radiation predominantly consists of positively charged particles and the term
cosmic rays was coined. The increased radiation levels in the lower atmosphere with respect
to sea-level result from interactions of this primary cosmic radiation with atmospheric nuclei
generating a complex field of secondaries. Two different components of primary cosmic rays
are responsible for this, galactic cosmic rays originating from far outside our solar system
(Chapter 2.1) and solar energetic particles released in randomly occurring eruptions on the
Sun (Chapter 2.2).

4
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Galactic cosmic rays (GCR) are mainly composed of protons, helium nuclei, and minor fractions of heavier ions. On their way to Earth the spectral distribution and intensity of GCR
is modulated by the turbulent magnetic fields carried by the solar wind. As a consequence
the GCR intensity slowly varies with the eleven year solar cycle being most intense at periods of minimum solar activity and least intense at maximum solar activity (section 2.1.1).
Apart from this heliospheric modulation, GCR particles are affected by the magnetic field
in the Earth’s magnetosphere resulting in a shielding effect. This shielding is most effective
near the geomagnetic equator leading to a characteristic intensity distribution of primary and
secondary cosmic radiation with maxima at high geographical latitudes and minima at equatorial latitudes (section 2.1.2).
The intensity of secondary cosmic radiation induced by galactic cosmic rays strongly depends on the altitude above sea-level due to absorption processes in the atmosphere. Associated dose rates are, thus, rather low at sea-level. At typical cruising altitudes of commercial aircrafts, on the other hand, radiation levels are approximately hundredfold enhanced.
Although so far no evidence for any threat on human health such as an increase in the appearance of cancer has been found in epidemiological studies, the potential biological risk
of radiation doses similar to those aircrews are exposed to is still a matter of scientific debate. The exposure of flying personnel to cosmic radiation is, therefore, recommended by
the International Commission on Radiological Protection (Publication 60 ICRP, 1990) to be
regarded occupational. Based on these recommendations international and national regulations and directives have been released, in particular in the European Union. According to
European directive EU (1996), monitoring of effective dose for aircrews is obligatory in case
the yearly accumulated dose is likely to exceed 1 mSv. This for example is comparable to
the dose obtained during 10 - 20 typical long-haul flights. Due to the mechanisms affecting
the primary GCR intensity outlined above, doses accumulated during single flights depend
on the phase of the solar cycle and an airplane’s three-dimensional route profile (Chapter 6).
The determination of accurate and reliable route doses for flying personnel is one of the
main topics of the present work. For this purpose spectral distributions of all components
of secondary cosmic radiation were determined for all solar and geomagnetic conditions as
well as for all altitudes. This was accomplished by means of Monte Carlo (MC) techniques
using the simulation toolkit GEANT4. The computation of secondary cosmic radiation requires a well-tuned assignment of the physics because very high energies in the TeV range
have to be modeled. In any MC code hadronic interactions at high energies are handled in
a theory-driven approach. Throughout the present work the impact of two state-of-the-art
interaction models on calculated secondary particle spectra and associated dose rates is extensively studied. In order to validate the computations of galactic cosmic radiation, results
from the present work are compared with a variety of measurements as well as with computation results from other authors (Chapter 5).
In contrast to the galactic cosmic radiation continuously striking the Earth’s atmosphere, randomly occurring eruptive events on the Sun can lead to a sudden increase of radiation levels
in the lower atmosphere. Such phenomena are called solar energetic particle (SEP) events.
The plasma released from the Sun mainly consists of electrons, protons, and minor fractions
of heavier elements. The occurrence rate of SEP events ranges from less than one per day
during solar minimum to several events per day during solar maximum. In the vast majority
of SEP events solar particles reach energies in the order of a few tens of MeV only and are
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barely faster than the solar wind. These low-energy particles are absorbed in the upper layers
of the atmosphere and thus do not contribute to the radiation environment at aircraft altitudes
or below. In some cases, however, particles are accelerated to relativistic energies and in
turn give rise to enhanced secondary cosmic radiation in the lower atmosphere and even on
ground. These so-called ground level enhancements (GLEs) exhibit an average occurrence
rate of about one per year. Information on GLEs such as the spectral, temporal, and spatial characteristics outside the magnetosphere are usually derived from Neutron Monitors.
A multitude of such ground-based detectors are operated all over the world to continuously
monitor the integral intensity of secondary neutrons generated in hadronic interactions of
primaries with atmospheric nuclei.
To supplement the information gained from the global Neutron Monitor network during
GLEs, two extended Bonner sphere spectrometers (BSS) have been continuously operated
by the Helmholtz Zentrum München (Chapter 3). One instrument is located at the Zugspitze
mountain in Germany, whereas the other one is located in Ny-Ålesund, Spitsbergen, at a
distance of approximately 800 km to the geographic North Pole. Both systems have been
maintained and the data have been analyzed throughout the present work. In order to derive
information on neutron spectra with a BSS, the detection efficiency of each component of
the spectrometer has to be determined by means of MC codes from thermal up to relativistic
energies. In the frame of the present work the response of each Bonner sphere to neutrons as
well as to protons was calculated with GEANT4. Also for this task, the impact of different
hadronic interaction models at high energies was studied. This includes both the impact on
calculated responses as well as on unfolded fluence and dose rates (Chapter 4).
In order to validate the calculations at high energies, a unique calibration measurement was
carried out in quasi-monoenergetic neutron fields with peak energies of 244 and 389 MeV
at the Research Center for Nuclear Physics at the University of Osaka, Japan (Chapter 4).
In this experiment the detection efficiencies of Bonner spheres were measured for the first
time at such high energies. Considering that BSS systems can also be applied for radiation
protection at particle accelerators and hadron therapy facilities, these measurements are of
extraordinary value.
Similar to galactic cosmic radiation, also for solar cosmic rays during GLEs dose assessment
for aircrews is required. Due to the unpredictable nature of these events in terms of absolute
intensity as well as spectral, temporal, and spatial characteristics, doses during GLEs can
only be estimated retrospectively. In the frame of the present work secondary particle fluence and dose rates were calculated for a typical but rather intense GLE (Chapter 6). Again
this was done by means of the Monte Carlo code GEANT4, and the influence of hadronic interaction models on calculated spectra and dose quantities was studied. The data obtained in
these studies have been provided to the European Radiation Dosimetry Group (EURADOS)
for an inter-comparison of route doses along selected long-haul flights.
Based on the prescribed GLE analysis a worst case scenario is constructed in the last part
of the present work (Chapter 6). In this scenario hypothetical but yet plausible worst case
doses for aircrews are estimated by using data on the most intense GLE ever documented,
the Carrington event.

C HAPTER

2
BACKGROUND

One major goal of the present work is the computation of the radiation environment in the
lower atmosphere induced by cosmic radiation. This comprises both galactic cosmic radiation originating from outside our solar system (Section 2.1) and solar cosmic radiation
originating from the Sun during solar energetic particle events (Section 2.2). All background
information necessary to describe and understand secondary cosmic radiation generated in
the Earth’s atmosphere in interactions of primary cosmic ray particles with atmospheric nuclei is provided in this chapter. This includes a detailed discussion and review of the scientific
work carried out during the last decades on the modulation of cosmic radiation by solar activity within the heliosphere (Section 2.1.1) as well as the influence of the magnetosphere on
primary particle intensities observed on Earth (Section 2.1.2). In particular for solar energetic particle events sound knowledge on available data for such events (Section 2.2.1) and
the corresponding techniques to derive spectral, temporal, and spatial characteristics (Section
2.2.2) is essential in order to allow for an accurate estimation of increased radiation levels at
aircraft altitudes and on ground. All these issues are addressed in the corresponding sections
of this chapter.

2.1

Galactic cosmic rays

The radiation environment in the lower atmosphere and at aircraft altitudes is predominantly
caused by galactic cosmic ray (GCR) particles. Originating from far outside our solar system, galactic cosmic rays impinge isotropically on the Earth’s atmosphere after traversing
the magnetic fields within the heliosphere and the magnetosphere. The major part of the
GCR particle flux is composed of atomic nuclei which account for about 98% in particle
number. In energetic collisions with the interstellar medium this primary hadronic compo-
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nent produces minor fractions of electrons, positrons (Boezio et al., 2000), and anti-protons
(Beach et al., 2001) which contribute about 1-2% to the overall particle flux observed near
Earth. In the nucleonic component of the galactic cosmic radiation all stable elements can
be found with the most abundant species being hydrogen and helium nuclei which account
for about 87% and 12% of the total nuclei number, respectively (see e.g. Simpson, 1983).
Recently performed high-precision measurements, however, have shown that the fraction of
helium and heavier nuclei is only about 6% at energies above 10 GeV/nucleon (Asakimori
et al., 1998; Boezio et al., 1999; Alcaraz et al., 2000a,b). The particle composition of galactic
cosmic rays with respect to the particles’ energies provides useful information about possible sources and acceleration mechanisms. Due to the fact that the energy spectra of GCR
particles span a range from several tens of MeV to about 1015 MeV, these issues are still
a matter of scientific debate. Very high-energetic GCR particles are believed to be accelerated in turbulent magnetic fields of shock-waves created by supernovae remnants (see e.g.
Wiedenbeck et al., 2001; Uchiyama et al., 2007), in highly magnetized spinning neutron stars
(i.e. pulsars), accreting black holes, or in -ray bursts (see e.g. Waxman, 1995).

2.1.1

Heliospheric modulation

Galactic cosmic rays entering the heliosphere are subject to deflections in the interplanetary
magnetic field and to energy losses in the solar wind. The solar wind intensity and accordingly the magnetic field strength vary with solar activity showing a periodicity of about
eleven years. This results in a quasi-periodic modulation of the primary GCR flux and the
differential energy spectrum near Earth with the highest intensities occurring during solar
minimum and the lowest ones occurring during solar maximum activity. GCR particles with
energies above several GeV per nucleon are unaffected by this modulation, and the differential energy spectra for different ion species i follow a simple power law in energy


d 4N
(2.1)
/ Ek i :
j .Ek /i D
dtdAd˝dEk i
Ek denotes the kinetic energy per nucleon and j .Ek / the differential intensity, i.e. the number of particles dN per time dt , area dA, solid angle d˝, and kinetic energy (definitions
of all physical quantities used throughout this work are given in Appendix A.1). Depending
on the ion species, the spectral indices i are in the order of 2.5 - 3.2 and remain constant
over many decades of energy. In Figure 2.1 differential particle intensities are shown for
several ion species including data from the Balloon-borne Experiment with Superconducting Spectrometer (BESS, Sanuki et al., 2000; Haino et al., 2004), spacecraft data from
the Cosmic Ray Isotope Spectrometer (CRIS) on-board the NASA Advanced Composition
Explorer1 (ACE, Stone et al., 1998), and data from the Electron Proton Helium Instrument2 (EPHIN, Müller-Mellin et al., 1995) on-board the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory
(SOHO). Comparison of the absolute particle intensities during solar minimum (top panel in
Fig. 2.1) and maximum (bottom panel in Fig. 2.1) conditions demonstrates that the modulation effects need to be taken into account as precisely as possible in order to allow for an
1
2

http://www.srl.caltech.edu/ACE/ACS/
http://www2.physik.uni-kiel.de/SOHO/phpeph/EPHIN.htm
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F IGURE 2.1: Differential particle intensities of primary galactic H, He, O, Mg, and Fe ions as a
function of kinetic energy per nucleon measured near Earth during the BESS experiments (Sanuki
et al., 2000; Haino et al., 2004), with the CRIS detector on-board ACE (Stone et al., 1998; Haino
et al., 2004), and with EPHIN on-board SOHO (Müller-Mellin et al., 1995) in July 1998 (top panel),
i.e. solar minimum, and August 2002 (bottom panel), i.e. solar maximum conditions. Experimental
data are compared with predictions using models of Burger/Usoskin (Burger et al., 2000; Usoskin
et al., 2005), Garcia-Munoz (Garcia-Munoz et al., 1975), CREME96 (Tylka et al., 1997), and Badhwar/O’Neill (O’Neill, 2006, 2010).
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accurate estimation of the radiation environment in the Earth’s atmosphere.
The first one providing a full physical description of the intensity modulation within the heliosphere was Parker (1965). In this theory the charged particle transport is described by
a complex Fokker-Planck equation. Taking diffusion, convection, and adiabatic deceleration processes into account, the intensity and energy of GCR particles entering the heliosphere are lowered due to scattering on irregularities in the interplanetary magnetic field.
Under certain assumptions, such as e.g. steady-state conditions and a spherically symmetric heliosphere, the equation derived by Parker (1965) can be approximated in the so-called
force-field model developed by Gleeson and Axford (1968). Comparison of full numerical
solutions to the Parker’s equation and analytical solutions using the force-field approximation have shown that the force-field model provides a good empirical fit to the modulation of
the GCR spectrum observed near Earth for energies above about 100 MeV/n (Usoskin et al.,
2002; Caballero-Lopez and Moraal, 2004; McCracken et al., 2004).
In the frame of the force-field approximation, the differential intensity ji of cosmic ray nuclei of species i at a distance of one astronomical unit (1 AU  1.51011 m) from the Sun,
i.e. near Earth is given as
ji .Ek ; / D jLIS;i .Ek C ˚/ 

Ek  .Ek C 2  E0 /
;
.Ek C ˚/  .Ek C ˚ C 2  E0 /

(2.2)

Ze
 ;
(2.3)
A
where e denotes the elementary charge, Ek the kinetic energy per nucleon, and E0 the rest
energy of nuclei with charge number Z and mass number A. The un-modulated local interstellar (LIS) spectrum outside the heliosphere is denoted by jLIS;i . The so-called modulation function ˚ is the mean energy loss a cosmic ray nucleus experiences due to adiabatic
deceleration in the expanding solar wind while traveling from the termination shock of the
heliosphere to one AU. Under the assumptions outlined above, the modulation function is
connected to the so-called modulation parameter or modulation potential  via Equation 2.3
which is, apart from the LIS spectrum, the only free parameter in this model. The modulation
potential is quoted in MV and can take values between approximately 250 MV during solar
minimum and 1500 MV during solar maximum. The force-field model accurately reflects
the facts that the strongest modulation occurs during solar maximum and that less deflection in the interplanetary magnetic field occurs the heavier the nuclei are (i.e. the smaller the
charge over mass ratio Z=A is) and the higher the kinetic energies are.
For the description of the local interstellar spectra various models have been proposed and
many attempts have been made to derive the corresponding modulation potential. For this
purpose, a variety of datasets such as e.g. satellite or space shuttle data, sunspot numbers, or
data from ground-based Neutron Monitors have been used (see e.g. O’Brien and de Burke,
1973; Castagnoli and Lal, 1980). It should be noted, however, that the value of the modulation parameter is a function of the local interstellar spectrum and the dataset used. Therefore,
it is poorly defined, and modulation potentials derived for different LIS spectra using different datasets are sometimes hardly comparable (Usoskin et al., 2005; Herbst et al., 2010).
In addition to experimental data, Figure 2.1 shows predictions for the differential GCR
spectra using several theoretical models. Obviously, large discrepancies between modelpredictions are observed. Since in the frame of the present work secondary particle spectra
˚D
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in the Earth’s atmosphere were calculated and compared with results of different authors
who used different models for the GCR primary spectra, basic features of these models are
summarized in the following paragraphs. Furthermore, it should be noted that in contrast to
open space conditions heavy nuclei do not contribute significantly to the radiation environment in the lower atmosphere due to their small number and the short mean free paths in the
atmosphere (also see discussion in Chapter 5). Therefore, the main focus of the present work
is on hydrogen and helium nuclei. Unfortunately, the experimental data shown in Figure 2.1
do not cover the rather important energy region from 100 MeV/n to 1 GeV/n for protons and
˛-particles. To decide which GCR model agrees best with measurements, high-precision
data from the Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer (AMS) collected aboard a space shuttle flight
at an altitude of 380 km above sea-level were used (Alcaraz et al., 2000a,b). These data are
shown in Figure 2.2 and compared with model predictions.

j(Ek) [(cm2⋅s⋅sr⋅MeV/nucleon)-1]

10-4
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Badhwar/O’Neill 2006
Badhwar/O’Neill 2010
AMS, June 1998

103

104

105
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F IGURE 2.2: Differential particle intensities of primary galactic H and He ions as a function of kinetic
energy per nucleon measured near Earth with the Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer (AMS, Alcaraz et al.,
2000a,b) aboard a space shuttle flight in June 1998, i.e. during solar minimum. Experimental data
are compared with model predictions of Burger/Usoskin (Burger et al., 2000; Usoskin et al., 2005),
Garcia-Munoz (Garcia-Munoz et al., 1975), CREME96 (Tylka et al., 1997), and Badhwar/O’Neill
(O’Neill, 2006, 2010).

One widely used model for the LIS spectra is the so-called Badhwar/O’Neill model. Originally, this model is based on Neutron Monitor count rates of the Climax Neutron Monitor in
Colorado, U.S.A. (Badhwar and O’Neill, 1994, 1996; Badhwar, 1997). O’Neill (2006) presented an updated version (referred to as Badhwar/O’Neill 2006 model) using data from the
Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) spacecraft and Interplanetary Monitoring Platform
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(IMP) satellite measurements. The LIS spectrum with respect to the kinetic energy is given
as
j0;i ˇ ıi
Badhwar=O 0 N eil l
;
(2.4)
jLIS
.Ek / D
.Ek C E0 / i
where ˇ denotes the ratio of the particle’s velocity to the speed of light. The free parameters
j0;i ; ıi and i were determined by a least square fitting procedure using ACE and IMP measurements. The corresponding numerical values may be found in O’Neill (2006). In O’Neill
(2010) the model was again revised (referred to as Badhwar/O’Neill 2010 model) using all
available balloon and satellite data since 1955. The corresponding modulation parameter in
the very recent model is derived from the Wolf number (sunspot number) instead of Climax
count rates as in the earlier version. The sunspot number is a good measure for solar activity taking a certain time lag of the actual GCR modulation into account. This time lag
reflects the fact that the magnetic field responsible for the modulation is carried by the solar
wind with a velocity of approximately 400 km/s - 800 km/s. Therefore, direct measurements
of solar activity, such as sunspot numbers, precede the GCR modulation by several months,
which is the time the solar plasma needs to reach the outer heliosphere where the actual modulation takes place. Comparison of both Badhwar/O’Neill models (see Figs. 2.1, 2.2) shows
the great importance of the data set chosen to derive the LIS spectra and the modulation
parameter, especially for hydrogen and helium spectra where the 2006 model significantly
overestimates the observed particle intensities below several GeV/n. The strength of both
Badhwar/O’Neill models, however, is that they provide very accurate estimates for all ion
species heavier than He what makes them very useful for space applications.
The same is valid for a model developed by Nymmik et al. (1992, 1994, 1996) which is implemented in the “Cosmic Ray Effects on Micro-Electronics” (CREME96) tool developed by
Tylka et al. (1997). As for the Badhwar/O’Neill 2010 model, in CREME96 the monthly averaged Wolf number is used to estimate the solar activity and the corresponding modulation
potential. The differential spectra with respect to the rigidity are given as
Ny mmik
jLIS
.R; t/

D i ˇ ˛i
D
Ri



R
R C R0 .t/

i .t /

;

(2.5)

where the rigidity R is given as the ratio of a particle’s momentum to its charge
(R D pc=jqj). The parameters Di ; ˛i ; i are fixed for each ion species i , and the parameters
R0 .t/ and .t / are adapted according to the current modulation potential (for details refer
to Nymmik et al., 1992, 1994, 1996). Data shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2 were taken from the
website of the CREME96 project3 . As can be seen, predictions of proton intensities show
nearly the same features as those of the Badhwar/O’Neill 2006 model, i.e. they overestimate
the measurements significantly. The agreement with experimental helium data is somewhat
better but still ˛-particle fluxes are overvalued. For heavier ions the CREME96 data follow
the Badhwar/O’Neill models for energies above about 100 MeV/n and match rather well
with observations. For the sake of completeness it should be mentioned that in the model of
Nymmik et al. (1992) the so-called anomalous cosmic ray component is included which is
responsible for the characteristic increase around several tens of MeV/n. This results from
3

https://creme.isde.vanderbilt.edu/
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reflections of low-energy GCR particles at the termination shock of the heliosphere (see e.g.
Klecker et al., 1998).
Another widely used model for the LIS spectra of hydrogen, helium, and carbon nuclei is
the one proposed by Garcia-Munoz et al. (1975):
Gar cia
jLIS

M unoz

.Ek / D Ai  .Ek C / i ;
 D Bi  exp. Ci  Ek /

(2.6)

The fit parameters Ai ; Bi ; Ci are given in Garcia-Munoz et al. (1975) and were originally derived from IMP-5, IMP-7, and IMP-8 satellite measurements carried out in the early 1970s.
Differential particle spectra calculated using the model of Garcia-Munoz accurately agree
with experimental proton data. Helium data on the other hand are significantly overestimated, especially at solar minimum conditions (see Figs. 2.1 and 2.2).
One of the most recent models for the LIS spectra was developed by Burger et al. (2000).
Using ground-based Neutron Monitor data from all available stations since 1951, i.e. spanning six solar cycles, Usoskin et al. (2005) provided the corresponding modulation potential
(the model using the LIS of Burger et al. (2000) and  from Usoskin et al. (2005) is referred
to as Burger/Usoskin model). The differential intensity of protons outside the heliosphere
with respect to the kinetic energy is given as
1:9  104  P .Ek / 2:78
;
1 C 0:4866  P .Ek / 2:51
p
P .Ek / D Ek  .Ek C 2  E0 /;

Burger=Usoskin
jLIS
.Ek / D

(2.7)

where j .Ek / and Ek are expressed in units of Œm2 s sr GeV =n 1 and in ŒGeV =n, respectively. P .Ek /=c is the momentum of a particle with rest energy E0 . Using the force-field
approximation (Eq. 2.2), Usoskin et al. (2005) reconstructed the modulation parameter for
the years 1951 through 2004 based on Neutron Monitor count rates. In Usoskin et al. (2011)
 is given for the years 1936 through 2009, where the parameter before 1951 is derived
from measurements with ionization chambers and hence subject to large uncertainties. An
updated list for later times is available online at the cosmic ray station in Oulu4 . The differential intensity for helium can be obtained by weighting Equation 2.7 with the proton to
helium ratio in particle numbers of 0.05. Of note is that Usoskin et al. (2005) inter-calibrated
their procedure of deriving the modulation potential with many recently performed precise
balloon- and space-born measurements such as e.g. NMSU (Webber et al., 1989), AMS (Alcaraz et al., 2000a,b), BESS (Sanuki et al., 2000; Haino et al., 2004), or CAPRICE (Boezio
et al., 1999, 2000). Therefore, the agreement of measurements and calculated particle intensities is remarkable both for hydrogen and helium as well as for all solar conditions. This
makes it perfectly suited for calculations of the radiation environment in the Earth’s atmosphere. On the other hand, in contrast to Nymmik’s and the Badhwar/O’Neill models, the
Burger/Usoskin model is not capable of estimating GCR fluxes for ion species heavier than
helium. This makes it less applicable for studies of the radiation environment and exposure
in open space.
4

http://cosmicrays.oulu.fi/phi/phi.html
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The detailed disussion and comparison of models with experimental data was carried out
in order to select the most appropriate primary GCR spectra for the calculation of secondary cosmic radiation produced in interactions with atoms and molecules in the Earth’s
atmosphere. As already argued, primary hydrogen and helium are by far the most important species to consider for this purpose. The models by Nymmik et al. (1992) and Badhwar/ O’Neill (2006) predict much larger hydrogen and helium intensities than observed
making them less suitable. The Badhwar/ O’Neill (2010), the Garcia-Munoz et al. (1975),
and the Burger/ Usoskin et al. (2005) models are basically all consistent concerning proton
spectra and agree rather well with measurements. Helium intensities given by Garcia-Munoz
et al. (1975), on the other hand, are somewhat higher than observations near Earth, whereas
Burger/ Usoskin et al. (2005) and Badhwar/ O’Neill (2010) are in good agreement. Nonetheless, especially referring to the very accurate AMS measurements shown in Figure 2.2, the
Burger/ Usoskin et al. (2005) model appears to agree best. Therefore, this model was chosen
for the transport calculations in the Earth’s atmosphere, to derive secondary particle intensities, and related dose quantities presented in subsequent chapters.

2.1.2

Influence of the magnetosphere and cutoff rigidity

Beside the influence of the interplanetary magnetic field in the heliosphere discussed in the
previous section, GCR particles are highly affected by the magnetic field in the Earth’s magnetosphere. The magnetosphere is the region of space surrounding the Earth which is dominated by the influence of the geomagnetic field. At distances of a few Earth radii, this field
predominantly results from sources inside the Earth and can well be described by a dipole
field. At larger distances interactions of the solar wind plasma with the geomagnetic field
induce large currents in various parts of the magnetosphere, especially near the extremal
boundary, the so-called magnetopause. This in turn leads to a complex field structure in the
outer magnetosphere. The magnetosphere imposes an obstacle to the solar wind and hence is
compressed on the side facing the Sun. Measured from the Earth the magnetosphere extends
to about ten Earth radii ( 64000 km) on the day side, whereas it extends to hundreds of
Earth radii in a comet-like tail on the night side (Axford, 1982).
Charged galactic cosmic ray particles entering the magnetosphere are subject to deflections
due to the Lorentz force. Therefore, particles with a certain momentum are shielded by
the magnetic field. This shielding is most effective at low geographical latitudes where the
dipole-like field lines of the geomagnetic field are parallel to the top of the Earth’s atmosphere. In contrast, charged particles can travel almost freely along the field lines near the
poles and are guided towards the Earth.
For the computation of secondary cosmic radiation induced by primary particles in the
Earth’s atmosphere, a detailed knowledge about the access of primaries to the atmosphere
is essential. For this reason, the so-called cutoff rigidities were calculated in the frame of
the present work which describe the impact of the magnetosphere on the isotropic galactic
cosmic ray flux. Since an understanding of the magnetosphere’s influence is necessary for
the upcoming discussion of solar particle events, these results are already presented in the
following section.
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Computation of particle trajectories and cutoff rigidities
The most appropriate physical quantity describing trajectories of charged particles in a given
magnetic field is the (magnetic) rigidity R which is connected to the Larmor radius rL in a
E
field of magnitude jBj:
pc
pc
E
D
D rL jBjc;
(2.8)
RD
jqj
Ze
where p denotes the momentum, q the charge, and c the speed of light. Particles with identical rigidities follow identical paths in a given magnetic field, whatever their mass and charge
is. Moreover, the trajectory of a positively charged particle with given magnetic rigidity is
identical, except for the sign of the velocity vector, to that of a negatively charged particle
reaching the same location in space but traveling in opposite direction. Therefore, the common method of computing cosmic ray trajectories in the Earth’s magnetic field is to follow
a negatively charged particle with the mass of a proton starting from a certain geographic
position and altitude in reverse direction (Smart et al., 2000). Additionally to the geographic
position and the particle’s magnetic rigidity, i.e. its mass, velocity, and charge, the direction
of incidence on top of the atmosphere defines its trajectory in space. Accordingly, a huge
number of trajectories must be calculated for each geographical position of interest in order
to take all possible incoming directions into account. For this reason, a commonly used approach is to consider only particles arriving vertically on top of the atmosphere. Especially
for studies of the radiation environment in the lower atmosphere due to galactic cosmic rays,
this concept has been shown to give an accurate description (Smart and Shea, 2003a,b).
Figure 2.3 illustrates backward calculated trajectories of cosmic ray particles of different
rigidities starting in vertical direction from a certain geographical position on top of the
atmosphere. With decreasing rigidity (labeled by increasing numbers), the curves show
increasing bending before escaping into space (labels 1, 2, 3 in Fig. 2.3). Particles with
lower rigidities follow a looped trajectory before escaping (labels 4, 5), and those with very
low rigidities follow re-entrant trajectories intersecting with the Earth (label 15). Positively
charged particles of these rigidities coming from outside the magnetosphere cannot reach
the top of the atmosphere at this location. These trajectories and the corresponding rigidities
are called forbidden. Negatively charged mirror particles escaping from the magnetosphere
indicate access to this location for positively charged particles, and the corresponding trajectories are called allowed.

F IGURE 2.3: Illustration of backward calculated charged particle trajectories with different rigidities starting in vertical direction at
a certain geographical position on top of the
atmosphere (adapted from Smart et al., 2000).
Decreasing magnetic rigidities are labeled by
increasing numbers.
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In calculations of backward trajectories a large range of possible rigidities (about
0.0 GV - 20.0 GV) needs to be covered. This range is scanned with a constant rigidity
increment R and for each increment the access of the particle to the geographical position
of interest is tested. In Figure 2.4 typical results of such calculations are shown, where black
areas depict forbidden and white areas depict allowed rigidities. Obviously, three regions
can be distinguished. A region at high rigidities where all particles have access to the point
of interest, a region at low rigidities where no particle has access, and an intermediate region, the so-called penumbra, where some rigidities allow access and some do not. The last
rigidity allowing access before the first rigidity prohibiting access is called the main cutoff
rigidity RM . The last rigidity for that particles can reach the atmosphere and below which all
trajectories are forbidden is called the Störmer cutoff rigidity RS (Störmer, 1930). In Figure
2.4 the main and the Störmer cutoffs are depicted in green.

F IGURE 2.4: Illustration of trajectory-derived cutoff rigidities and the penumbral structure for two
selected locations and vertical incidence. White regions indicate allowed rigidities, black regions
indicate forbidden rigidities. The main and the Störmer cutoff rigidities (RS ; RM ) are depicted in
green, and the effective vertical cutoff rigidity RC is marked in red (adapted from Smart et al., 2000).

To account for the penumbral region, the effective vertical cutoff rigidity is used which is
defined as
Z RM
RC D RM
.R/dR;
(2.9)
RS

where .R/ is 1 if the trajectory corresponding to R is allowed and 0 otherwise. A detailed
review on the terminology of various cutoff rigidities is given in Cooke et al. (1991).
Calculation of cutoff rigidities using MAGNETOCOSMICS
To determine the effective vertical cutoff rigidities in a grid covering the whole globe, the
program package MAGNETOCOSMICS, kindly provided by Desorgher (2004) from the
University of Bern, was used. This program is based on the Monte Carlo simulation toolkit
GEANT4 (Agostinelli et al., 2003; Allison et al., 2006) and allows to calculate the propagation of charged cosmic ray particles through different magnetospheric models by numerical
integration of the Lorentz equation of motion for a negatively charged mirror-particle. In
MAGNETOCOSMICS the effective vertical cutoff rigidity at a user-defined location and
altitude is approximated as
RC D RM

Nal lowed  R;

(2.10)
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where Nal lowed denotes the number of allowed trajectories encountered in the penumbra and
R denotes the rigidity step size which was set to 0.01 GV.
For the dipole-like geomagnetic field due to sources inside the Earth, the very recently released 11th generation of the International Geomagnetic Reference Field5 (IGRF-11) model
(Finlay et al., 2010b) was applied. The geomagnetic field in this model is defined by the
negative gradient of a scalar potential V expressed in spherical harmonics:

V .r; ; ; t/ D a

N X
n  
X
a nC1
nD1 mD0

r

m
Œgnm .t / cos.m/ C hm
n .t/ sin.m/Pn .cos /;

(2.11)

where Pnm .cos  / denote the semi-normalized associated Legendre functions of degree n and
order m, a D 6371:2 km is the magnetic reference radius, and .r; ; / are the geocentric
coordinates of the location considered at time t. The numerical Gauss coefficients gnm ; hm
n
are updated every five years by the International Association of Geomagnetism (IAGA) (details are given in Finlay et al., 2010a,b; Macmillan and Finlay, 2011). The newly released
coefficients for IGRF-11 were implemented in the MAGNETOCOSMICS code in order to
calculate vertical effective cutoffs valid for the years 2010 to 2015.
Apart from the internal geomagnetic dipole field, the complex field structure of the outer
magnetosphere has to be taken into account in order to precisely calculate vertical effective
cutoff rigidities. For the description of the magnetospheric field due to external sources,
various models developed by Tsyganenko (1987, 1989, 1995, 2002a,b) are implemented in
the MAGNETOCOSMICS code. In the frame of the present work the model described in
Tsyganenko (1989) was chosen which accurately accounts for the tail current sheet, the ring
currents, and the magnetospheric boundary. It provides seven different states of the magnetosphere related to the Kp index quantifying disturbances in the horizontal component of the
magnetic field with an integer in the range of 0 - 9 (0 being calm and 5 or more indicating a
geomagnetic storm). The calculations of the cutoff rigidities were performed for calm magnetospheric conditions with a Kp index of 0.
The results of the calculations of the vertical effective cutoff rigidities using the MAGNETOCOSMICS program package and the prescribed magnetic field models are shown in Figure
2.5. Depicted are isolines of constant cutoff rigidities from 0 to 17 GV as a function of geographic position. The figure reflects the characteristic influence of the geomagnetic field on
the isotropic GCR particle flux resulting in low cutoff rigidities at high geographical latitudes
and maximum cutoffs of about 17 GV in equatorial latitudes. The red squares in Figure 2.5
show the positions of the geomagnetic poles in 2010 indicating the tilt of the geomagnetic
dipole axis with respect to the axis of rotation. Apart from the tilt, the magnetic axis is shifted
regarding the center of the Earth. As a consequence, the cutoff rigidities show a longitudinal
asymmetry along the equator with the highest values in south Asian regions.

5

http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/IAGA/vmod/igrf.html
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F IGURE 2.5: Vertical effective cutoff rigidities RC in GV as a function of geographic position for the
years 2010 to 2015 calculated with MAGNETOCOSMICS using the IGRF-11 model for the internal
geomagnetic field (Finlay et al., 2010a,b; Macmillan and Finlay, 2011) and the model by Tsyganenko
(1989) for the description of the outer magnetosphere. Red squares indicate the positions of the
magnetic poles in the year 2010.

2.2

Solar energetic particles and
ground level enhancements

Apart from galactic cosmic rays described in section 2.1, energetic particles produced in
randomly occurring eruptive events on the surface of the Sun may influence the radiation environment in near-Earth orbits and in the Earth’s atmosphere. Such phenomena are
called solar energetic particle (SEP) events. In SEP events ejecta with masses ranging from
107 1010 tons are emitted containing a maximum mechanical energy in the order of
1025 Joules (see e.g. Hundhausen et al., 1994; Ohyama and Shibata, 1998). The released
plasma mainly consists of electrons, protons, and minor fractions of heavier ions with average energies in the order of several hundreds of keV to several tens of MeV. Solar energetic
particles are either generated by so-called solar flares (SF) or by coronal mass
ejections (CME).
A solar flare is defined as a rapid and intense brightening on the Sun caused by a sudden
release of magnetic energy stored in the solar atmosphere (Cliver, 1995). The first solar
flare was independently recorded on September 1, 1859 by Carrington (1860) and Hodgson (1860) who were observing sunspots at that time. As a result of accelerated electrons,
solar flares are accompanied by the emission of Bremsstrahlung covering the entire electromagnetic spectrum from radio waves, through optical emission, to X-rays, and gamma
rays. According to the peak energy fluence in the X-ray emission with wavelengths of
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TABLE 2.1: Solar flare classification according to the peak energy fluence in 1-8 Å X-ray emission
measured by the GOES satellites.
X-ray flare class
B
C
M
X

Peak Energy Fluence
10
10

6
5

< 10 6
 < 10
 < 10
> 10 4

[W/m2 ]
5
4

1 - 8 Å measured by the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites6 (GOES), solar
flares are categorized in four classes as indicated in Table 2.1. Additionally to the logarithmic scale given by these classes, solar flares are sub-categorized on a linear scale within each
class, i.e. an energy fluence of 110 4 W/m2 corresponds to a X1-class flare, a fluence of
210 4 W/m2 corresponds to a X2-class flare and so on. Solar energetic particles generated
by flares are believed to be accelerated in stochastic processes involving resonant waveparticle interactions, where energy is transferred from plasma waves at the flare site to the
ambient particle population (Mandzhavidze and Ramaty, 1993). Due to the fact that these
processes take place deep in the solar atmosphere, the energetic particles produced usually
show high ionization states which are expected in the Sun’s chromosphere.
The second source of solar energetic particles, coronal mass ejections, are defined as an observable change in the Sun’s coronal structure occurring on a time scale of a few minutes to
several hours accompanied by the outward motion of coronal plasma clouds (Hundhausen
et al., 1984). Huge parts of the Sun’s corona can be involved in the generation of these clouds,
which in turn can reach enormous extensions of up to 180ı in helio coordinates (Cane and
Lario, 2006). CMEs exhibit an occurrence rate of about 0.5 per day during solar minimum
to about 2.5 per day during solar maximum (Yashiro et al., 2004; Gopalswamy et al., 2009).
The speeds of the plasma clouds launched from the corona range from several hundreds of
km/s to more than 2500 km/s (Yurchyshyn et al., 2005). Most of the CMEs, however, are
only slightly faster than the solar wind. It is now widely agreed that in CMEs energetic particles are generated via diffusive shock acceleration. Hereby, particles either from the corona
or from the ambient solar wind gain energy in multiple reflections on turbulences at both
sides of the CME-driven shock. Since the energy gain in this process depends linear on the
particle velocity, this process is called a first order Fermi mechanism. In order to develop a
supersonic shock front, the CME must be much faster than the solar wind. Therefore, only
the fastest CMEs give rise to SEP events (details may be found e.g. in Reames, 2000; Ng and
Reames, 2008).
The two different sources of solar energetic particles with their specific acceleration mechanisms result in different time profiles of the associated SEP events observed in space. Solar
flares release so-called impulsive events with a duration of several hours, whereas CME
shocks produce gradual events lasting up to several days. Apart from the temporal characteristics, the two classes of events exhibit different signatures in terms of e.g. different
6

http://www.oso.noaa.gov/goes/
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elemental abundances or ionization states of the accelerated particles. Although CMEs and
SFs are not caused by each other, they are strongly related processes. Therefore, in most
cases one phenomenon accompanies the other, and the associated SEP events exhibit features of both. A detailed discussion of the specific signatures due to mechanisms on the
Sun, however, is beyond the scope of this work, but the interested reader may refer to review
articles by e.g. Reames (1990, 1999) or Kahler (1992, 1994).
As already stated at the beginning of this section, in most of the SEP events particles reach
kinetic energies in the order of several tens of MeV only. Therefore, the vast majority of
these events are irrelevant concerning contributions to the radiation environment in lowEarth orbits or in the Earth’s atmosphere. In some cases, however, particles are accelerated
to relativistic energies which in turn may lead to highly increased radiation levels near and
even on Earth. Mason et al. (1984) and Reames (1998) have shown that such increases are
mainly caused by SEP events containing major fractions of high-energetic protons (so-called
solar proton events (SPE)). Of note is furthermore, that Kahler et al. (1978, 1984, 2001)
found a correlation of 96% between large solar proton events and CMEs. For this reason, it
is nowadays commonly accepted that very intense SPEs are caused or at least accompanied
by fast CMEs. High-energetic protons in these events can penetrate deep into the Earth’s
atmosphere and generate secondary particles that may be even detected on ground. Such
intense events are accordingly called ground level enhancements (GLE). The threshold kinetic energy for an increase in radiation at sea-level is about 450 MeV for a primary proton
striking the Earth’s atmosphere. This corresponds to a magnetic rigidity of about 1 GV, the
so-called atmospheric cutoff. Solar protons of this energy move with relativistic velocities
of nearly 75% of the speed of light and hence reach the Earth within approximately eleven
minutes.
The first GLE in history was recorded on February 28th, 1942 by Lange and Forbush (1942)
and Edward et al. (1942) who detected sharp increases in ionization rates. This ground level
enhancement is the first in the chronological list containing 70 events with the most recent
one recorded on December 13th, 2006. For the sake of completeness it should be mentioned
that the rapid increase detected during the first GLE coincided with an intense geomagnetic
storm occurring a few hours later. This resulted in a several days lasting decrease of the
measured ionization rates with respect to calm conditions, a so-called Forbush decrease.
Soon after the first GLE, however, another two were detected and Forbush (1946) suggested
charged particles emitted by the Sun being associated with these sudden increases.
Shea and Smart (1990) investigated a total number of 218 relativistic solar proton events
(Ek > 450 MeV) during solar cycle 19, 20, and 21 from 1955 through 1986 and found a
frequency of up to 20 SEP events per year near solar maximum. Only 35 of them resulted
in GLEs on Earth. Hence, the average occurrence rate of GLEs is about one per year with
a higher frequency during solar maximum and a lower frequency during solar minimum.
The temporal distribution of GLEs over the period considered by Shea and Smart (1990) is
depicted in Figure 2.6 on the left, where the accumulation near solar maxima, i.e. during
periods of high sunspot numbers, is obvious.
Apart from the outlined requirements concerning the minimum kinetic energies, SEP events
have to take place on the right location on the Sun in order to give rise to a GLE. This is a
result of the magnetic connection between Sun and Earth. Due to the Sun’s intrinsic rotation,
the field lines of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) exhibit a spiral pattern, the so-called
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F IGURE 2.6: Observed relativistic solar proton events during solar cycles 19, 20, and 21 (adapted
from Shea and Smart, 1990). The smoothed sunspot number (top panel on the left) is compared with
the occurrence rate of ground level enhancements (bottom panel on the left). The heliolongitudes
of the associated X-ray flare sites are depicted in the right panel. Red marks indicate the range of
coordinates magnetically best connected to Earth ( 30ı W - 90ı W) and the green mark indicates the
foot-point location of the Sun-Earth interplanetary magnetic field line around 60ı W.

Parker spirals (Parker, 1958). The field line connecting the Earth with the Sun has its footpoint on the western hemisphere at approximately 60ı W heliolongitude (Zimbardo et al.,
2006). Charged particles emitted by the Sun propagate most easily along this interplanetary
magnetic field line to Earth. Therefore, SEP events are most likely to result in GLEs if the
eruption on the Sun occurs near the foot-point, i.e. at about 30ı W - 90ı W. Shea and Smart
(1990) also studied the position of the X-ray flares associated with the GLEs observed during
solar cycles 19, 20, and 21. The results are shown in the right panel of Figure 2.6. Obviously,
the flare sites exhibit a pronounced accumulation around heliolongitudes near the foot-point
of the Sun-Earth field line (indicated as green and red marks in Fig. 2.6) which is in good
agreement with studies by Mullan and Schatten (1979). Nevertheless, the spatial distribution
is widely spread. This indicates that in many GLEs examined by Shea and Smart (1990) the
actual source of relativistic particles were not the flares but rather fast CMEs involving huge
parts of the Sun’s surface.
To give an example for an SEP event, Figure 2.7 shows images captured with instruments
on-board SOHO on 15th April, 2001. In the top panel pictures of the active region before
the event are displayed, which were taken with the Extreme Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope
(EIT, Delaboudinière et al., 1995) at wavelengths of 304 Å, 171 Å, and 195 Å (at 07:19 UT,
13:00 UT, 13:48 UT). In the middle panel the temporal evolution of a coronal mass ejection is
obvious which was captured with the Large Angle Spectroscopic Coronagraph (LASCO) C2
(at 13:54 UT, 14:06 UT, 14:30 UT Brueckner et al., 1995). The bottom panel shows the advancing CME captured with LASCO C3 at later times (14:42 UT, 15:18 UT,
15:42 UT). As can be seen, the active region on the Sun (indicated by an arrow in the top
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F IGURE 2.7: Images of the active solar region (top panel) observed with the EIT telescope (Delaboudinière et al., 1995) on April 15th, 2001 (at 304 Å, 171 Å, and 195 Å) before the evolution of the
CME giving rise to GLE 60. The middle and bottom panels show the evolving CME (indicated by arrows) captured with the LASCO C2 and LASCO C3 coronagraphs (Brueckner et al., 1995) on-board
SOHO. From left to right and top to bottom, the images were captured at 07:19 UT, 13:00 UT, 13:48
UT, 13:54 UT, 14:06 UT, 14:30 UT, 14:42 UT, 15:18 UT, and 15:42 UT.

panel) was located on the western hemisphere. From this region, a CME was launched
(indicated by arrows in the middle and bottom panel) spanning several tens of degrees in
heliolongitude and heliolatitude. Comparison with the extension of the Sun, indicated by the
white circles in the centers of the coronagraph images, shows the enormous size of the CME.
This CME was fast enough to accelerate coronal particles to relativistic energies and it was
magnetically well connected to Earth. Therefore, this event resulted in the 60th ground level
enhancement measured on Earth.
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Data on SEP events and GLEs

Data on solar energetic particle events and ground level enhancements are available from two
different sources, interplanetary and ground-based observations. The interplanetary observations are in general limited to non-relativistic energies, whereas ground-based instruments
are only sensitive to relativistic primary particles. In measurements performed on ground,
secondary particles produced in interactions of high-energetic primaries with atoms in the
atmosphere are detected. In contrast, measurements using instruments on-board spacecrafts
and satellites have the big advantage that galactic and solar particles are directly detected.

Data from interplanetary observations
One of the most important data sources in space is the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites7 (GOES) operated by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). These geosynchronous satellites orbit in the equatorial plane at about
36000 km above ground and measure e.g. X-rays, energetic electrons, protons and alpha
particles. Other data such as interplanetary magnetic field measurements are available at the
Space Physics Interactive Data Resource8 (SPIDR, Zhizhin et al., 2008). Further information
on solar energetic particles is provided by the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory9 (SOHO)
and the Advanced Composition Explorer10 (ACE), where data from many devices like coronagraphs, telescopes, or spectrometers are available. As already mentioned, one disadvantage
of the currently operated instruments on-board spacecrafts is that they do not cover a wide
enough energy range. For example the uppermost differential energy channel for protons
aboard GOES-11 covers the range from 510 MeV to 700 MeV. This barely overlaps with the
range above 450 MeV ground-based detectors are sensitive to. Therefore, these instruments
alone cannot be used to precisely describe and forecast radiation levels on Earth, especially
during GLEs. Nonetheless, important additional information and insights during such events
can be derived.

Data from ground based observations - The Neutron Monitor Network
On Earth, a variety of continuous measurements are performed to monitor the intensity of
secondary particles generated in collisions of high-energetic primary galactic or solar cosmic
ray nuclei with atoms in the atmosphere. As already mentioned, only relativistic primaries
with kinetic energies above 450 MeV per nucleon give rise to detectable secondary particle
fluence rates at sea-level. Among others, the secondary particles consist of neutrons, protons,
muons, and pions which are routinely measured.
The most important and most useful instruments for cosmic radiation and space weather
observations on Earth are Neutron Monitors (NM). As discussed in more detail in Pioch
7

http://www.oso.noaa.gov/goes/
http://spidr.ngdc.noaa.gov/spidr/
9
http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/
10
http://www.srl.caltech.edu/ACE/
8
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F IGURE 2.8: Geographic positions of various Neutron Monitor stations which are either in operation
or whose data are still available (yellow dots). Positions of the two Bonner Sphere spectrometers
operated by the HMGU which provide their data to the Neutron Monitor Data Base (NMDB) are
shown as orange dots. Isolines indicate the vertical effective cutoff rigidity in GV (see Section 2.1.2
and Figure 2.5) and red squares indicate the positions of the magnetic poles in 2010.

(2008); Pioch et al. (2011b), Neutron Monitors are mainly sensitive to secondary neutrons
which account for about 95% of the count rate but also protons ( 3.5%), charged pions, and
muons ( 1.5%) contribute to the overall count rate. A single Neutron Monitor count rate
only provides information about the integral intensity of cosmic radiation, and no spectral
information can be derived. By simultaneously analysing the count rates of several Neutron
Monitor stations which are located at various altitudes and geographical latitudes (i.e. at different cutoffs), information on the primary cosmic ray spectrum, the angular distribution,
and the temporal variation of the primary particles outside the magnetosphere can be obtained. This global Neutron Monitor network is the only tool available to get information
about spectra of relativistic solar protons during GLEs and the related acceleration mechanisms in the rigidity range from 1 GV to about 17 GV. In Figure 2.8 locations of NM stations
at various geographic positions and cutoff rigidities are shown as yellow dots. Some of these
stations are not in operation any more but their data are still available.
Primarily two different types of detectors are in operation, the IGY type and the standardized NM64 type. The so-called NM64 supermonitor was developed in the 1960s (Hatton
and Carmichael, 1964; Hatton, 1971) and is nowadays the most commonly used detector.
Both devices, however, were developed to study the high-energy hadronic component of
cosmic radiation. Low-energy neutrons result from moderation in the soil and other material
surrounding the monitor and hence do not provide useful information about secondary and
primary cosmic radiation. Therefore, the devices are designed to be mainly sensitive to neutrons with energies above several tens of MeV. In case of the NM64, the outer volume of the
detector consists of Polyethylene (PE), the so-called reflector, where low-energy neutrons
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are either reflected or absorbed. The inner part contains a big volume of lead, the producer,
serving as target for higher energetic neutrons to produce further neutrons in spallation reactions with lead nuclei. These neutrons are finally moderated by the inner PE moderator to be
efficiently detected in big BF3 proportional counter tubes via 10 B(n,˛/7 Li reactions. Details
about the geometry and the corresponding response of the NM64 type Neutron Monitor to
neutrons and protons are discussed in Pioch (2008); Pioch et al. (2011b). Clem and Dorman
(2000) additionally determined the monitor’s response to muons and pions.
Data from NM stations are available through a variety of databases such as IZMIRAN11 or
the Australian Antarctic Data Center12 (AADC). Of note is the recently released Neutron
Monitor Data Base13 (NMDB) which comprises 28 NM stations from 16 institutes and provides high-resolution data in near real-time.
At the Helmholtz Zentrum München (HMGU), two Bonner sphere spectrometers (BSS) are
continuously operated at the Zugspitze mountain, Germany, and in Ny-Ålesund on Spitsbergen, Norway (shown as orange dots in Fig. 2.8). The spectrometers measure the spectral
fluence rate distribution of secondary cosmic ray neutrons as a function of time and hence
provide additional information to Neutron Monitors. The instruments have been maintained
and their data have been analyzed throughout the present work (a description in every detail
follows in chapter 3). Pioch et al. (2011b) showed that data obtained by means of the BSS
and NM measurements are largely consistent. Therefore, it is planned to provide the BSS
data to the Neutron Monitor Data Base on a routine basis.

Data from ice core samples
Another very interesting source of data on large GLEs is polar ice. Studies during the past
20 years have shown that impulsive nitrate peaks in polar ice are related to major solar proton
events and hence provide a well-conserved record over several thousands of years. The initial research on this relationship was done by Zeller et al. (1986) and Dreschhoff and Zeller
(1990) who found large spikes in nitrate concentration in two ice cores drilled in the Antarctic region which coincided with the time of major solar proton events.
Solar protons striking the Earth’s polar atmosphere cause ionization. Secondary electrons
from these ionization processes dissociate molecular nitrogen and generate nitrate radicals,
so-called odd nitrogen14 denoted by NOy (for example via N C O2 ! NO C O). Large
portions of the nitrogen oxides are further oxidized to nitric acid (HNO3 ), some of which becomes attached to aerosols or incorporated in snow crystals. By gravitational sedimentation
the nitric acid is transported downwards to the troposphere and finally conserved in polar
ice. The precipitation into polar ice occurs on a time scale of about 6 weeks (details on this
process may be found in Shea et al. (2006) and references therein).
The two Antarctic ice cores analyzed by Dreschhoff and Zeller (1990) only cover a time
period of 1905-1991. In 1992 another very long core was drilled at Summit, Greenland,
especially dedicated to high-resolution nitrate studies. This core, 125.6 m in length, covers
11

http://cr0.izmiran.rssi.ru/common/links.htm
http://data.aad.gov.au/aadc/gle/
13
http://www.nmdb.eu/
14
Odd nitrogen includes NO, NO2 , NO3 , HN2 O5 , N2 O5 , HNO3 , HO2 NO2 , ClONO2 , BrONO2
12
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a time period of 1561-1991. McCracken et al. (2001a,b,c) analyzed both the Arctic and the
Antarctic ice cores and demonstrated that nitrate events are highly correlated with periods of
solar-terrestrial disturbance, with a probability of chance correlation being less than 10 9 .
Furthermore, the seven largest GLEs observed since continuous monitoring of cosmic radiation started in 1936 were shown to be in one-to-one correlation with ice core data. The
probability of this occurring by chance was estimated to be less than 10 6 . Therefore, the
work of McCracken et al. (2001a,b,c) eliminated most of the doubts and uncertainties in the
association between impulsive nitrate and major solar proton events.
In order to get useful information from the deposited nitrate found in drilled polar ice cores,
McCracken et al. (2001a) established a conversion relationship of nitrate concentration and
omnidirectional proton fluence on top of the atmosphere. In this approach, the total nitrate
concentration N t [ng/cm2 ] in a single impulsive event summed over n time samples contained in the event is given as
X
Nt D   L 
Cn /
 ˚;
(2.12)
n

where  denotes the ice density and Cn (in units of ng per g water) the nitrate concentration of
the nth sample with length L. The conversion factor connects the omnidirectional fluence
˚ [cm 2 ] of protons with kinetic energies >30 MeV to the amount of nitrate in an ice core
sample. Lower energetic protons cause ionizations and NOy production in the uppermost atmosphere and contribute to auroral appearances. Most of this high altitude NOy is destroyed
by photo dissociation and is unlikely to be transported to the troposphere. The conversion
factor in Equation 2.12 is an explicit function of time and geographical latitude accounting
for annual variations of the NOy transport in the atmosphere and different efficiencies of
the precipitation in Arctic and Antarctic regions. Using various ground-based measurements
and observations in interplanetary space, Shea and Smart (1990, 1993) provided values for
the omnidirectional fluences of the seven largest GLEs observed in the period 1942-1989
in order to finally derive the conversion factor. Taking an average factor, a total number
of 70 impulsive nitrate events were identified having a >30 MeV omindirectional fluence
 2109 cm 2 . A complete list of fluence values derived for these events and another 55
with fluences in the range of 1 - 2109 cm 2 is given in McCracken et al. (2001a,b). It should
be noted that the nitrate peaks of the 70 largest events were five standard deviations above the
mean background level, which allows to exclude fluctuations in the nitrate concentration that
may be attributed to meteorological reasons. Apart from short-term fluctuations, the nitrate
concentration in polar ice shows a pronounced annual wave-like variation due to seasonal
changes in the polar atmosphere. The date of occurrence of all investigated nitrate events
has been determined using this annual variation of nitrate in the samples. By measuring the
samples’ electric conductivity, the dates of occurrence have been further inter-calibrated with
the occurrence of well-dated volcanic eruptions.
The largest impulsive nitrate deposition on the 450 years record in the Arctic ice core was
dated to late 1859. This event is associated with the first observation of a solar flare by
Carrington (1860) and Hodgson (1860) on September 1, 1859. For this so-called Carrington event, an omnidirectional fluence (>30 MeV) of 1.881010 cm 2 was derived, having
almost twice the fluence of the second largest in 1895. The Carrington event was by far the
most intense GLE and geomagnetic storm ever documented. Green and Boardsen (2006)
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summarized data on this event using scientific measurements, newspapers, ship logs, and
other records available. They found aurorae in all colors and forms being reported at geographical latitudes below 50ı and a several hours lasting blood red aurora even at  18ı
latitude.
Using the fluence value derived by McCracken et al. (2001a) for the Carrington event, in the
frame of the present work a plausible worst case scenario for a GLE was constructed. In this
scenario secondary particle fluence rates in the Earth’s atmosphere, related dose rates, and
accumulated doses for aircrews along selected flights were calculated (see Chapter 6).

2.2.2

Modeling GLEs using Neutron Monitors

As stated in the previous section, information on GLE proton spectra at relativistic energies
can be obtained using the global Neutron Monitor network. Such spectra were used in the
present work to study the radiation environment in the lower atmosphere due to solar cosmic
radiation (see Chapter 6). For this reason, the modeling of SEP events and the procedure of
deducing spectral, temporal, and spatial characteristics of solar protons from NM count rate
increases during GLEs, as well as the uncertainties arising are discussed in the following.
As pointed out in section 2.2.1, Neutron Monitors are mainly sensitive to secondary neutrons
and, to a minor degree, to protons and other secondaries generated in collisions of cosmic
ray nuclei with atoms in the atmosphere. An increase in the fluence rate of primary protons
at a Neutron Monitor’s location gives rise to enhanced secondary particle fluence rates and
hence triggers an increase in the detector’s count rate. Apart from the Monitor’s response to
secondary particles and the altitude of the NM station, the corresponding count rate, therefore, depends on the intensity and the spectral distribution of primary particles impinging
onto the atmosphere.
The galactic cosmic ray background responsible for a Neutron Monitor’s count rate during
calm conditions exhibits an isotropic angular distribution. Accordingly, the momentum direction of particles outside the magnetosphere is of no importance, and the influence of the
magnetosphere on the GCR particle intensity and spectral distribution on top of the atmosphere is well described by the vertical effective cutoff rigidity at the location considered (see
section 2.1.2). In contrast, solar proton spectra during SEP events are usually anisotropic,
in particular during the initial phase of the event. Since a particle with given rigidity and
momentum direction outside the magnetosphere only has access to a certain geographic location, in GLE analyses this direction must be taken into account in addition to the cutoff
rigidity. To address this issue, McCracken et al. (1962, 1968) introduced the asymptotic
viewing or asymptotic arrival direction of a particle with access to a certain location as the
particle’s direction of motion in space prior to any deflection in the magnetosphere. Similar
to the computation of cutoff rigidities described in section 2.1.2, asymptotic viewing directions are determined via backward calculation of the trajectory of a negatively charged
particle in the magnetospheric field. Usually only particles starting in vertical direction
on top of the atmosphere are considered. The direction of the mirror particle at the exit
point of the magnetopause defines the viewing direction (details may be found in Shea and
Smart, 1982; Cooke et al., 1991). In Figure 2.9 (left) trajectories of particles with rigidities
1  R  20 GV are exemplary shown for the NM stations in Barentsburg and Apatity.
For conceptual purposes, asymptotic directions of approach can be plotted on an extended
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F IGURE 2.9: Illustration of the asymptotic cone of acceptance. On the left particle trajectories
(1  R  20 GV) are shown for the NM stations in Barentsburg and Apatity. On the right the
corresponding asymptotic directions are shown as projections on an extended orthographic globe
(courtesy: E.V. Vashenyuk and Yu.V. Balabin).

orthographic projection of the Earth and thus are given by pairs of geocentric coordinates,
i.e. latitude and longitude (; ) as shown in Figure 2.9 (right). The set of asymptotic arrival
directions for all rigidities allowing access to a particular site defines the so-called asymptotic
cone of acceptance. As can be seen in Figure 2.9, although the NM stations of Barentsburg
and Apatity are geographically close to each other, the polar station in Barentsburg samples
radiation from very high latitudes of the celestial sphere, whereas the sub-polar station in
Apatity only accepts particles from equatorial regions. Hence, the asymptotic cone of acceptance basically turns ground-based cosmic ray detectors into directional instruments, and the
global Neutron Monitor network can be considered as a multidirectional solar proton spectrometer in the relativistic energy range.
In order to characterize the anisotropic flux of solar protons during SEP events, the so-called
pitch angle distribution f .˛; t/ is used. This distribution is assumed to be rotationally symmetric around the incoming or apparent source direction of the event which is approximately
given by the Sun-Earth magnetic field line. The pitch angle ˛Œ.; /; R for a particular
site is taken as the angle between the apparent source direction and the asymptotic viewing
direction (; ) at rigidity R. Along the apparent source direction, the particle intensity is
assumed to be maximal and decreasing with increasing pitch angle. Various dependencies of
the intensity on the pitch angle can be assumed. Some studies have found that solar particle
anisotropies can be described by a Gaussian in pitch angle (e.g. Smart et al., 1971; Debrunner and Lockwood, 1980), others have shown that an exponential function fits rather well
to observations (e.g. Beeck and Wibberenz, 1986; Humble et al., 1991), but also a linear relationship has been successfully applied (e.g. Matthiä, 2009; Matthiä et al., 2009a,b). The
convolution of the pitch angle distribution with all asymptotic directions for a specific geographic position finally gives the vertical flux of primary particles on top of the atmosphere
above the vertical effective cutoff rigidity at this location.
Knowing the asymptotic cones of acceptance for all Neutron Monitor stations considered
and assuming a certain pitch angle distribution describing the anisotropy of a GLE, information on the spectral, temporal, and spatial characteristics of the event can be deduced from
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measured count rate increases. The basic underlying technique has been developed over
many years (Smart et al., 1971; Shea and Smart, 1982) and many subsequent improvements
have been made such as applying more accurate representations of the magnetospheric field
(Flückiger and Kobel, 1990; Flückiger et al., 2006) or taking non-vertical directions of incidence at the atmosphere into account (Cramp et al., 1997; Vashenyuk et al., 2007).
The response of a sea-level Neutron Monitor to the anisotropic solar proton flux with differential intensity j .R; t/ [cm 2 s 1 sr 1 M eV 1 ] and pitch angle distribution f .˛; t/ arriving
in vertical direction on top of the atmosphere at time t can be expressed by
N .t/ D

1
X

S.R/j .R; t/f .˛; t/R ;

(2.13)

RC

where N .t / denotes the corresponding count rate increase, R the rigidity, and RC the vertical effective cutoff rigidity. S.R/ is the specific yield function describing the influence of
the atmosphere and relating the count rate to all components of the primary and secondary
particle spectra (see e.g. Stoker, 1994). Equation 2.13 finally needs to be solved for as many
NM stations as possible by applying a least square fitting procedure minimizing the differences between calculated and observed count rate increases. This allows to determine the
primary solar proton parameters, i.e. the differential energy spectrum, the apparent source direction, and the pitch angle distribution outside the magnetosphere for several time intervals
during the GLE event. Especially for an accurate determination of the spectral characteristics, responses of stations widely separated in both latitude and longitude must be included.
Moreover, also stations which did not record increases must be taken into account, since they
place bounds on the spectra at very high energies (see e.g. Cramp et al., 1997).
Considering the difficulties involved in modeling SEP events in terms of calculating accurate asymptotic cones, assuming a proper anisotropy distribution and yield function, and
including an adequate set of NM stations, it is not surprising that in principle many different
functions of the differential solar proton intensity j .R; t / can reproduce the observed count
rate increases equally well. For this reason, differential proton spectra deduced by various
authors can differ significantly from each other which implies large uncertainties for the GLE
spectra.

2.2.3

Examples of GLE spectra

Various approaches for the differential proton spectra during GLEs have been proposed to
fit the observed count rate increases of Neutron Monitors according to Equation 2.13. As
argued at the beginning of section 2.2, energetic protons in large SEP events are believed to
be accelerated in shocks driven by fast coronal mass ejections. Ellison and Ramaty (1985)
developed a model for shock acceleration and derived an equation for the differential spectra
of electrons and ions. These spectra with respect to the kinetic energy (Ek ) are given by a
power law in momentum p with an exponential turnover at high energies:


Ek
:
(2.14)
j .Ek / D dJ =dEk / p  exp
E0
E0 denotes the energy where the turnover becomes important resulting in a steepening at
high energies.
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Xapsos et al. (2000) have shown that many GLE observations can well be described by a
Weibull distribution for the proton spectra:
j .Ek / D dJ =dEk D j0 ˛Ek˛

1

exp. Ek˛ /;

(2.15)

where ; ˛, and j0 are constant parameters that may be determined by a fitting procedure to
both interplanetary and ground-based observations. Also the Weibull distribution shows a
steepening at high energies. This steepening effect can be understood as a natural limit of
the acceleration mechanism due to an incapacity of the solar plasma to accelerate particles
to very high energies, i.e. there is progressively more resistance against attaining higher
energies in the plasma.
Another spectral form taking this steepening effect into account is a modified power law with
respect to the rigidity (Cramp et al., 1997):
dJ =dR / R

ı .R 1/

;

(2.16)

where ı describes the change of the power law exponent per GV, thus resulting in an increase of the slope with increasing rigidity.
Rather frequently, however, spectra are described by pure power laws in rigidity or kinetic
energy:
dJ =dR / R
dJ =dEk / Ek

(2.17)
(2.18)

In many cases, the spectra during GLEs change with time, and different forms of the spectra
outlined above may be chosen for different time intervals during a GLE in order to accurately
describe Neutron Monitor observations (e.g. Vashenyuk et al., 2008, 2009b).
The modeling procedure of GLEs and the deduced spectral characteristics outlined in this
section are exemplary illustrated in the following for GLE 69 which occurred on January
20, 2005. This GLE is related to a X7.1 class solar flare at 67ı W on the Sun and, thus,
was well connected to Earth. The onset time of the solar X-ray flare was at 06:36 UT, and
about 15 minutes later the first relativistic protons reached the Earth giving rise to increased
count rates of ground-based cosmic ray detectors. In the top panel of Figure 2.10 measurements with several NM64-type Neutron Monitors are shown. Depicted are relative count
rates of two south-polar Neutron Monitor stations (South Pole and Terre Adelie at 0.0 GV
cutoff), two sub-polar stations on the northern hemisphere (Apatity and Oulu at 0.65 and
0.8 GV, respectively), and a mid-latitude station in Switzerland (Jungfraujoch at 4.5 GV).
With a maximum count rate increase of more than 4800% in the time interval from 6:50 UT
to 6:55 UT at the South Pole station, GLE 69 was ranked among the largest ever recorded.
Yet, it was also one of the most anisotropic events in years with very high count rate increases
detected only by stations in the southern polar region.
In the bottom panel of Figure 2.10 proton spectra deduced from NM observations by
Bütikofer et al. (2006) and Vashenyuk et al. (2005, 2007) are shown for the initial phase
( 7:00 UT) and the main phase ( 8:00 UT) of the event in the energy region from
500 MeV to 10 GeV. Obviously, rather large discrepancies between the deduced spectral
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F IGURE 2.10: Relative count rate increases recorded by selected Neutron Monitor stations during
GLE 69 on January 20, 2005 (top panel). The bottom panel shows the spectral characteristics deduced
in the energy region from 500 MeV to 10 GeV by Bütikofer et al. (2006) and Vashenyuk et al. (2005,
2007, 2009a) for about 7:00 and 8:00 UT during the event. For comparison, proton measurements
aboard the GOES-11 satellite and the flux of galactic cosmic ray protons are also shown.

characteristics are observed in terms of both spectral shape and absolute intensity. While
Bütikofer et al. (2006) assumed a power law dependence of the proton intensity on rigidity
(Eq. 2.17), Vashenyuk et al. (2005) used a modified power law (Eq. 2.16) with very different
parameters during the initial and the main phase. For comparison, measurements aboard
the GOES-11 satellite and the GCR proton flux in January 2005 according to the model of
Burger/Usoskin (see section 2.1.1) are also depicted in Figure 2.10.
Especially during the initial phase the proton spectrum by Bütikofer et al. (2006) appears to
overestimate GOES-11 data significantly, i.e. by almost a factor of 100. Spectra given by
Vashenyuk et al. (2005) and the main phase spectrum by Bütikofer et al. (2006) are much
closer to GOES data but still not fully consistent. Nevertheless, considering that the uppermost differential proton channel (510 - 700 MeV) on GOES-11 barely overlaps with the
relativistic energy region ground-based detectors are sensitive to, discrepancies are highly
probable and also expected. For this reason, the agreement of interplanetary and groundobservations is satisfactory. Concerning discrepancies between the spectra deduced from
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NM count rates, it was already stated that basically a variety of combinations of pitch angle
distributions, asymptotic cones, and differential spectra reproduce the NM count rate increases equally well. Thus, for none of the spectra shown in Figure 2.7 absolute correctness
can be claimed.
Comparison of the GLE spectra with the galactic cosmic ray background (black dash-dotted
line) makes the strongly enhanced primary proton flux obvious. Proton intensities may exceed those of galactic origin by many orders of magnitude below a few GeV. Therefore,
dose assessment studies during GLEs are required, in particular for aircrews. Uncertainties
in the differential proton spectra deduced from NM observations, however, result in rather
large uncertainties for calculations of secondary particle fluence and dose rates in the lower
atmosphere. These issues are addressed in every detail in Chapter 6.

C HAPTER

3
B ONNER S PHERE M EASUREMENTS

After the discovery of the neutron by Chadwick (1932) many attempts have been made towards the development of instruments that allow to determine the energy distribution of these
neutral particles. For this new field of neutron spectrometry several approaches have been
suggested up to the 1960s. This includes spectrometry of recoil nuclei or charged particles released in neutron-induced nuclear reactions. Other techniques are based on neutron-induced
activation of certain materials or measurements of the neutron velocity using the time-offlight method.
Bramblett, Ewing, and Bonner (1960) introduced a new method with the multi-sphere neutron spectrometer, which subsequently became known as the Bonner sphere spectrometer
(BSS). Such spectrometers consist of a thermal neutron detector centered in a number of
moderating spheres of different diameters. With Bonner sphere spectrometers neutron fluence rates can be measured over a very broad energy range from thermal energies up to
several tens of GeV. Furthermore, they exhibit a nearly isotropic response due to their spherical construction, and they can be operated continuously to monitor neutron fields. These are
the main reasons why Bonner sphere spectrometers and the corresponding unfolding techniques to derive spectral information have been further improved during the last decades.
Nowadays, BSS systems can be routinely applied for radiation protection at high-energy
accelerators and ion therapy treatment facilities or for monitoring secondary neutrons from
cosmic radiation. The latter has been done by the Helmholtz Zentrum München (HMGU)
in order to supplement the global Neutron Monitor network and to obtain information on
potential changes in neutron fluence and dose rates during ground level enhancements.
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After a short description of the basic features of BSS systems, detailed information on the
locations of the HMGU spectrometers is given. Subsequently, calculations of the response
functions using the GEANT4 simulation toolkit with different state-of-the-art high-energy
hadronic models are described. In the last part of this chapter a detailed analysis of the
impact of different response functions on unfolded fluence and dose rates in Bonner sphere
spectrometry is carried out. The results presented in this chapter have already been published
in Pioch et al. (2010).

3.1

Features of Bonner sphere neutron spectrometers

A basic Bonner sphere consists of a spherical volume of material serving as moderator to
slowdown incident neutrons. The resulting slow (thermal) neutrons are finally detected by
a sensor centered in the sphere. The most appropriate detectors for this purpose are based
on measuring the energies of charged products from neutron-induced nuclear reactions, but
also others such as activation foils (e.g. Fernández et al., 2007; Garny et al., 2009) may be
applied. Commonly used nuclear reactions are e.g. the 6 Li(n,˛/3 H reaction in 6 Li-doped
scintillation crystals (e.g. Mares and Schraube, 1994) or the 10 B(n,˛/7 Li and 3 He(n,p)3 H
reactions in proportional counters filled with the corresponding gas. At energies below a
few hundred keV the cross sections of all these reactions are inverse proportional to the
neutron velocity. The 3 He(n,p) reaction, however, exhibits the largest with a value of 5330
barn at thermal energies, followed by the 10 B(n,˛/ (3840 barn) and the 6 Li(n,˛/ (940 barn)
reactions. Hence, the most efficient detectors applicable in Bonner spheres are proportional
counters filled with 3 He gas.
In order to make use of the high thermal cross section and the corresponding high detection
probability, incident neutrons have to be moderated via elastic scattering within a reasonably
small volume. For this purpose, material containing a large fraction of hydrogen has to be
used. Following classical collision theory (see e.g. Turner, 1995), the energy transfer Q in a
collision of a neutron with kinetic energy Ek and a nucleus with mass number A is given as
4A
 cos2 ./;
(3.1)
Q D Ek 
.A C 1/2
where  is the scattering angle. Accordingly, the maximum possible energy transfer in a
direct collision ( D 0) is Qmax D Ek for hydrogen nuclei. Moreover, elastic scattering is isotropic in the center of mass system below 10 MeV with a mean energy transfer of
Qmean D 12 Qmax . This means a neutron loses on average half its kinetic energy per collision
with a hydrogen nucleus and, thus, can be moderated within a small volume. The outer shell
of Bonner spheres is, therefore, almost solely made of polyethylene (PE) which consists of
(CH2 )n polymer chains.
The assembly of a PE moderator and a thermal neutron sensor providing a high sensitivity and allowing a good -ray discrimination is used in many other systems. Examples
are neutron survey meters (e.g Mares et al., 2002) or long counters. The specific feature
characterizing the Bonner sphere spectrometer is the use of many different sized moderators in parallel. With increasing sphere diameter the degree of moderation and the number
of capture reactions in PE increase with the H(n, ) reaction being most important. Accordingly, in small spheres only low-energy neutrons have a high probability to reach the
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detector, whereas high-energy neutrons tend to escape. In larger spheres, on the other hand,
the low-energy neutrons are either reflected or absorbed in (n, ) reactions, whereas higher
energetic neutrons have a reasonable probability to be thermalized and detected in the center. For this reason, the sensitivity of each sphere peaks at a certain neutron energy, and the
measured count rates contain information on the neutron fluence rate present at that energy.
Application of an unfolding procedure finally enables one to derive any spectral fluence rate
distribution over a wide range of energy.
The use of a pure moderator only, however, results in very low responses above 20 MeV due
to the rather large mean free path length of neutrons at these energies in PE. In particular
for monitoring neutron fields near accelerators and in the Earth’s atmosphere, much higher
neutron energies have to be accurately measured. For this reason, shells with high atomic
number material such as lead, iron, tungsten, or copper may be embedded in certain spheres
(see e.g. Wiegel and Alevra, 1994, 2002; Mares et al., 1998). Neutron-induced spallation
reactions in these shells lead to neutron multiplication, where the major part of secondary
neutrons generated results from evaporation processes. These neutrons with average energies of 1 -2 MeV can well be thermalized by an inner layer of PE covering the proportional
counter. This in turn leads to a strongly increased response at high energies.

3.2

Spectrometers operated by the HMGU

The Helmholtz Zentrum München has been continuously operating two extended Bonner
sphere spectrometers employing spherical 3 He proportional counters (SP90 Centronic Ltd.;
3.3 cm diameter; 172 kPa partial pressure) to measure secondary neutrons from cosmic radiation. The spectrometers consist of 13 basic Bonner spheres with pure PE moderators of
different diameters (2.5, 3, 4, 5, 5.5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 15 inches). In two spheres
with 9 inch outer diameter, lead shells of 0.5 and 1.0 inch thickness, respectively, are embedded serving as measurement channels in the high-energy region. Additionally, one bare 3 He
proportional counter is operated to detect thermal neutrons resulting from moderation in the
environment of the spectrometers.
Schraube et al. (1997, 1999) carried out the first promising measurements of secondary neutrons from cosmic radiation with one of the prescribed BSSs on the Zugspitze mountain,
Germany. Since 2005 this system has been continuously operated in a laboratory at the Environmental research station (UFS) “Schneefernerhaus” at an altitude of 2660 m near the
summit of the Zugspitze. In 2006 the spectrometer had been moved into a measurement
shed with pitched roof on a terrace of the UFS, because accumulated snow on the roof of the
lab strongly influenced the measurements of cosmic ray neutrons. The geographical position
of the UFS is 47ı 25’N 10ı 59’E corresponding to a vertical effective cutoff rigidity of about
4.0 GV as calculated in the frame of the present work (see Section 2.1.2). The successful
application of this spectrometer was demonstrated during a Forbush decrease by Leuthold
et al. (2007).
The second BSS system has been continuously operated since June 2007 at the Koldewey
station in Ny-Ålesund, Spitsbergen. The Koldewey station belongs to the Alfred Wegener Institute (AWI) and is part of the French-German arctic research base (AWIPEV). Ny-Ålesund
is located at sea-level at a geographic position of 78ı 55’N 11ı 55’E corresponding to a
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vertical effective cutoff of 0.0 GV. Results from the BSS measurements in the polar region in comparison with the nearby operated Barentsburg Neutron Monitor are presented in
Pioch (2008); Pioch et al. (2011b), and some additional information on the statistics and the
time resolution during potential GLEs may be found in Rühm et al. (2009b).
Both systems have been maintained and the data have been analyzed throughout the present
work. The measurements have been shown to be mutually consistent in terms of both unfolded fluence and ambient dose equivalent rates (Pioch, 2008; Rühm et al., 2008, 2009a,b).
The electronics of the BSS at the Zugspitze mountain was updated in the frame of the present
work with a more stable equipment which is also used at the Koldewey station. For data
acquisition both systems are now equipped with compact pre-amplifier/amplifier modules
(ACHEM7F, Canberra). Amplified and shaped pulses from each 3 He proportional counter
are further analyzed by Multiports (MP2-6E, Canberra) providing an independent analogdigital converter and multichannel analyzer for each measurement channel. The corresponding pulse height spectra are recorded in five and 60 minute intervals, respectively, in order
to allow high-resolution analyses during potential GLEs. The systems are remotely operated via Internet, and the locally saved data are downloaded on a routine basis in order to
determine count rates of each sphere as a function of time via integration of the pulse height
spectra over a sphere-specific region of interest.
Of note is that due to the high atmospheric shielding at sea-level the polar BSS in Ny-Ålesund
on average exhibits a factor of seven lower count rates than the BSS at mountain altitudes.
For this reason, a set of new Bonner spheres was designed in the frame of the present work
allowing to employ bigger spherical 3 He counters with 5.08 cm outer diameter manufactured by LND Inc. (LND-2705; 983 kPa partial pressure). As described in the next section, a
GEANT4 simulation program was developed to calculate the response functions of the BSSs
with small detectors, which also served as basis for the calculations with big detectors. First
test measurements using LND detectors were performed at the UFS in June 2011 and reasonable consistency was found with the continuously operated BSS using smaller detectors
(for details see Ackermann, 2011).

3.3

Calculation of BSS neutron responses using GEANT4

What follows is a description of the procedure to determine the response functions of Bonner spheres to neutrons by means of Monte Carlo calculations. Additionally to the neutron
detection efficiencies, a complete set of proton response functions was calculated. Since a
discussion of the proton responses is not necessary for the results presented in this and the
subsequent chapter, they are presented in Appendix C.2.
For the prescribed BSS systems with SP90 detectors two complete sets of neutron response
functions were calculated using the three-dimensional Monte Carlo simulation toolkit
GEANT4 v. 8.2 (Agostinelli et al., 2003; Allison et al., 2006) with main focus on the highenergy region, where different state-of-the-art hadronic models were applied. GEANT4 was
developed at CERN and is freely available as source code1 written in C++. Application of
this object oriented software technology provides a high degree in transparency allowing the
user to change and combine any parts of the code according to his demands. This in turn
1

http://geant4.cern.ch/
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requires detailed knowledge at the user side, especially about the physics, and it is the user’s
responsibility to make sure the problem is properly modeled.
However, in this chapter the focus should be kept on results and not the detailed Monte
Carlo (MC) techniques. Moreover, as will be seen in subsequent chapters, various particle
transport calculations were performed in the present work. For this reason, general considerations on all GEANT4 calculations are given in Appendix B, including information on the
basic MC method, GEANT4 specific modeling techniques, random number generation, and
other issues. Furthermore, the physics applied are extensively summarized, described, and
discussed there. Nonetheless, to allow for a coherent discussion, all necessary information
on the hadronic framework of GEANT4 used for the BSS neutron response calculations is
summarized in the following.
In GEANT4 certain physical processes can be assigned to certain particle types, and several
models can be assigned to certain processes. Therefore, it is clearly distinguished between
processes and models. Processes describe a particular initial or final state and have a welldefined cross-section or mean lifetime in case of decay. On the other hand, models describe
the production of secondary particles. During run time the models are used by certain processes in order to determine the secondaries generated in an event and to calculate their
momenta. This approach gives the possibility to apply multiple models for the same process. That is particularly the case in the hadronic framework of GEANT4 where a variety
of models is available. All hadronic transport models can be categorized in data-driven,
parametrization-driven, and theory-driven modeling approaches. The data-driven hadronic
models mainly deal with the detailed transport of low-energy neutrons and isotope production. The low- and high-energy parametrized models include fission, capture, elastic, and
inelastic scattering reactions. At high energies above several 10 - 100 MeV, the simulation
of hadronic interactions relies on theoretical models since experimental cross section data
are scarce. All these models can be arranged in complementary or alternative manner (see
Table B.1 for a complete overview and GEANT4 Collaboration, 2009a,b).

3.3.1

Low-energy neutron transport and thermal scattering

The low-energy neutron transport in GEANT4 is mainly treated in a data-driven approach.
For this purpose various cross section datasets are available in the G4NDL neutron data
library. Results presented in the following were obtained using G4NDL v. 3.10 which is
mainly based on the ENDF/B-VI cross section evaluation (McLane, 1991; MacFarlane,
1994a). This evaluation is complemented with others such as the Japanese evaluations
JENDL3.2 (Nakagawa et al., 1995) and JENDL-HE (Fukahori et al., 2002) including extensions to 150 MeV for several isotopes.
Below 20 MeV neutron energy high-precision models are available in GEANT4, which either use these data to sample the corresponding double differential reaction cross sections or
rely on theoretical approaches when no data are available. The high-precision modeling of
neutrons includes elastic scattering based on the free gas approximation, inelastic scattering
with tabulated final state information, capture, and fission.
At neutron energies below 4 eV scattering processes have to be treated differently, and the
free gas approximation used in the high-precision models does not give an accurate descrip-
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tion. At thermal neutron energies the specific thermal motion of the scattering nucleus gains
importance. In molecules of the scattering material translational motion as well as vibration and rotation of the chemically bound atoms may be excited. This in turn highly affects
the neutron scattering cross section and the final state characteristics such as energy gain or
loss and the scattering angle. For this reason, thermal scattering cross sections (S(˛; ˇ) matrix, see App. B) for neutron scattering on bound hydrogen nuclei in water and polyethylene
(PE) are adapted in GEANT4 from the low-energy extension of ENDF/B-VI (MacFarlane,
1994b). A detailed description of the thermal scattering law, the corresponding cross section,
and the sampling method is given in Appendix B.

3.3.2

High-energy neutron transport and
intra-nuclear cascade (INC) models

At high energies only very few experimental data are available, and the modeling of neutron
interactions fully relies on theory in GEANT4 as in any other MC code. Of large importance
for the results of neutron transport simulations is the energy range between a few hundreds
of MeV to about 10 GeV where spallation processes are induced. The first, very fast step
of a spallation process is handled by intra-nuclear cascade (INC) models. These describe
the initial collision with a target nucleus which is heated and, in turn, ejects several rather
fast nucleons and heavier compounds (e.g. ˛ particles, deuterons). In the subsequent preequilibrium stage the nucleus again emits nucleons and/or is split by fission reactions before
a slower stage follows, the de-excitation step. This phase is characterized by evaporation of
nucleons with average energies of 1 - 2 MeV. The residual nucleus then is still highly excited
and emits -rays to further cool down (see Appendix B and e.g. Walters, 1999).
In particular for the determination of the Bonner sphere response functions including lead
shells, spallation processes are of main importance since the heavy Pb nuclei provide a large
target for incident neutrons. Throughout the present work two state-of-the-art INC models
were used above 20 MeV energy, the Bertini model included in the GEANT4 INC framework G4CascadeInterface and the Binary INC model contained in G4BinaryCascade.
As outlined above, spallation processes consist of a variety of reactions and only a small part
is treated in an INC model. Both INC frameworks in GEANT4 come along with their own
models for the pre-equilibrium stage, fission, Fermi break-up, evaporation, and final nucleus
de-excitation to describe spallation processes. For simplicity, however, it is only referred
to the Bertini (BERT) and Binary (BIC) INC models throughout the present work, but one
should keep in mind that this includes several other models. In the following, certain features
and differences of the two INC models used are described.
Bertini INC
According to Bertini (1963, 1969) a heavy nucleus may be described by three concentric
spherical shells approximating the continuously changing nuclear density and the corresponding potential. The target nucleus is assumed to consist of a completely degenerate
Fermi gas, and the nucleons follow a Fermi gas energy distribution which is a function of
the local nucleon density in each nuclear shell. A projectile particle entering the nucleus is
tracked by solving the Boltzmann equation of motion on average. The reaction cross sections
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defining the interaction locations inside the nucleus and the momenta of secondary particles
are calculated for free particles and modified with respect to the local Fermi potential. Following the Pauli principle, reactions in which the secondary particles have an energy below
the local Fermi level are suppressed. After an initial collision, the INC finally terminates
when the energy of all nucleons involved drops below the corresponding Fermi energy in
each nuclear shell. The remnant nucleus is further treated with specific de-excitation models
(see Appendix B, Heikkinen and Stepanov, 2003; Heikkinen, 2009; GEANT4 Collaboration,
2009a).
Binary INC
The approach in the Binary Cascade framework is very different from the prescribed Bertini
INC model. The BIC is a hybrid model of a classical cascade code and a quantum molecular
dynamics (QMD) model. Like in QMD, each participating nucleon is modeled as a Gaussian
wave package. The nucleus consists of nucleons explicitly positioned in space in a manner
that is consistent with the nuclear density distribution, the Pauli’s exclusion principle, and the
total nuclear mass. Therefore, each nucleon has its own Fermi momentum, and interactions
take place as binary collisions between the projectile or scattered nucleons and an individual
other nucleon in the target nucleus. Like in the Bertini INC, free hadron-hadron reaction
cross sections are used to define collision locations in the nucleus and to calculate the corresponding momenta of all particles involved. The tracking inside the nucleus is accomplished
by numerical integration of the Boltzmann equation of motion. The Binary INC progresses
after an initial collision until the average energy of all participants in the nucleus drops below a given nucleus-specific threshold. The remnant nucleus is then also further treated via
de-excitation models (see e.g. Lara and Wellisch, 2001; Folger et al., 2004). These models
differ somewhat from those used in the Bertini INC framework.
As outlined above, very different approaches for modeling the target nucleus and the actual
collisions inside the nucleus are embedded in the INC frameworks G4CascadeInterface
and G4BinaryCascade, respectively. Moreover, different criteria for the termination of an
initial INC are implemented, and the remaining excited nuclei are further treated by different
de-excitation models. As a consequence, differences in the simulation results are expected.
Both cascade models have been validated with experimental data in terms of comparing
double differential cross sections (d=d˝dE) for isotope production or nucleon yields. For
both models satisfying and reasonable agreement with measurements may be found for various angles, energies, and target materials. Such validations as well as several successful
applications of the models in sophisticated experiments can be found in e.g. Heikkinen and
Stepanov (2003); Folger et al. (2004); Heikkinen (2009); Apostolakis et al. (2009) and references therein.

3.3.3

Specific details of neutron transport calculations

The geometry and material composition of the 13 basic Bonner spheres, the two spheres
with lead shells, and the bare SP90 3 He proportional were implemented in GEANT4 as
realistically as possible. The counter wall was modeled as a 0.5 mm thick stainless steel
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F IGURE 3.1: Illustration of a 7 inch Bonner sphere
irradiated in GEANT4 with a parallel beam of
1 MeV neutrons impinging vertically from the
top (green tracks). The geometry of the 3 He proportional counter in the center of the PE sphere is
shown in gray with the effective detection volume in
red.

shell (98% and 2% C by mass) with a 1.5 mm steel ring in the equatorial plane, a 9.25 cm
long steel tube at the bottom (1.27 cm diameter, 0.5 mm thick wall) and a 0.95 cm long
steel cap on top (1.14 cm diameter, 0.5 mm thick wall). Applying the perfect gas law, the
3
He atom density inside the spherical proportional counter with 172 kPa partial pressure is
4.251019 cm 3 . As an example, Figure 3.1 shows the geometry of the 7 inch PE sphere
with the 3 He counter in the center as modeled in the GEANT4 calculations. The mass
density of PE was assumed to have a constant value of 0.95 g/cm3 and that of lead a value
of 11.337 g/cm3 . For steel and Pb the corresponding natural isotopic abundances given
by the database of the National Institute of Standards and Technology2 (NIST) were used
(Bièvre et al., 1984). The response of each Bonner sphere was calculated for a parallel
beam of mono-energetic neutrons in the energy range from 1 meV to 10 GeV (3 - 10 per
decade), homogeneously covering the full cross sectional area of the corresponding sphere
(see Fig. 3.1).
In all calculations the neutron fluence ˚.i / was scored in the effective detection volume of
the 3 He proportional counter in certain energy intervals i using an energy-binned fluence
scorer. The scorer was modified to allow calculation of the statistical uncertainty in each bin.
In order to determine the response function of each sphere and the bare detector, the total 3 He
cross section  tot .i / from the ENDF/B-VII evaluation (Chadwick et al., 2006) was binned
and convoluted with the calculated neutron fluences in the corresponding energy bins. The
total 3 He cross section is strongly dominated by the 3 He(n,p) absorption cross section at
thermal energies. Above about 1 MeV neutron energy, however, the elastic scattering cross
section gains importance. At these energies nuclei may strip off their electronic shell due
to elastic neutron-nucleus collisions. Such reactions lead to pulses in the detector and are
therefore taken into account, although they have only minor influence on the results. The
response of a sphere irradiated with a primary mono-energetic neutron fluence ˚p .E/ at
2

http://www.nist.gov/pml/data/index.cfm
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energy E is finally given as
R.E/ D

X
NT

 t ot .i /  ˚.i /;
˚p .E/ i

(3.2)

where NT denotes the number of 3 He atoms in the proportional counter. The primary fluence ˚p .E/ D N=Aspher e is given as the number of mono-energetic neutrons N per cross
sectional area Aspher e of the sphere considered. The response data obtained from the MC
calculations were then interpolated to generate response functions with 130 energy points in
logarithmic equidistant intervals from 1 meV to 10 GeV. A complete set of response functions for a BSS system is called response matrix.

3.4

Calculated BSS neutron responses

Figure 3.2 shows the neutron response functions of selected Bonner spheres, as obtained
using the GEANT4 Bertini and Binary intra-nuclear cascade frameworks (GEANT4-BERT,
GEANT4-BIC) above 20 MeV neutron energy. In the top panel responses of the 5, 8, and
12 inch PE spheres are depicted over the full energy range considered. The bottom panel
shows responses of the two 9 inch spheres with lead shells (0.5 and 1 inch thickness) and the
15 inch PE sphere above 0.1 MeV in order to pronounce differences in the high-energy
region. These three spheres are mainly sensitive to high-energy neutrons and thus most important for the unfolding procedure at high energies as discussed in subsequent sections. The
complete sets of neutron response matrices are shown in Appendix C.2.
For comparison Figure 3.2 includes results calculated with the MCNP code v. 4A below
20 MeV neutron energy (Briesmeister, 1993) and a combination of the HMCNP/LAHET
codes at higher energies (Prael and Lichtenstein, 1989). In these calculations the low-energy
neutron transport was based on the ENDF/B-III and ENDF/B-IV evaluations (Garber, 1975).
The LAHET code system at high energies uses its own representation of the Bertini or ISABEL cascade models for the simulation of inelastic hadron-nucleus interactions. At the deexcitation stage of nuclear reactions, a pre-equilibrium model and a Fermi break-up model
were applied. Details about the MCNP/LAHET calculations are described in Mares et al.
(1991, 1998); Mares and Schraube (1998) and Sannikov et al. (1997). The simulations are
consistent with those of the present work in terms of material densities and compositions,
but slightly different cross section datasets were applied in the low-energy region, and the
3
He proportional counter was modeled as simple spherical volume in the earlier works.
It is obvious from Figure 3.2 that only minor differences occur in the energy range below
about 20 MeV resulting from the different cross section datasets and slightly different geometries. Significant differences, however, appear for energies above 20 MeV where no
experimental data are available and all MC codes rely on theoretical approaches.
In case of the pure PE spheres (top panel), the GEANT4-BERT INC model clearly results
in the highest values of the response functions, while the GEANT4-BIC model results in a
similar energy dependence, but consistently lower values. The response functions for PE
spheres obtained with MCNP/LAHET are also rather low and similar to those obtained with
the GEANT4-BIC model up to an energy of about 1 GeV. For higher energies, however, they
decrease in contrast to those obtained with both GEANT4 models.
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F IGURE 3.2: Neutron response functions of selected Bonner spheres calculated with the GEANT4
Bertini and Binary INC models above 20 MeV. The top panel shows responses of the 5, 8, and
12 inch PE spheres from thermal energies to 10 GeV. The bottom panel shows responses above 0.1
MeV energy for the two 9 inch spheres with lead shells (0.5 and 1 inch thickness) and the 15 inch PE
sphere. For comparison calculations of Mares et al. (1991); Mares and Schraube (1998); Mares et al.
(1998); Sannikov et al. (1997) using the MCNP/LAHET codes are also shown (see also App. C.2).
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For the spheres containing lead shells (bottom panel), similar features are observed. Major
differences become obvious only above about 20 MeV, and use of the GEANT4-BERT INC
model again provides the highest values for the response. In contrast to the responses of
pure PE spheres, those obtained with MCNP/LAHET are almost as high and do not decrease
with increasing neutron energy above 1 GeV. More specifically, they are very similar to the
GEANT4-BIC responses up to an energy of about 300 MeV. Above this energy the GEANTBIC INC provides values more than a factor of two lower than those obtained with the other
codes.

3.5

Impact of different responses on unfolded fluence and
dose rates

While this finding is interesting for itself and asks for an experimental calibration at high energies, it must not necessarily mean that it is important in terms of unfolded spectral fluence
rates as well as in terms of dose quantities.

3.5.1

Measurements considered

To investigate this in more detail, measurements of secondary neutrons from cosmic radiation at the UFS and the Koldewey station were used. Additionally, measurements performed
behind a typical shielding at the hadron therapy facility GSI in Darmstadt, Germany, were
considered (see e.g. Rollet et al., 2009; Wiegel et al., 2009). In this experiment a 400 MeV/n
carbon ion beam was focused on a thick carbon target resembling typical workplace conditions in high-energy stray fields found near ion therapy treatment sites and accelerators.
Exemplary, the monthly count rates measured at the UFS in February 2009 and those measured at the GSI (normalized to the beam current) are shown in Figure 3.3 as a function of
sphere diameter (so-called measurement vector).
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F IGURE 3.3: Count rates of all Bonner spheres as measured at the UFS in February 2009 and at the
hadron therapy facility GSI, Darmstadt (normalized to beam current, Wiegel et al., 2009). Count rates
shown at zero inch correspond to readings of the bare detector.
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Assuming Poisson
statistics, the relative statistical uncertainty of a single measurement is
p
given as 1= N , where N denotes the number of counts collected over a certain time period.
In all three measurements taken into account in this section the statistical uncertainties of all
spheres were well below 1%.

3.5.2

Unfolding procedure

The three prescribed measurement vectors were used to study the impact of the three different response matrices (GEANT-BERT, GEANT4-BIC, MCNP/LAHET) on unfolded fluence
and ambient dose equivalent rates. Assuming 100% electronic efficiency, the count rate  of
a Bonner sphere with response function R.E/ in a certain neutron field with spectral fluence
rate distribution ˚P .E/ is given as
D

1

Z

R.E/
0

P
d ˚.E/
dE :
dE

(3.3)

In any unfolding procedure the spectral fluence rate distribution is deduced from the measured count rates by solving the inversion problem of this equation for each sphere considered. Throughout the present work the unfolding code MSANDB developed by Matzke
(1988, 2002, 2003) was used, which is a modified version of the SAND-II code (McElroy
et al., 1967). Taking the readings and the associated uncertainties of all spheres into account,
this code iteratively searches for the global minimum of a 2 value which is defined as the
logarithmic ratio of measured count rates and those calculated with Equation 3.3. To accurately find the minimum, ‘a priori’ physical information about the neutron spectrum must
be provided by the user. This start or ‘a priori’ spectrum represents a first estimate of all
spectral features expected at the measurement location. Based on this input and the response
matrix, MSANDB iteratively adjusts the neutron fluence rate distribution to be consistent
with the detectors’ readings. To terminate the iteration process after a certain loop, a maximum iteration number can be given. A detailed description of the mathematics and the use
of MSANDB is given in Appendix C.1.
For all three measurements considered in this section, a start spectrum including all typical
features expected in high energy neutron fields (see below) and an iteration number of 300
was used.

3.5.3

Differences in unfolded fluence rates

The unfolded spectral fluence rate distributions for the measurements performed at the UFS
in February 2009 are shown in Figure 3.4. The inset in this figure summarizes the results
for the measurements at the hadron therapy facility GSI. The spectra are shown in lethargy
representation d ˚P =d ln.E/ D E  d ˚P =dE, in which equal areas below the curve correspond
to equal neutron fluence rates.
Comparison of both measurements reveals that the spectral features are very similar as a
result of the physics involved, although the source of neutrons and the general measurement conditions are very different. In both cases a thermal peak is observed at energies
below 0.4 eV resulting from neutron moderation in material surrounding the spectrometer
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F IGURE 3.4: Spectral neutron fluence rate distributions unfolded with MSANDB using the count
rates shown in Fig. 3.3 for the UFS in February 2009 and three different response matrices. The inset
depicts the results for the measurements performed at the hadron therapy facility GSI.

(e.g. floor, shielding). Neutrons in thermal equilibrium with the surrounding material follow
a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution centered around the corresponding temperature. In the
epithermal region between 0.4 eV and 0.1 MeV elastic scattering is the dominating interaction mechanism. According to classical collision theory, both the average and the maximum
energy transfer of a neutron is proportional to the neutron’s kinetic energy (see Eq. 3.1).
Higher energetic neutrons, thus, suffer large energy-losses in collisions resulting in a steeply
decreasing differential neutron flux with increasing kinetic energy. This in turn leads to a
nearly horizontal course of the neutron spectrum in the lethargy representation. In the energy interval from 0.1 to 20 MeV a second peak emerges, the evaporation peak. This peak
results from nuclei that are left in highly excited states due to spallation processes and, as a
consequence, evaporate neutrons with average energies of 1 - 2 MeV to cool down. A third
peak appears around 100 MeV, the so-called cacscade peak. In case of cosmic radiation,
the primary spectra responsible for the neutron production steeply decrease with increasing
energy above several hundreds of MeV/n and, accordingly, the neutron spectra do. As shown
by Rollet et al. (2009), the neutron spectra produced by bombardment of a thick carbon target
with 400 MeV/n carbon ions also steeply decrease above approximately 200 MeV. Additionally, the total cross sections of nearly all isotopes exhibit a broad minimum above about
100 MeV (see e.g. Abfalterer et al., 2001), and convolution of the steeply decreasing neutron
spectra with the broad cross section minimum finally results in the cascade peaks observed
(a discussion of cosmic ray neutron spectra follows in every detail in Chapter 5.4).
It is clearly visible in Figure 3.4 that using different response matrices results in rather small
differences in the unfolded fluence rates below 20 MeV since basically all responses agree
in the low-energy region. On the other hand, major differences occur at higher energies. The
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TABLE 3.1: Neutron fluence rates deduced from measurements performed at the UFS in February
2009 using three different response matrices (see Figs. 3.2 and 3.4). Percent values describe relative
differences to the MCNP/LAHET results.
F LUENCE R ATE [cm

2h 1]

/ [%]

Energy [MeV]

GEANT4-BERT

GEANT4-BIC

MCNP/LAHET

 410 7
410 7 < E  0.1
0.1 < E  20
> 20
Total

78.4 / 3.8
80.4 / 13.4
69.1 / -2.4
107.4 / -18.0
335.4 / -3.7

78.7 / 4.1
79.7 / 12.4
68.6 / -1.8
128.6 / -1.8
355.7 / 2.1

75.6 / 0
70.9 / 0
70.8 / 0
131.0 / 0
348.3 / 0

height of the cascade peak around 100 MeV is much lower for the GEANT4-BERT than that
for GEANT4-BIC and MCNP/LAHET response matrices due to the highest response values
obtained by GEANT4-BERT in that energy range (see Fig. 3.2).
In order to quantify these differences, the spectral neutron fluence rates unfolded using the
three response matrices were integrated over the four prescribed characteristic energy regions (< 0.4 eV; 0.4 eV - 0.1 MeV; 0.1 - 20 MeV; > 20 MeV). The differences in the
integrated fluence rates were very similar for all measurements considered. Using the count
rates measured at the UFS, however, resulted in the largest differences in terms of both unfolded spectra and corresponding dose quantities. Therefore, these measurements give an
upper limit for typical uncertainties involved in Bonner sphere spectrometry due to different response matrices, but neglecting potential differences arising from the use of unfolding
codes other than MSANDB. The following discussion is, therefore, restricted to fluence rates
unfolded from the UFS measurements.
As can be deduced from the numerical values given in Table 3.1, for all codes and models
the total neutron fluence rates obtained do not differ much (< 4 %) relative to the standard
MCNP/LAHET response functions calculated earlier. A closer look, however, reveals that
the GEANT4-based response functions result in somewhat larger epithermal neutron fluence
rates (12 - 13%) than those obtained with the MCNP-based response function. In contrast,
at energies above 20 MeV the neutron fluence rate is significantly lower when based on
GEANT4-BERT (about 18%). This is a direct consequence of the highest response values
obtained with the GEANT4 Bertini INC at these energies (see Fig. 3.2). Altogether, the
neutron spectra obtained from the GEANT4 response functions appear somewhat softer than
those obtained from the MCNP/LAHET response function.

3.5.4

Differences in ambient dose equivalent rates

The H (10) values corresponding to the previously discussed fluence rates were obtained
using fluence to ambient dose equivalent conversion coefficients from Pelliccioni (2000)
and references therein as recommended by ICRP (Publ. 74, 1997). A detailed description of these coefficients as well as supplementary information on dosimetry is given in
Appendix A.2.
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TABLE 3.2: Neutron ambient dose equivalent rates deduced from measurements performed at the
UFS in February 2009 using three different response matrices (see Figs. 3.2 and 3.4). Percent values
describe relative differences to the MCNP/LAHET results.
A MBIENT D OSE E QUIVALENT R ATE [nSv h

1]

/ [%]

Energy [MeV]

GEANT4-BERT

GEANT4-BIC

MCNP/LAHET

 410 7
410 7 < E  0.1
0.1 < E  20
> 20
Total

0.81 / 3.8
0.97 / 13.8
26.8 / -2.3
38.7 / -12.6
67.3 / -8.3

0.82 / 4.3
0.96 / 13.0
26.5 / -3.4
44.7 / 1.1
73.0 / -0.4

0.79 / 0
0.85 / 0
27.4 / 0
44.2 / 0
73.3 / 0

Differences in fluence rates at thermal and epithermal energies are not of major concern as
they do not contribute much to total neutron ambient dose equivalent or effective dose. The
different fluence rates in the cascade region, on the other hand, may have some relevance.
Use of response functions calculated with the GEANT4 Bertini INC results in significantly
lower neutron dose rates at energies above 20 MeV (about 12.6%). As a consequence, the
total neutron ambient dose equivalent rate is about 8% lower than that calculated with the
GEANT4 Binary INC or the MCNP calculations. In contrast, the results obtained with
GEANT4 Binary INC and MCNP/LAHET appear quite consistent in terms of both total
neutron ambient dose equivalent rate and contributions from high-energy neutrons.
As also discussed in Pioch et al. (2010), an overall uncertainty in dose rates below 10%
is fully satisfying for radiation protection. Nonetheless, an experimental calibration as described in the next chapter is required and always reasonable for scientific purposes.

C HAPTER

4
BSS C ALIBRATION IN
H IGH -E NERGY N EUTRON F IELDS

In the previous chapter it has been shown that major differences in Bonner sphere response
functions occur above 20 MeV due to different hadronic models used for the computation.
This is particularly the case for Bonner spheres including lead shells. The differences in
high-energy responses result in an uncertainty of about 18% in the unfolded fluence rates
and an uncertainty of about 13% in the ambient dose equivalent rate at high energies.
In high-energy neutron fields, which are e.g. present at flight altitudes or behind the shielding
of particle accelerators and hadron therapy facilities, it is highly favored to measure fluence
and dose rates as precisely as possible. The only way of determining which of the calculated response functions discussed in Chapter 3 describe reality best is comparison to measurements performed in preferably quasi-monoenergetic neutron fields with known spectral
fluence rate distribution. So far, calibration measurements with a BSS were only performed
in neutron fields with energies ranging from thermal up to 14.8 MeV (Alevra et al., 1992;
Thomas et al., 1994). Especially at higher energies, where major differences in the calculated response functions are observed, quasi-monoenergetic neutron fields are rather scarce.
One of the most suitable facilities worldwide providing neutron fields with energies up to
400 MeV using the 7 Li(p,n)7 Be reaction is the cyclotron facility at the Research Center for
Nuclear Physics (RCNP) in Osaka, Japan. At this facility a unique calibration measurement
for the BSS systems described in Chapter 3 was carried out in quasi-monoenergetic neutron
fields with peak energies of 244 and 387 MeV. The results of this measurement, which are
also published in Pioch et al. (2011a), are presented in the following.
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RCNP cyclotron facility and experimental setup

At the Research Center for Nuclear Physics (RCNP) of the University in Osaka, Japan, protons are pre-accelerated in an AVF cyclotron and then injected into a ring cyclotron where
they are accelerated up to energies of 400 MeV with a maximum beam current of about
1 A (see e.g Miura et al., 1993; Saito et al., 1995; Ninomiya et al., 2004).
For the calibration measurements with Bonner sphere spectrometer presented in this chapter
proton beams with nominal energies of 246 and 389 MeV were generated and focused on
a 10.0˙0.05 mm thick nat Li (7.6% 6 Li and 92.4% 7 Li) target situated in a beam swinger
magnet inside a vacuum chamber (see Fig. 4.1). Neutrons were produced by 7 Li(p,n)7 Be
reactions with a cross section of about 35 mb/sr at peak energies (in lab system) as measured
by Iwamoto et al. (2010, 2011). These quasi-monoenergetic neutrons with nominal peak
energies of 244 and 387 MeV were extracted to the 100 m long time-of-flight (TOF) tunnel
through an iron collimator with 1012 cm2 aperture size embedded in a concrete wall of
1.5 m thickness (4.5 m distance to target). The resulting neutron beam homogeneously covered a minimum solid angle of 2.1810 4 sr assuming a rotationally symmetric beam with
radius 5.0 cm at the end of the collimator. During the measurements the primary proton
beam intensity was continuously monitored by a Faraday cup, and a clearing magnet within
the collimator (not shown in Fig. 4.1) served to reject charged particles from the neutron
beam. At the neutron experimental facility of the RCNP both target and collimator can be
moved. This allows measurements at various emission angles up to 30ı .

Protons

Faraday Cup

Neutron Experimental
Swinger
Hall
Magnet

nat

Li target

Bending and
Quadrupole
Magnets

Bonner
Sphere

10 x 12 cm2
aperture

(movable)

Neutrons

100 m tunnel

Collimator
(1.5 m thick)
4.5 m

35.0 m

F IGURE 4.1: Sketch of the neutron experimental facility and experimental setup at the RCNP.

As shown in the sketch of the experimental setup in Figure 4.1, the BSS measurements were
carried out at a distance of 35 m from the target. At this distance the beam’s minimum
radius was about 29.17 cm which guaranteed a homogeneous irradiation of even the biggest
sphere with 19.05 cm radius. The BSS measurements were performed at 0ı and 30ı emission
angles in order to get rid of contributions from low-energetic neutrons applying a subtraction
method first proposed by Nolte et al. (2002). However, it turned out that at 30ı emission the
low-energy part of the neutron spectra changed significantly compared with 0ı . Therefore,
subtraction of 30ı from 0ı measurements could not be applied. Nevertheless, the results
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obtained at 0ı emission could properly be used for calibration purposes as discussed below.
For the sake of completeness, the 30ı measurements are presented in Appendix C.4.

4.2

Time-of-flight measurements

j(E) [µC-1 sr-1 MeV-1]

In order to characterize the neutron energy spectra produced in 7 Li(p,n) reactions, Iwamoto
et al. (2011) performed a time-of-flight (TOF) measurement using organic liquid scintillators
NE213 of three different sizes (22, 55, and 1010 inch2 ). For both beam energies the
spectra were measured at seven emission angles (0ı , 2.5ı , 5ı , 10ı , 15ı , 20ı , and 30ı ). At
0ı emission neutron fluence rates were determined down to 2 MeV and down to 10 MeV at
other angles. The neutron flight time was given as the time between the beam chopper signal and the detector signal. Neutron fluence rate distributions were measured independently
with each of the three scintillators at a scintillator-specific distance from the target and combined afterwards. The maximum flight path in the TOF measurements was 65 m in case of
246 MeV and 95 m in case of 389 MeV proton beam energy, respectively, in order to obtain a good energy resolution in the high-energy region. A 390 MeV neutron has a velocity
of about 70% of the speed of light and travels the distance of 95 m within approximately
450 ns. With a time resolution of the TOF measurement system below 100 ns the neutron
flight times can well be recorded. Further details and general considerations on the TOF
measurements at the RCNP may be found in Taniguchi et al. (2007).
Figure 4.2 shows as an example the differential neutron fluence rates per solid angle
(j .E/ D d 2 ˚P =d˝dE, see Appendix A.1) normalized to the beam current at 389 MeV
proton beam energy and 0ı , 5ı , 10ı , 20ı , and 30ı emission angles. A closer look at the 0ı
spectrum reveals interesting details on the nuclear physics of 7 Li(p,n) reactions and shows
the accuracy of the TOF method applied. Neutrons in the peak of this spectrum result from
transitions to the ground and first excited state of 7 Be as well as from transitions to the
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F IGURE 4.2: Differential neutron spectra measured with the TOF method at 389 MeV beam energy
and 0ı , 5ı , 10ı , 20ı , and 30ı emission angles (Iwamoto et al., 2011).
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ground state of 6 Be. The small peaks about 10 and 30 MeV below the peak energy arise
from transitions to highly excited states of 7 Be. From 50 MeV below the peak to about
100 MeV ranges the so-called quasi-free region. This region is characterized by a broad
peak due to elastic collisions of incident protons with single nucleons near the nuclear surface (Wang et al., 1994). The continuum part from 20 - 100 MeV mainly results from threebody break-up processes 7 Li(p,n3 He)4 He (Baba et al., 1999), and the region below 20 MeV
is dominated by neutron evaporation.
As is evident from the comparison of spectra measured at different angles in Figure 4.2, the
intensity of the peak neutrons rapidly decreases with increasing emission angle, and almost
no peak neutrons are produced at 30ı emission. On the other hand, both height and shape of
the broad peak in the quasi-free region significantly changes with increasing emission angle.
The changes in the neutron spectra do not only affect the energy region covered by the TOF
method but rather the whole range down to thermal neutron energies. This evidently shows
that for the calibration of the BSS subtraction of 30ı from 0ı measurements should not be
applied in order to prevent the calibration results from being strongly biased due to a subtraction of the low-energy part of the spectra which might be influenced by an artifact (also
see discussion in Appendix C.4).
The TOF spectra for 0ı emission used in the present work for calibration of the BSS are
shown for both beam energies in Figure 4.3. The energy resolution in the TOF measurements
was 1 - 3 MeV (solid lines in Fig. 4.3). In contrast, the resolution chosen for calibration of the
BSS was ten bins per decade since a much larger range down to meV needed to be covered.
Therefore, the TOF spectra were re-binned by scoring the corresponding fluences in vacuo
with the chosen resolution in a GEANT4 simulation (dashed lines in Fig. 4.3). The sharp
peaks around 244 MeV and 387 MeV with peak intensities of about 1010 neutrons/(srC)
are obvious in Fig. 4.3. At both beam energies about half of the total neutron flux in
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F IGURE 4.3: Differential neutron spectra for 0ı as measured with the TOF method at 246 and
389 MeV beam energy (solid lines, Iwamoto et al., 2011). The dashed lines show the same spectra re-binned to a resolution of ten bins per decade. These spectra were used in the energy range
shown for calibration of the BSS.
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the energy range covered by the TOF method results from peak neutrons (E > 234 and
E > 342 MeV). Statistical uncertainties in the TOF measurements were below 0.16% in the
peak region and 1 - 3% at lower energies.
It should be noted, however, that also for the TOF measurements the detectors’ response
functions must be known in order to obtain absolute fluence rate values. The neutron detection efficiencies of the NE213 scintillators were calculated by Satoh et al. (2006b) using
the SCINFUL-QMD code, which extends the SCINFUL code developed earlier by Dickens
(1988) with a quantum molecular dynamics (QMD) model. Calculated NE213 responses
were also compared to experimental data and good agreement was found (Satoh et al.,
2006a). Nonetheless, uncertainties due to the calculated NE213 response functions imply
a systematic uncertainty of 15% for the TOF data (Iwamoto et al., 2011).
Apart from the uncertainties discussed above, the TOF measurements should be treated carefully in the energy region below 10 MeV since the discrimination threshold of NE213 scintillators lies within this range. Therefore, in the present work the TOF data were only used
above 10 MeV for both 246 and 389 MeV beam energy as shown in Figure 4.3.

4.3

Bonner sphere measurements and unfolding procedure

The spectral fluence rate distributions of neutrons produced by the 246 MeV and 389 MeV
proton beams were measured at 35 m distance from the target (see Fig. 4.1). Each sphere was
vertically aligned with the beam axis defined by the center of the collimator (141.5 cm above
the floor). Depending on sphere diameter and beam energy, the proton beam intensity was
varied between 10 nA and 1 A in order to keep potential dead-times of the 3 He proportional
counter well below 1%. Furthermore, according to the detector’s reading, irradiation time of
each sphere was chosen to achieve statistical uncertainties well below 1%.
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F IGURE 4.4: Count rates measured with the BSS at a distance of 35 m from target and 0ı emission
angle at nominal proton beam energies of 246 and 389 MeV. Statistical uncertainties are well below
1% for each sphere at both energies.
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The resulting measured count rates, normalized to the corresponding beam current, are
shown in Figure 4.4 as a function of sphere diameter for both beam energies and 0ı emission
angle. The shape of this figure already reflects the spectral neutron fluence rate distribution
present during the measurements. E.g. the comparatively low count rates of the bare 3 He proportional counter (zero inch diameter in Fig. 4.4) indicate a very low contamination of the
neutron beam with room-scattered thermal neutrons. In contrast, the continuously increasing count rates with increasing sphere diameter indicate large fluence rates of high-energetic
neutrons.
The count rates shown in Figure 4.4, together with the three response matrices described in
Chapter 3, were used to unfold the corresponding spectral neutron fluence rate distributions
using the MSANDB unfolding code (Matzke, 1988, 2002, 2003, see Chap. 3 and App. C.1)
with a resolution of ten energy bins per decade. For all BSS measurements, as ‘a priori’ start
spectra the re-binned TOF spectra shown in Figure 4.3 were used at energies above 10 MeV.
These spectra were extended down to 1 meV with a course proportional to 1=E, i.e. almost
no ‘a priori’ information was used in the low-energy region for the unfolding. These start
spectra and a preset maximum iteration number of 500 gave very accurate and stable results.

4.4

Unfolded BSS spectra and comparison with
TOF measurements

The unfolded spectral neutron fluence rate distributions using the detector count rates shown
in Figure 4.4 and the three different sets of response matrices described in Chapter 3 are
shown in Figure 4.5 for 246 MeV in the top panel and for 389 MeV proton beam energy in the
P ln.E/
bottom panel, respectively. In both figures the differential neutron fluence rate d˚=d
at 35 m distance from the target and 0ı emission angle is shown in log-log scale as a function of neutron energy in order to make the low-energy part of the spectra clearly visible.
Additionally, the insets in Figure 4.5 show the spectra in true lethargy representation, i.e. in
log-lin scale. For comparison, the results of the TOF measurements for both beam energies
and 0ı emission are also depicted (red lines in Figure 4.5).
Apparently, the unfolded spectra agree rather well below 10 MeV whatever response matrix
is used. This reflects that the response matrices show only minor differences at low neutron
energies resulting from slightly differing cross section datasets used for the calculations.
Nevertheless, due to intrinsic mathematical constraints involved in any iterative unfolding
procedure such as MSANDB, changes in response functions at high energies lead to minor
changes in the unfolded fluxes at low energies, too. Therefore, in the unfolded fluence rates
using the two GEANT4-based response matrices minor differences are observed although
the response functions below 20 MeV are identical (see Fig. 3.2).
Note that all unfolded spectra show a small peak at thermal energies resulting from roomscattered neutrons and a small evaporation peak around 2 MeV which is expected in highenergy neutron fields like those generated at the RCNP. The evaporation peak and the thermal
peak agree very well at both beam energies for all response matrices. It should be emphasized that for the unfolding procedure a start spectrum proportional to 1=E was used below
10 MeV and the TOF spectra above. This means that using three different response matrices
with almost no information on the spectral neutron fluence rate distribution at low energies
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F IGURE 4.5: Unfolded spectral neutron fluence rate distributions using three sets of response matrices
(GEANT4-BERT, GEANT4-BIC, MCNP/LAHET) in comparison with measured TOF spectra for
246 MeV (top panel) and 389 MeV (bottom panel) proton beam energy at 0ı emission. The insets in
both panels show the same curves in lethargy representation (log-lin scale).
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results in nearly the same unfolded spectra. Moreover, a sensitivity analysis of unfolded
spectra was performed in the frame of the present work in terms of using different start
spectra below 10 MeV, where e.g. a thermal and an evaporation peak were included. Additionally, the maximum iteration number was varied between 200 and 800 iteration loops
in order to check the stability of the deconvolution procedure. All changes encountered in
the integral spectral fluence rates due to these changes in the input parameters were less
than 3%. Furthermore, below 20 MeV all response calculations, and thus unfolding itself,
are based on experimentally evaluated cross sections. Therefore, the spectral neutron fluence
rate distributions produced by bombardment of a 1.0 cm thick nat Li target with 246 MeV and
389 MeV protons at the RCNP can be regarded as accurately determined at energies below
10 MeV. Together with the TOF measurements at higher energies, this fully characterizes
the neutron spectra present during the measurements down to neutron energies of about
1 meV. Although the fluence rates of low-energetic neutrons (E < 10 MeV) are by orders
of magnitude lower than those around the peak energies, an accurate determination over the
whole range of energy is essential for calibration purposes.
In contrast to the low-energy part of the spectra, at neutron energies above 10 MeV major differences between the unfolded BSS neutron spectra occur at both beam energies, depending
on the response matrix used. This is due to significantly differing response functions above
20 MeV, in particular for the two Bonner spheres with lead shells (see Fig. 3.2). Compared
to the TOF data, the BSS spectra unfolded using the GEANT4-BERT and MCNP/LAHET
response functions agree very well at energies between 10 MeV and about 40 MeV at
389 MeV beam energy, whereas minor differences to TOF data are observed at 246 MeV.
This may be attributed to the unfolding procedure itself since MSANDB tends to produce
smooth and rather narrow peaks (see e.g. Wiegel et al., 2009). In contrast, the BSS spectra unfolded with the GEANT4-BIC response matrix show a pronounced dip in this energy
region. This results from somewhat different shapes of the GEANT4-BIC responses at energies higher than 40 MeV affecting the deconvolution process at lower energies.
For energies ranging from 40 MeV to the nominal maximum neutron energies of 244 and
387 MeV, all spectra basically have a similar shape. In case of 246 MeV beam energy the
unfolded neutron flux using GEANT4-BIC responses is slightly lower than the TOF spectrum in the energy range from 40 to 200 MeV but the peak fluence rate around the maximum
energy is very well reproduced. At this beam energy, the MCNP/LAHET spectrum agrees
best with the TOF spectrum above 40 MeV, whereas results obtained with the GEANT4BERT matrix underestimates the peak fluence rate. In case of 389 MeV beam energy, on
the other hand, results using the GEANT4-BIC response matrix agree best above 40 MeV
but the the peak intensity is slightly overestimated. At this beam energy unfolding with the
MCNP/LAHET response matrix results in higher fluence rates above 40 MeV with respect
to TOF data but the peak intensity agrees rather well. The GEANT4-BERT spectrum is
somewhat lower than the 389 MeV TOF spectrum at the maximum energy but overall this
spectrum matches best.
In terms of calibration of the BSS, however, the peak fluence rates around the maximum
neutron energies of 244 and 387 MeV are of main interest. The lethargy representations of
the spectra (insets in Fig. 4.5) allow a much more quantitative comparison to TOF data since
in this representation equal areas below the curve correspond to equal neutron fluence rates,
and the differences in the peak fluence rates discussed above are more clearly visible. In case
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of 246 MeV beam energy best agreement with TOF data is obtained using the GEANT4-BIC
and MCNP/LAHET responses. In contrast, at 389 MeV neutron fluence rates unfolded with
the GEANT-BERT response matrix are closest to TOF data. This already shows that it might
be somewhat difficult to find out which of the three response matrices describes the real BSS
response most accurately since at different beam energies different responses seem to agree
best.

4.5

Monte Carlo calculations inside the TOF tunnel

In order to cross-check the unfolded BSS spectra and estimate neutron fluence rates at thermal and epithermal energies resulting from room-scattered neutrons inside the TOF tunnel,
a GEANT4 simulation was performed. For this purpose, GEANT4 v. 9.3 (Agostinelli et al.,
2003; Allison et al., 2006) and the G4NDL cross section library v. 3.13 was used (see also
Appendix B).

4.5.1

Details of GEANT4 calculations

The collimator was modeled as an iron frame with 1012 cm2 aperture and 10 cm in thickness embedded in a 1.5 m thick concrete wall. The concrete walls of the 100 m long TOF
tunnel were assumed to have a thickness of 1 m, and the tunnel was filled with air at standard
conditions. All material densities, compositions, and isotopic abundances were taken from
the database of the National Institute of Standards and Technology1 (NIST).
TOF data above 10 MeV combined with mean unfolded BSS spectra in the energy range
from 0.1 to 10 MeV were used for both beam energies as source spectra. These spectra were
shot from a point source at the target’s position and homogeneously distributed within a solid
angle of 3.510 3 sr, i.e. about five times the solid angle covered by the collimator. Finally,
the resulting neutron fluences were scored at the measurement position of the BSS at 35 m
distance from the target in a spherical volume with 15 inch diameter using an energy-binned
fluence scorer that was modified to allow calculation of the uncertainty in each bin. Taking
the number of source particles shot per steradian and the solid angle covered by the scorer
into account, collected fluences were finally normalized in order to obtain absolute values
comparable to those obtained in the measurements.
All available high-precision models for the low-energy neutron transport (< 20 MeV), including thermal scattering on hydrogen contained in concrete, were applied (see Appendix
B). Above 20 MeV, the Bertini INC was used. It should be noted, however, that highenergetic neutrons scored at a distance of 35 m from the source are almost solely neutrons
directly from the source which were not yet subject to any interaction. This is a consequence
of the very small solid angle covered by the scoring region, since the probability of secondary
high-energy neutrons produced in the collimator to cross the scorer is very low. Thus, for
the calculation of low-energy neutron fluence rates inside the TOF tunnel the influence of
the high-energy transport model applied is negligible. This was confirmed by various test
calculations using the Binary INC above 20 MeV neutron energy.
In order to illustrate the fluences inside the TOF tunnel, Figure 4.6 shows energy-integrated
1

http://www.nist.gov/pml/data/index.cfm
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F IGURE 4.6: Illustration of integral neutron fluences per source particle scored in a GEANT4 simulation of the TOF tunnel at 246 MeV proton beam energy (mesh size 222 cm3 ). Solid gray lines
indicate boundaries of concrete walls and collimator. In the white areas zero fluence was scored.

neutron fluences per source particle collected with a mesh flux scorer (mesh size
222 cm3 ). Depicted are resulting fluxes at 246 MeV beam energy scored in a horizontal
plane centered in the collimator. The geometry of the collimator and the TOF tunnel used in
GEANT4 (gray solid lines) as well as the source geometry can be seen. Considering the logarithmic color code, Figure 4.6 illustrates the comparatively low off-beam fluence indicating
fairly little contamination with room-scattered low-energy neutrons inside the TOF tunnel.
This is in good agreement with the unfolded BSS fluence rates in Figure 4.5 where thermal
and epithermal neutron fluxes are by orders of magnitude lower than those at peak energies.

4.5.2

Comparison of unfolded and calculated spectra at low energies

The spectral neutron fluence rate calculated with GEANT4 at the measurement position of
the BSS inside the TOF tunnel is shown in Figure 4.7 as differential neutron fluence rate
P ln.E/ in log-log scale as a function of neutron energy. Since qualitatively and quand ˚=d
titatively similar results were obtained at both beam energies, the following discussion is
exemplary restricted to 246 MeV beam energy. For comparison, the range of unfolded spectra given by the three different response matrices is shown as gray region in Figure 4.7 for
energies below 10 MeV. Additionally, the source spectrum used in the GEANT4 calculation
composed of the TOF spectrum above 10 MeV and the average unfolded spectrum between
0.1 and 10 MeV is also shown (red line).
As already stated above, scored high-energy neutrons are direct neutrons from the source
resulting in exactly the same calculated fluence rates above 10 MeV (blue line in Fig. 4.7)
as the TOF source spectrum (red line in Fig. 4.7). Concerning lower energetic fluences, it
should be noted that at the RCNP high atomic number materials such as Fe are mainly present
in the neutron experimental hall (e.g. beam swinger magnet) and around the collimator (see
Fig. 4.1). For this reason, evaporation processes induced by high-energy protons and neutrons are expected to occur mainly before and within the collimator. Neutrons with energies
around 1 - 2 MeV are able to reach the scoring region in 35 m distance with high probability
because their mean free path in air at standard conditions is about 100 m. Therefore, an evaporation peak had to be included in the source spectrum of the GEANT4 calculations in order
to accurately estimate epithermal and thermal neutron fluence rates inside the TOF tunnel. It
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F IGURE 4.7: Comparison of unfolded BSS spectra below 10 MeV (gray region, see Fig. 4.5) and
spectrum calculated with GEANT4 (blue line) at 35 m distance from the target and 246 MeV proton
beam energy. The red line shows the source spectrum used in the particle transport simulation.

is obvious from Figure 4.7 that shooting TOF data above 10 MeV and an evaporation peak
(measured by BSS) from the target’s position and transporting these neutrons through the
collimator to the measurement position of the BSS results in epithermal and thermal neutron
fluxes which agree rather well with the unfolded BSS spectra at low energies. This in turn
indicates an overall consistency of the BSS spectra over the whole energy region considered.
The remaining systematic underestimation of less than 25% of the calculated compared with
the unfolded fluxes at energies below 0.1 MeV may well be explained by the fact that not
only evaporation but also lower-energetic neutrons are produced in regions before the collimator. Since e.g. the mean free paths of thermal neutrons in air at standard conditions is
about 25 m, most of the epithermal and thermal neutrons produced before the collimator are
scattered on the way to the scoring position. Nevertheless, minor contributions to low-energy
neutron fluxes inside the TOF tunnel are expected.

4.6

Calibration of BSS in terms of detector readings

One way of calibrating the Bonner sphere spectrometer at high energies is to compare the
detector readings of each sphere with count rates calculated using the TOF spectra and the
corresponding Bonner sphere response function.
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Contributions of low-energetic neutrons
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In order to calculate count rates only corresponding to the TOF data above 10 MeV shown in
Figure 4.3, the actual detector readings have to be corrected for contributions from neutrons
with energies below 10 MeV. These were estimated according to Equation 3.3 using the unfolded neutron fluence rates shown in Figure 4.5 and the Bonner sphere response functions.
In Figure 4.8 the relative contributions of low-energy neutrons (E < 10 MeV) to the measured detector readings are shown as a function of sphere diameter for 246 MeV proton beam
energy. The inset in this figure summarizes the results for 389 MeV proton beam energy.
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F IGURE 4.8: Relative contributions of low-energy neutrons (E < 10 MeV) to the measured detector
readings of all spheres for 246 MeV beam energy. Contributions were estimated for all three sets of
response matrices separately. The inset summarizes the results for 389 MeV proton beam energy.

At both beam energies the contributions were estimated for all three sets of response matrices separately. The minor differences in the contributions for the three different response
matrices mainly result from the minor differences in the unfolded spectra below 10 MeV
discussed in previous sections.
It is evident from this figure that although neutron fluence rates at energies below 10 MeV are
small compared to peak fluxes at the maximum energies (see Fig. 4.5), the contributions to
the detector count rates are very high for all small and medium-sized PE spheres. This simply
reflects the fact that these spheres are mainly sensitive to low-energy neutrons. At both beam
energies the relative contributions of low-energy neutrons rapidly decrease with increasing
sphere diameter and hence increasing sensitivity to high-energy neutrons. Nonetheless, even
for the rather large sphere with 12 inch diameter about 30% of the measured count rates
result from neutrons with energies below 10 MeV. Only for the two 9 inch spheres with lead
shells and the 15 inch PE sphere more than 80% of the count rates are caused by high-energy
neutrons (E > 10 MeV). For this reason, an accurate calibration in the high-energy neutron
fields of the RCNP is considered most reasonable and meaningful for these three spheres.
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Comparison of measured and calculated count rates

Subtraction of the low-energy contributions shown in Figure 4.8 from the measured detector
readings allows correction with respect to the low-energy part of the spectral neutron fluence
rate distributions at both beam energies. The remaining count rates can then be compared
to those calculated using the TOF data and the Bonner sphere response functions (Eq. 3.3).
This in turn allows calibration of the BSS in terms of choosing the response matrix which
agrees best with the independently measured TOF spectra.
1.6
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F IGURE 4.9: Ratio of count rates calculated using TOF data and three different response functions to
measured and for low-energy contributions corrected count rates for the two 9 inch spheres with lead
shells and the 15 inch PE sphere. On the left side results are depicted for 246 MeV and on the right
side for 389 MeV proton beam energy.

In Figure 4.9 the ratios of calculated and measured count rates are shown for the three spheres
which are most sensitive to high-energy neutrons, i.e. the two 9 inch spheres with lead
shells and the 15 inch PE sphere. On the left side of this figure the results are depicted for
246 MeV and on the right side for 389 MeV proton beam energy.
The uncertainties shown were estimated assuming 5% uncertainty of the BSS response functions at energies below 10 MeV based on low-energy calibration measurements (Alevra et al.,
1992; Thomas et al., 1994), and taking the standard deviation of the unfolded integral lowenergy fluxes (E < 10 MeV), the statistical uncertainties of the BSS measurements (< 1%),
as well as the systematic and statistical uncertainties of the TOF data into account. The
overall statistical uncertainties were finally calculated using standard Gaussian error propagation. Additionally, a 5% systematic uncertainty for the BSS data was assumed based on an
inter-comparison of BSS measurements performed in high-energy stray fields at the hadron
therapy facility GSI in Germany (Wiegel et al., 2009). This error reflects typical systematic uncertainties arising from the application of different unfolding codes in Bonner sphere
spectrometry as well as the use of different input parameters for the deconvolution procedure
such as start spectra and iteration numbers. It should be noted, however, that the systematic
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uncertainty basically depends on the neutron spectra measured and, therefore, it may slightly
differ in the high-energy neutron fields of the RCNP. Nonetheless, this value is expected to
give a reasonable estimate for the systematic uncertainty involved in the BSS measurements
presented in the present work. Since all statistical uncertainties are very low for both TOF
and BSS data, the error bars shown in Figure 4.9 predominantly reflect the systematic uncertainty of 15% involved in the TOF measurements (Iwamoto et al., 2011) and that of 5%
involved in the BSS measurements.
For the sake of completeness, in Figure 4.10 the ratios of calculated and measured count
rates are shown for all PE spheres with diameter up to 12 inch and the bare 3 He detector.
The top panel summarizes the results for 246 MeV and the bottom panel for 389 MeV beam
energy. Obviously, also for all smaller PE spheres the same trend is observed as for the
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F IGURE 4.10: Ratio of count rates calculated using TOF data and three different response functions
to measured and for low-energy contributions corrected count rates for all PE spheres up to 12 inch
diameter and the bare 3 He proportional counter (zero inch). The top panel shows results for 246 MeV
and the bottom panel for 389 MeV beam energy.
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Bonner spheres which are more sensitive to high-energy neutrons. Due to the fact that the
very small spheres almost solely detect low-energy neutrons, the differences resulting from
different response matrices decrease with decreasing sphere size. The same is valid for the
associated uncertainties since the 15% systematic uncertainty of the TOF data contributes
only to a minor degree.
Taking the uncertainties into account, the overall agreement of measured count rates and
those calculated using TOF data is completely satisfying for all three sets of response functions. As it was also the case in the inter-comparison of unfolded BSS and TOF spectra
discussed in Section 4.4, however, at different beam energies different response matrices
appear to agree best with the actually measured count rates. At 246 MeV beam energy calculations using the GEANT4-BIC and the MCNP/LAHET matrix match very well with the
measurements for all Bonner spheres. At 389 MeV, on the other hand, the GEANT4-BERT
response functions reproduce measurements best. Therefore, it appears that the hadronic
interaction models applied in the GEANT4-BERT hadronic framework handle neutron interactions at energies above about 200 MeV somewhat more accurately, whereas the models in
MCNP/LAHET and GEANT4-BIC may be better at lower energies.

4.7

Calibration of BSS in terms of response values

Another approach for calibration of the BSS is to determine measured response values using
TOF data and measured count rates that were corrected for contributions from low-energy
neutrons. To be more specific, the measured count rates were corrected with respect to
neutrons with energies below 10 MeV by subtraction of the mean low-energy count rates
calculated based on unfolded fluence rates and the three response matrices (see Fig. 4.8).
The remaining count rates cor r divided by the integral fluence rates of the TOF spectra
˚P TOF finally give measured response values for each sphere i in the energy region covered
by the TOF method:
Rmeas;i .Eeff;i / D

cor r;i
cor r;i
:
D RE
max
d ˚P TOF .E/
˚P TOF
dE
10M eV

(4.1)

dE

Due to the fact that every Bonner sphere has a different sensitivity in this energy range, these
response values correspond to sphere-specific effective energies Eeff;i . Taking each sphere’s
response (Ri ) and the spectral TOF fluence rate distribution into account, the effective energies can be estimated as
R Emax
Eeff;i D

d ˚P TOF .E/
dE
dE
:
P
d ˚TOF .E/
dE
dE

E  Ri .E/ 

10M eV
R Emax
10M eV

Ri .E/ 

(4.2)

As a result of the very similar shapes of the three different response functions, the effective
energies calculated for each sphere agree within a few percent.
In the top panel of Figure 4.11 the measured response values are shown for the two 9 inch
spheres with lead shells and the 15 inch PE sphere at the corresponding mean effective energies in comparison with mono-energetic response calculations. The bottom panel of this
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figure shows measured responses for the 5, 8, and 12 inch PE spheres. In Table 4.1 numerical
values of the mean effective energies and the measured responses are listed for 246 MeV and
389 MeV proton beam energy for all spheres larger than 4 inch, as the uncertainties for the
very small spheres are much larger than 30%. The uncertainties in the mean effective energies arise from the three different response functions, and those for the measured response
values were estimated as discussed in the previous section.
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F IGURE 4.11: Measured response values at assigned mean effective energies calculated with Equation 4.2 for 246 MeV and 389 MeV proton beam energy in comparison with mono-energetic MC
calculations. In the top panel response values are shown for the two 9 inch Bonner spheres with lead
shells and the 15 inch PE sphere. The bottom panel depicts measured responses of the 5, 8, and
12 inch PE spheres.
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TABLE 4.1: Measured response values at assigned mean effective energies calculated with Equation 4.2 for 246 MeV and 389 MeV proton beam energy. Response values obtained for the bare
detector, the 2.5, and the 3 inch PE spheres are not shown since the deduced uncertainties are much
larger than 30%.
246 MeV B EAM E NERGY

389 MeV B EAM E NERGY

Sphere
[inch]

eff. Energy
[MeV]

Response
[cm2 ]

eff. Energy
[MeV]

Response
[cm2 ]

4
5
5.5
6
7
8
9
9 (0.5 Pb)
9 (1.0 Pb)
10
11
12
15

148.7 ˙4.82%
150.2 ˙4.32%
150.9 ˙3.57%
152.1 ˙3.64%
153.6 ˙4.18%
154.6 ˙3.69%
156.7 ˙3.69%
206.6 ˙0.65%
212.1 ˙0.45%
159.2 ˙4.21%
160.9 ˙4.67%
163.8 ˙3.81%
169.8 ˙3.41%

0.0181 ˙30.45%
0.0475 ˙24.74%
0.0618 ˙23.84%
0.0811 ˙22.95%
0.1187 ˙21.81%
0.1604 ˙21.12%
0.1960 ˙20.72%
1.2875 ˙20.14%
3.6481 ˙20.11%
0.2202 ˙20.52%
0.2548 ˙20.35%
0.2814 ˙20.26%
0.3490 ˙20.15%

238.1 ˙4.69%
238.6 ˙4.55%
239.2 ˙4.17%
240.2 ˙4.83%
243.1 ˙4.50%
244.1 ˙4.22%
247.4 ˙4.15%
317.8 ˙1.22%
325.3 ˙0.98%
250.1 ˙4.47%
251.4 ˙3.91%
254.3 ˙3.81%
262.5 ˙3.73%

0.0196 ˙35.01%
0.0502 ˙26.85%
0.0707 ˙24.85%
0.0844 ˙24.29%
0.1352 ˙22.21%
0.1720 ˙21.48%
0.2171 ˙20.91%
1.6856 ˙20.18%
5.0314 ˙20.16%
0.2552 ˙20.62%
0.2827 ˙20.45%
0.3259 ˙20.32%
0.3925 ˙20.20%

Especially at 246 MeV proton beam energy the measured responses of the two 9 inch spheres
with lead shells agree remarkably well with the GEANT4-BIC and MCNP/LAHET response
functions. At 389 MeV beam energy the measurements indicate slightly higher detection efficiencies and are much closer to the GEANT4-BERT response functions.
In case of pure polyethylene spheres nearly the same trend is observed. For the small and
medium-sized PE spheres, however, the inter-comparison of measured and calculated count
rates presented in the previous section is less meaningful, because these spheres are rather
sensitive to low-energy neutrons. Nevertheless, the comparison for the smaller spheres in the
bottom panel of Figure 4.11 again shows the consistency of the calibration measurements
performed in the high-energy neutron fields of the RCNP. It may, therefore, be concluded
that the Bertini model appears to overestimate neutron yields in spallation reactions, at least
in the energy range up to approximately 200 MeV, whereas the other two codes and models
appear to handle these reactions rather accurately. In contrast, at energies above about 200
MeV the Bertini model seems to give rather correct results, but also the other models are
consistent with the measurements considering the uncertainties involved.
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Summary of calibration measurements

To put it in a nutshell, a detailed comparison of neutron spectra measured with the BSS
and unfolded using three different response matrices with the spectra obtained by the TOF
method was done. It turned out that at 246 MeV beam energy the unfolded BSS neutron
fluence rates using the response matrix calculated with the GEANT4 Binary INC model
and the MCNP/LAHET code agree best with the TOF measurements around the nominal
peak energies. In contrast, at 389 MeV proton energy the peak intensities given by the TOF
method were closer to unfolded BSS fluence rates using the response matrix calculated with
the GEANT4 Bertini INC model.
For the actual calibration of the BSS two different approaches were applied. First, measured count rates of all Bonner spheres were corrected with respect to contributions from
neutrons with energies below 10 MeV using unfolded fluence rates and the corresponding response functions. The remaining count rates resulting from high-energy neutrons
(E > 10 MeV) finally were compared to calculated count rates using the independently
measured TOF spectra and the response functions of the Bonner spheres. In the second approach, count rates corrected for neutrons with energies below 10 MeV and the TOF spectra
were used to obtain measured response values. Those were finally compared with response
values based on mono-energetic calculations using different MC codes and INC models. In
both approaches remarkable overall agreement of the measurements and basically all response calculations was obtained considering the uncertainties involved in the determination
of high-energy neutron fluence rates. This in turn confirms all response calculation at high
energies. As it was already the case in the inter-comparison of BSS and TOF neutron spectra, however, a closer look revealed that at 246 MeV beam energy the GEANT4-BIC and the
MCNP/ LAHET responses appear to give a more accurate estimate for the real responses of
the Bonner spheres. At 389 MeV, on the other hand, measurements seem to match better
with the GEANT4-BERT response matrix. This in turn indicates that the GEANT4 Bertini
INC model is likely to handle high-energy hadronic interactions more accurately at energies
above approximately 200 MeV, whereas the other two may be better at lower energies. In
terms of Monte Carlo calculations in general, this is a very interesting and important finding,
which is addressed again in Chapter 5.
The Bonner sphere measurements in the high-energy neutron fields of the RCNP revealed
that basically all three calculated response matrices are almost equally consistent with measurements, depending somewhat on the energy and the material. Nevertheless, it may be concluded that for radiation protection purposes either the GEANT4-BIC or the MCNP/LAHET
response matrix should be used because both were shown to be consistent with response
measurements at high energies and both give nearly the same conservative estimate for the
ambient dose equivalent in high-energy neutron fields as discussed in Chapter 3.
The results of the BSS measurements in quasi-monoenergetic neutron fields presented in this
chapter are published in Pioch et al. (2011a). Furthermore, it should be noted that during
the composition of the present work complementing Bonner sphere response measurements
were carried out in neutron fields generated by 140 and 200 MeV proton beams at the RCNP
in Osaka, Japan. Due to the fact that the final evaluation of time-of-flight data provided by
the Japanese colleagues takes several months, these data could not be included. They are
expected to be published as soon as the final TOF data are available.
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5
C OSMIC R ADIATION
IN THE E ARTH ’ S ATMOSPHERE

One major goal of the present work was the calculation of secondary cosmic radiation in the
lower atmosphere by means of Monte Carlo transport simulations in order to estimate the
radiation exposure at aircraft altitudes. This comprises both exposure due to galactic cosmic
radiation as well as due to solar cosmic radiation during solar energetic particle events or
ground level enhancements. To address this issue in detail, in the following chapter secondary cosmic ray particle fluence rates induced in the Earth’s atmosphere by GCR nuclei
are extensively discussed and compared with results of other authors as well as with several
high-precision measurements (Section 5.4). This, in turn, serves as validation for the transport simulations, which is necessary to ensure accuracy of the calculations during ground
level enhancements. To allow for a coherent discussion, a complete description of the characteristics of the Earth’s atmosphere (Section 5.1), the physical processes responsible for
the production of secondary particles (Section 5.2), and the MC calculations performed in
the present work (Section 5.3) are given in the first part of this chapter. Furthermore, a detailed comparison of calculated secondary neutron spectra at sea-level with Bonner sphere
measurements in Ny-Ålesund, Spitsbergen, follows in Section 5.5. This includes detailed
studies of the influence of different soil types on neutron spectra as well as influences of the
hydrogen content in and on the soil. Additionally, the last section of this chapter (Sec. 3)
focuses on potential measurements of ground level enhancements with the polar BSS and
the corresponding potential changes in neutron intensities and spectral characteristics during
such events.
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5.1

The Earth’s atmosphere

For the computation of secondary particle fluence rates and the corresponding dose quantities
the transport of primary cosmic radiation through the Earth’s atmosphere needs to be simulated. The atmosphere reaches several thousand kilometers into interplanetary space with a
mean total mass of about 5.1481018 kg (Trenberth and Smith, 2005). More than 99.99% of
this mass is contained in the lower atmospheric layers below about 100 km, which comprises
the Troposphere, the Stratosphere, the Mesosphere, and parts of the Thermosphere (see e.g.
Lutgens et al., 2009). The lower atmosphere is mainly composed of N2 , O2 , and Ar which
account for about 75%, 23%, and 1.3% by mass, respectively. Apart from these constituents,
the atmosphere contains minor fractions of C ( 0.012% by mass) bound in CO2 , CO, or
CH4 and traces of other elements such as He, Ne, or Kr. Water content in the atmosphere is
highly variable but even during cloudy conditions the hydrogen fraction is only in the order
of 10 5 %. The exact mass fraction of each constituent, however, depends on altitude.
In the present work a dry atmosphere composed of N2 , O2 , and Ar was considered up to an
altitude of 100 km. The altitude profiles of composition, density, temperature, and pressure
were adapted from the empirical atmospheric model1 NRLMSISE-00 developed by Picone
et al. (2002) which is an update of the widely used MSISE-90 model2 (Hedin, 1991).
For the calculation of secondary particle fluence rates induced in the atmosphere by primary
cosmic radiation it is essential to have a measure for the air mass overburden at the point
of interest. This is particularly important for any inter-comparison of simulation results
obtained by different authors or for a comparison with experimental data. The parameter
describing the air mass above a point of interest is the atmospheric depth d given as the ratio
of mass per area. The atmospheric depth at an altitude h is related to the pressure p.h/ for a
given gravitational acceleration g.h/ according to
Fg .h/
p.h/
m.h/
D
D
D
dD
A
A  g.h/
g.h/

1

Z

.h0 /dh0 ;

(5.1)

h

where m.h/ is the mass of air above the point of interest, .h/ is the air density, and Fg the
gravitational force on area A. Throughout the present work, the gravitational acceleration is
assumed to be constant with a value of g D 9:81 m/s2 .
The profiles of atmospheric depth, pressure, temperature, and density in the Earth’s atmosphere depend on the geographic latitude and show a strong seasonal variation. In Figure
5.1 example profiles are shown as given by the NRLMSISE-00 model from sea-level to
20 km altitude in comparison with the U.S. Standard Atmosphere 1976 (COESA, 1976)
which models medium latitudes on the northern hemisphere. Apparently, significant differences in all parameters occur for different latitudes and times at a given altitude. For this
reason, globally and seasonally averaged profiles (red lines in Fig. 5.1) were used in the
GEANT4 particle transport calculations presented in this chapter which agree very well with
the Standard Atmosphere.
It is obvious from Figure 5.1 that the differences in atmospheric depth, pressure, and density
are especially pronounced at commercial aircraft altitudes from 9 - 13 km. As a consequence,
1
2

http://modelweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/atmos/nrlmsise00.html
http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/vitmo/msis_vitmo.html
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F IGURE 5.1: Seasonal and latitudinal variations in the profiles of atmospheric depth, pressure (top),
temperature (bottom left), and density (bottom right) from sea-level to 20 km altitude according to
the NRLMSISE-00 model (Picone et al., 2002) in comparison with the U.S. Standard Atmosphere
1976 (COESA, 1976). Red lines show the profiles used in GEANT4 simulations.

a certain altitude may correspond to different atmospheric depths depending on the model
used for the atmosphere. The atmospheric depth, however, is a measure for the air mass
overburden at a specific point and, thus, describes the shielding against primary cosmic radiation provided by the mass contained above that point. Therefore, simulation results from
different atmospheric models or measurements are only comparable at certain atmospheric
depths. This is not necessarily true for a particular altitude which may correspond to a very
different air mass overburden and shielding. In case results from other authors were only
given at a specific altitude, they were converted to depth according to the U.S. Standard Atmosphere in order to allow for a quantitative inter-comparison.
The Standard Atmosphere was chosen as a reference since it is also used in aviation, where
the nominal elevation of an airplane is expressed in flight levels (1 FL D 100 ft 
30.48 m). Airplanes fly at constant pressure, and the corresponding nominal altitude above
sea-level is calculated with respect to the U.S. Standard Atmosphere. The real elevation of
an aircraft, therefore, may significantly differ from the nominal altitude, depending on the
local atmospheric conditions.
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Extensive air showers in the atmosphere

The characteristics of primary cosmic radiation were summarized in Chapter 2, including
a detailed description of composition, intensity, and energy distribution. Furthermore, the
modulation by solar activity in the Heliosphere and the influence of the Earth’s Magnetosphere were extensively discussed there.
When primary cosmic ray nuclei impinge on the atmosphere, a complex field of secondary
cosmic radiation is generated in hadronic and electromagnetic interactions with atoms and
molecules in the air. Among others, neutrons, protons, muons, pions, electrons, positrons,
and photons are produced in a broad energy range. High-energetic secondaries on their part
may produce further particles or decay according to their mean lifetime and velocity. As a
consequence, so-called extensive air showers develop in cascade processes. A single relativistic hadron may create millions of secondaries spreading several tens of square kilometers
in lateral extension and ranging from top of the atmosphere down to sea-level. The particles
involved in the evolution of such a shower can be divided according to the particle species
into the hadronic, the electron-photon, and the muonic component (see e.g. Grieder, 2001).
Primary cosmic ray nuclei striking the Earth’s atmosphere are subject to strong interactions
with atmospheric nuclei and induce spallation reactions. As a result, high-energetic nucleons, alpha particles, and heavier fragments as well as pions, kaons, and hyperons are
created. At sufficiently high energies primary and secondary particles further excite atmospheric nuclei, which in turn evaporate nucleons with average energies  10 MeV. The resulting hadronic cascade constitutes the core of the extensive air shower.
A relativistic primary proton (E > 1 GeV) undergoes about 12 hadronic interactions while
penetrating the atmosphere down to sea-level. This corresponds to a mean interaction length
of about 80 g/cm2 . For a heavy nucleus with mass number A  25, on the other hand, the
mean interaction length is only about 20 g/cm2 (Allkofer, 1975). Thus, the first interaction,
in which the projectile nucleus is usually completely fragmented occurs at much higher altitudes than for protons. Additionally, much more interactions occur along the way ( 50),
and there is almost no chance for a heavy primary cosmic ray particle to fully traverse the
atmosphere and survive to sea-level.
Apart from hadronic interactions, primary cosmic ray nuclei are subject to electromagnetic
interactions and lose energy in excitation and ionization processes with electrons of atoms
and molecules in the air. The electromagnetic energy loss of charged particles per unit path
length is well described by the Bethe-Bloch formula below several GeV/n (see e.g Turner,
1995). A relativistic primary proton traversing the whole atmosphere loses approximately
2.2 GeV energy in ionization and excitation reactions. Radiative energy loss through emission of Bremsstrahlung or Čerenkov radiation, on the other hand, is negligible for heavy
charged particles.
For the overall development of an extensive air shower and the creation of further particle
generations the pion triplet ( C ;  ;  0 ) produced in hadronic interactions is of major importance. With a mean lifetime of about 26 ns (Nakamura et al., 2010), charged pions decay
into muons and neutrinos via  C ! C C  and  !  C   . Due to the time dilation
effect, the mean lifetime at relativistic energies is significantly longer in the terrestrial reference system, and above about 100 GeV charged pions themselves may interact with nuclei
before they decay. Thus, charged pions markedly contribute to the hadronic component.
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Furthermore, the  ˙ decay processes give rise to the muon component. Muons lose only
about 2 GeV of energy in ionizations (Allkofer, 1975), and most of them are able to reach sealevel due to time dilation although their mean lifetime at rest is rather short
( 2.2 s). Some of them, however, decay into electrons, positrons, and neutrinos via
C ! e C C e C   and  ! e C  e C  .
Neutral pions decay into two photons ( 0 ! 2 ) with a mean lifetime of approximately
10 16 s. These may interact via photo effect, Compton effect, pair production, and photonuclear reactions producing further electrons, positrons, and photons. Positrons in turn annihilate with electrons, and electrons deposit their energy via Bremsstrahlung, ionization,
excitation, emission of Čerenkov radiation, or nuclear reactions. As a result, an electromagnetic cascade is induced, the electron-photon component of the air shower.
Due to the competition of production, absorption, and decay of secondary cosmic ray particles, the overall particle intensity is not constant but highly depends on atmospheric depth.
In the vertical development of an extensive air shower an increase in particle number occurs
during the first 100 g/cm2 . At greater atmospheric depth, a continuous decrease in intensity
is observed as a result of absorption and decay processes. Pfotzer (1936a,b) was the first to
observe the maximum at an atmospheric pressure of 8 cmHg corresponding to an altitude
of about 16 km in the U.S. Standard Atmosphere. This maximum in secondary cosmic ray
particle intensity was subsequently termed the Pfotzer maximum.
The exact atmospheric depth of the Pfotzer maximum slightly varies for each particle species
due to particle-specific production and interaction mechanisms. These differences in integral
secondary particle intensities as well as the spectral fluence rate distributions of all particles
contributing to the total dose rates due to cosmic radiation are discussed in subsequent sections by means of particle transport calculations in the atmosphere.

5.3

Particle transport calculations using GEANT4

All calculations of secondary cosmic radiation performed within the frame of the present
work were done with GEANT4 v. 9.3 and the G4NDL data library v. 3.13. The simulation of
the radiation environment in the lower atmosphere due to cosmic radiation is a deep penetration problem as the mass equivalent of the whole atmosphere corresponds to about 10 m of
water. Furthermore, the computing time for the simulation of extensive air showers increases
exponentially with increasing energy of the primary particle. Therefore, such calculations
are rather CPU time consuming. To obtain results within a reasonable computing time and
with satisfactory statistics even at sea-level, the components of secondary cosmic radiation
were computed in parallel on six Intel Core i7 machines with four physical CPUs and eight
threads each.
However, to keep the focus in this chapter on valuable results, only the most important points
of the particle transport calculations are outlined in the following. A detailed summary of
GEANT4 specific modeling techniques, the physics, random number generation, and the
parallelization of calculations may be found in Appendix B.
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Geometry and scoring

The Earth’s atmosphere was modeled in a cubic geometry with a base area of
50005000 km2 . A dry atmosphere composed of N2 , O2 , and Ar was considered. The
influence of discarding the minor fractions of other constituents such as CO2 or Ne was
studied during this work, and it was found that differences in the simulation results are negligible. The atmosphere was modeled up to an altitude of 100 km, where the real atmospheric
profiles of composition, temperature, density, and pressure were resembled by a stack of
100 layers with constant parameters. As stated at the beginning of this chapter, globally
and seasonally averaged profiles for these parameters given by the NRLMSISE-00 model
(Picone et al., 2002) were used (red lines in Fig. 5.1). In order to accurately approximate
the continuously increasing pressure and density with increasing atmospheric depth, each
layer corresponded to an increment in atmospheric depth of only about 10 g/cm2 , and the
slab thicknesses were calculated based on Equation 5.1. The geometry used in the GEANT4
calculations is illustrated in Figure 5.2 as a section of 200200100 km3 where blue lines
indicate boundaries of the atmospheric layers. The extensive air shower shown in this figure
was initiated by a 100 GeV proton vertically incident on top of the atmosphere (red vertical
line).

F IGURE 5.2: Illustration of the geometry used in GEANT4 calculations as a section of
200200100 km3 . The extensive air shower was initiated by a 100 GeV proton vertically incident on top of the atmosphere at 100 km altitude (red vertical line). Yellow tracks correspond to
trajectories of negatively charged particles, red tracks to positively charged, and green tracks to neutral particles. Blue boxes represent atmospheric layers considered in the simulation, and the red box
depicts the surface of the Earth.

For the determination of ambient dose equivalent and effective dose due to cosmic radiation, the secondary particle fluences of neutrons, protons, negative and positive muons,
electrons, positrons, photons, and all kinds of pions were scored. As discussed in more
detail in Chapter 6, these particle species are most important in terms of their contributions to total effective dose. For each particle type a total number of 46 tube-shaped scorers were distributed between 0.25 g/cm2 ( 60 km altitude) and 1030 g/cm2 (sea-level).
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Scorer thicknesses corresponding to 1.0 g/cm2 were chosen in order to avoid averaging of
the fluences over a wide range in atmospheric depth. This is in particular important near sealevel, where the conditions rapidly change with increasing atmospheric depth. Moreover,
the lateral dimension of the scorers was half the full extension of the simulated atmosphere
(i.e. 2500 km) to avoid boundary effects such as particles escaping from the geometry. Secondary particle spectra induced in the atmosphere by primary cosmic radiation cover a broad
range in energy depending on the particle species. To make sure the full range is covered,
neutrons were collected in the range from 10 11 MeV to 107 MeV and all other particles
from 10 2 MeV to 107 MeV. For this purpose, energy-binned fluence scorer were applied
which were modified to allow determination of the statistical uncertainty in each bin (see
also Chapter 3 and GEANT4 Collaboration, 2009b).
In order to compare and validate results of particle transport calculations with experimental
data, a zenith angle dependence of secondary particle intensities has to be taken into account
in addition to the dependence on the kinetic energy. This is necessary because most instruments, in particular the very precise ones, only accept particles with certain zenith angles.
Accordingly, the scoring in GEANT4 also has to be restricted to particles with momentum directions within a certain solid angle. For this purpose, a scoring filter was developed
which allows to count not only particles of certain type and kinetic energy. By calculating
the zenith angle between momentum direction and surface normal vector of each particle
entering, crossing, or being produced in a scoring region, an adjustable filter criterion for the
zenith angle was implemented in the GEANT4 code. This finally allows a validation of the
MC results by comparison with measurements given as differential particle intensities per
solid angle in units of particles/(cm2 ssrMeV).
Furthermore, it should be noted that secondary particle spectra near sea-level are strongly
influenced by the soil. This is particularly the case for neutrons with energies below several
tens of MeV which follow an isotropic angular distribution and where elastic scattering is
the dominating interaction process. In order to calculate free-in-air particle spectra at very
high atmospheric depths, back scattering from layers below the Earth’s surface has to be
taken into account. In case all particles are stopped and killed directly on the Earth’s surface,
the scored integral particle fluences are strongly reduced leading to an artificial bias in the
results. Test calculations showed that a layer of about 400 m filled with air at sea-level conditions is necessary to avoid influences on scored neutron fluences due to the soil-atmosphere
interface. For the free-in-air particle spectra presented in the following this additional slab
of air was considered (red box in Figure 5.2). More realistic simulations studying the impact
of the soil and the hydrogen content in and on the soil are discussed in the last part of this
chapter.
From the assumptions made on the geometry of the atmosphere in the present work, minor
inaccuracies with respect to reality may arise. Due to the flat geometry chosen in contrast
to the real spherical shape, minor differences in the path lengths occur for primaries starting
in non-vertical directions. The path length to reach a certain altitude is about 2% shorter
in the flat geometry for a primary particle starting with a zenith angle of 50ı and about 5%
shorter for 75ı . The impact of these small differences on the secondary particle intensities at certain altitudes are expected to be much less, because secondaries are produced in a
broad spatial area in cascade processes. Hence, the exact location of the initial reaction is
less important. Furthermore, primaries starting in non-vertical direction have much longer
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path lengths with respect to vertical incidence, anyway. A primary starting with 60ı zenith
angle, for example, already has twice the path length to reach a certain altitude. Accordingly, the contributions to the radiation environment at aircraft altitudes and below are only
of minor importance since they tend to induce particle showers at much lower atmospheric
depths. Therefore, the overall discrepancies in secondary particle intensities below about
20 km arising from the simulation of a flat atmosphere are expected to be negligible.
Another inaccuracy with respect to reality may arise from the large lateral extension of the
flat geometry when considering secondary particle fluences at different cutoff rigidities. In
reality a 50005000 km2 section of the atmosphere would sample radiation over a rather
broad range in cutoff. However, to model particle intensities at the exact cutoff rigidities, the
transport through the Earth’s magnetosphere would have to be simulated, and all possible
incoming directions on top of the atmosphere would have to be considered. It is, therefore,
nearly impossible to exactly model the real conditions and calculate secondary particle intensities with high statistical precision down to sea-level. As discussed in detail in Chapter
2.1.2, the commonly used approach is to use the vertical effective cutoff rigidity, which has
been shown by Smart and Shea (2003a,b) to provide an accurate approximation for the primary particle intensities on top of the atmosphere, in particular for studies of the radiation
environment in the lower atmosphere and at aircraft altitudes. The big size of the geometry
in the present work was simply chosen because otherwise too many primary particles starting with high zenith angles can escape. Increase of the atmosphere’s lateral extension from
500 km to 5000 km increased integral particle intensities at very high altitudes above 25 km
by about 5 - 8%, whereas almost no influence was observed at lower altitudes. In the real
isotropic field of primary cosmic radiation, however, particles with very high zenith angles
impinge onto the atmosphere. Their contributions at high altitudes were, thus, taken into
account by choosing a rather large geometry. Nonetheless, small differences to reality might
occur due to the approximation with the vertical effective cutoff since particles arriving in
non-vertical direction can have a very different cutoff.

5.3.2

Physics

The simulation of the complex radiation field of secondary cosmic radiation in the atmosphere and the concomitant deep penetration problem in calculations down to sea-level requires a well-tuned assignment of the physics in GEANT4. All possible processes over the
full range of energy have to be taken into account for all particle species involved. Since
most of the energy in an extensive air shower is delivered by hadronic interactions, special
attention has to be payed to these processes. Primary galactic cosmic ray spectra for protons
and He nuclei were considered in the energy range from 10 MeV to 10 TeV. The resulting
secondary particles, in particular neutrons, have to be transported down to 10 11 MeV. This
means that a total range in energy of 17 orders of magnitude has to be accurately covered
in the simulation. In the following the physics applied in the particle transport calculations
in the Earth’s atmosphere are summarized. A more detailed description of the underlaying
models and modeling techniques may be found in Appendix B.
At energies above 10 GeV the Quark Gluon String Precompound (QGSP) model was applied which models inelastic hadronic collisions of neutrons, protons, pions, and kaons. This
model is composed of several components handling various parts of a high-energy inter-
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action. The Quark-Gluon String component models the formation of strings in an initial
hadron-nucleon collision inside a nucleus. The subsequent fragmentation of strings into
hadrons is handled by the Quark-Gluon String fragmentation model. The de-excitation of
the remnant nucleus after the initial collision is finally handled by the precompound component. Further information on the QGSP model may be found in GEANT4 Collaboration
(2009a).
As it was already the case in the calculations of the response functions of Bonner spheres
presented in Chapter 3, the energy range from 20 MeV to 10 GeV, where spallation processes
are induced, is very important. Also for the particle transport simulations in the atmosphere
two different intra-nuclear cascade models were used, namely the Bertini model included in
the GEANT4 INC framework G4CascadeInterface and the Binary INC model contained
in G4BinaryCascade. Both INC frameworks can handle incident protons, neutrons, pions,
kaons, and hyperons and come along with their own models for the pre-equilibrium stage,
fission, Fermi break-up, evaporation, and final nucleus de-excitation to describe spallation
processes. For simplicity, however, it is only referred to the Bertini (BERT) and Binary (BIC)
INC models in the following. Specific features and differences of these hadronic frameworks
were summarized in Chapter 3.3, and a more detailed description is given in Appendix B.
The detailed transport of low-energy neutrons and isotope production was treated in a datadriven approach using the G4NDL cross section library v. 3.13 and the high-precision models (G4NeutronHP). These cross sections are mainly based on the ENDF/B-VI evaluation
(McLane, 1991; MacFarlane, 1994a), and the high-precision modeling of neutrons contains
elastic scattering based on the free gas approximation, inelastic scattering with tabulated final state information, capture, and fission.
A major weakness of the hadronic framework offered in GEANT4 is the incapacity of modeling inelastic nucleus-nucleus collisions at energies above 10 GeV per nucleon. This in turn
means that the transport of He nuclei is restricted to energies below 40 GeV which is by
far not sufficient for the simulation of galactic cosmic radiation. So far, only the Japanese
Monte Carlo code PHITS (Niita et al., 2010) is able to handle nucleus-nucleus collisions at
higher energies with its JQMD/JAM model. Koi et al. (2003) developed an interface between
GEANT4 and the JQMD/JAM model of the PHITS code. Unfortunately, this interface is not
part of the official GEANT4 collaboration work and, thus, not part of the official GEANT4
release. However, Sihver et al. (2008) explicitly studied the differences in simulation results of cosmic radiation in the atmosphere when replacing He nuclei by free nucleons (2p2n
approximation) and transporting them with regular GEANT4 physics instead of using the
interface to the JQMD/JAM model. They found that results in secondary particle fluences
are only influenced at very high altitudes above about 40 km. At these altitudes in the 2p2n
approximation neutron fluences are strongly enhanced above a few hundreds of MeV due to
primary source neutrons which have not yet suffered a significant energy loss. At altitudes
below about 20 km, on the other hand, the 2p2n approximation has been found to be in very
good agreement with results from the JQMD/JAM model. Therefore, in the frame of the
present work the 2p2n approximation was used to determine the radiation environment in
the lower atmosphere.
For electromagnetic interactions the well-validated standard physics offered in GEANT4 was
used. This comprises standard handling of basic processes for electrons, positrons, photons,
and ions including Compton scattering, photoelectric effect, pair production, muon-pair pro-
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duction for photons, ı-electron production, Bremsstrahlung, Čerenkov radiation, and annihilation. Bremsstrahlung, capture, and annihilation for muons as well as ionization processes
for muons, electrons, positrons, and other charged particles were explicitly assigned in addition since they are handled in separate GEANT4 classes. The same is valid for multiple
scattering of muons, electrons, positrons, and other charged particles. Based on the theory
of Lewis (1950), special GEANT4 classes deliver corrections for path lengths and lateral
displacements of multiply scattered charged particles. Further details on the electromagnetic
physics applied may be found in Appendix B.
In order to increase the computational efficiency, a certain production cutoff in range can be
set for electrons, positrons, and photons. In particular for simulating the rather large geometry of the Earth’s atmosphere this has to be considered. In any material the cutoff value is
translated to an energy below which the continuous slowing down approximation is used and
no secondary particles are produced. The particle then looses its remaining kinetic energy
continuously along the track (see e.g. GEANT4 Collaboration, 2009b). In the atmosphere the
density of the same material strongly varies in different parts of the geometry, and basically
the whole geometry is of interest. It is, therefore, not feasible to set an overall cutoff in range
as the mean free path of a particle with given energy strongly varies within the geometry. Instead, it is much more feasible to set an overall cutoff in atmospheric depth. For this reason,
in each of the 100 atmospheric layers corresponding to about 10 g/cm2 an overall production
cut value of 0.5 g/cm2 was translated to a layer-specific cut in range. This allows to increase
the simulation performance by approximately 10% without loosing necessary information.

5.3.3

Primary cosmic ray spectra

Calculated secondary particle spectra induced by galactic cosmic rays crucially rely on the
primary spectra. In Chapter 2.1.1 an extensive comparison of models describing the galactic cosmic ray particle intensities near Earth with high-precision measurements was done.
It turned out that the local interstellar spectrum by Burger et al. (2000) and the model for
the heliopsheric modulation developed by Usoskin et al. (2005, 2011) agrees best with measurements of protons and helium nuclei near Earth at all heliospheric modulation strengths.
Therefore, these proton and helium spectra were used in the present work to calculate secondary particle fluxes and the corresponding dose quantities at modulation potentials of 250
MV, 465 MV, 800 MV, 1200 MV, and 1500 MV, i.e. covering a complete solar cycle. Due
to the small particle numbers and the very short mean free paths, galactic cosmic ray nuclei
heavier than He do not significantly contribute to the radiation environment in the lower atmosphere. Their contributions were, therefore, discarded in the present work.
For the calculation of secondary cosmic radiation during GLEs, primary proton spectra derived from various authors were used. Specific characteristics of GLE spectra such as spectral
shape and intensity are discussed in the corresponding sections. In contrast to the differential
galactic primary spectra used, which are given as a function of kinetic energy Ek (see Equation 2.7), differential proton spectra during GLEs are usually given as a function of rigidity
R. To simulate these spectra they have to be converted into a function of kinetic energy. Applying basic relativistic calculus, the rigidity is connected to the total energy E of a particle
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where m0 denotes the rest mass and E0 the rest energy (also see Appendix A.1). With
this equation a differential spectrum with respect to the kinetic energy j .Ek / can finally be
calculated from a rigidity spectrum j .R/:
j .Ek / D

dJ.R/ dR.Ek /
Ek C E0
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(5.3)

In order to implement primary spectra in kinetic energy in GEANT4, they were binned and
read from a file during initialization of a run. The binned spectra were then integrated and
normalized to unity. The resulting probability distribution P .Ek / between zero and one
resembles the amount of flux contained in each energy bin Eki . By throwing a random
number  2 Œ0; 1Œ the primary spectra were then sampled during runtime:
P .Ek / D 

)

i
i
Ek 2 ŒEk;mi
n ; Ek;max Œ:

(5.4)

Within each bin the spectrum was assumed to be uniform, and the kinetic energy Ek for
each primary in the simulation was finally determined by throwing a second random number
 2 Œ0; 1Œ to define an energy between the boundaries of the energy bin:
i
i
Ek D Ek;mi
n C   .Ek;max

i
Ek;mi
n /:

(5.5)

In this way both the proton and helium spectra were sampled in a single run. As argued
in the previous section, the 2p2n approximation of alpha particles had to be used due to a
lack of models describing nucleus-nucleus collisions at sufficiently high energies. Therefore, similar to the approach of sampling a single spectrum, proton and helium spectra were
shot according to the probability distribution given by the corresponding integral intensities
(jpr oton ; jhelium ). To be more specific, a random number " 2 Œ0; 1Œ was thrown to decide
which of the two spectra serves to determine the kinetic energy of the next primary:
(
ot on
)
proton spectrum
< jpr otjonprCj
hel i um
(5.6)
"D
jpr ot on
 jpr ot on Cjhel i um
)
helium spectrum
If the helium spectrum was chosen, either a proton or a neutron was shot with equal probabilities.
For the computation of secondary particle spectra at different vertical effective cutoff rigidities the corresponding cutoff values in kinetic energy were calculated using Equation 5.2,
and the primary spectra were only sampled at higher energies. In this way, calculations were
performed covering the whole range of cutoff rigidities from 0 GV to 17 GV.

5.3.4

Source and normalization of results

For the specification of the source in the GEANT4 calculations as well as for the normalization of the Monte Carlo results certain boundary conditions have to be fulfilled. If not stated
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otherwise, an isotropic primary radiation field impinging on the atmosphere was simulated.
An isotropic flux on a flat surface requires a special sampling of momentum directions and
start coordinates of primary particles. This is due to the fact that a flat surface is only exposed
to the full flux of particles having a momentum direction parallel to the surface’s normal vector. The flux of particles arriving from non-vertical directions is reduced by the cosine of the
zenith angle  between incoming direction and normal vector. In optics the analog phenomenon is known as Lambert’s cosine law.
In order to account for the cosine law, the momentum directions given in polar coordinates
(; ) on the unit sphere have to be sampled with random numbers 1 ; 2 2 Œ0; 1Œ as described
e.g. in Ferguson (2000)
 D 1  2

(5.7)

p
 D arcsin .  2 /:

(5.8)

The corresponding Cartesian coordinates are then easily calculated via regular coordinate
transformation.
After the definition of a primary’s momentum according to the prescribed method, a random
location on top of the atmosphere has to be chosen in order to resemble an isotropic particle
flux. For this purpose, the start coordinates were homogeneously distributed on a flat disk
with radius r D 3000 km on top of the atmosphere. Choosing a source size smaller than
the full geometry additionally reduces boundary effects such as particles escaping from the
geometry. The Cartesian start coordinates .x; y/ can then be sampled during runtime with
independent random numbers 3 ; 4 2 Œ0; 1Œ as follows
p
(5.9)
x D r  3  cos.24 /
p
y D r  3  sin.24 /:
(5.10)
The cosine law described above also has to be considered in the normalization of the simulation results. Both galactic and solar primary cosmic ray spectra are generally given as
differential spectra with respect to the solid angle j .Ek ; ˝; t/ D d 4 N=.dtdAd˝dEk /.
Taking the cosine law into account, the normalization factor for an isotropic flux on a flat
surface is given as
Z Emax Z 2 Z 
j .Ek ; ˝; t/ cos./ sin./dddEk D
(5.11)
Emi n
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D
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j .Ek ; t/dEk D   ˚Pp ;

Emi n

where ˚Pp denotes the total primary fluence rate in units of particles/(cm2 s) given by the sum
of all primary spectra considered in the simulation (i.e. proton and helium spectra in case of
galactic cosmic rays). The output  in units of particles/cm2 of each fluence scorer is finally
normalized to obtain a meaningful particle fluence rate ˚P according to
  ˚Pp  
;
˚P D
.Np =A/

(5.12)

where A D   r 2 denotes the cross sectional area of the source (r D 3000 km) and Np the
number of primary particles simulated in a single run.
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Secondary particles induced by
galactic cosmic radiation

In the following paragraphs the results of the particle transport calculations for galactic cosmic radiation performed with GEANT4 and two different intra-nuclear casccade models at
high energies (Bertini and Binary INC) are presented. A detailed inter-comparison with computations using the FLUKA Monte Carlo code by Roesler et al. (1998, 2002) and Heinrich
et al. (1999) is carried out. Additionally, predictions of secondary cosmic ray particle spectra
from the PHITS-based Analytical Radiation Model in the Atmosphere3 (PARMA) developed
by Sato et al. (2006, 2008) are compared. In both the FLUKA and the PHITS calculations
different models for the heliospheric modulation and, accordingly, different primary spectra
were used. While Roesler et al. (1998) used proton and He spectra given by the Badhwar
and O’Neill (1996) model, Sato et al. (2008) used a modified version of the primary GCR
model of Nymmik et al. (1992) for all ion species up to Nickel. Differences in these primary
spectra were extensively studied in Chapter 2.1, and it was shown that the Badhwar and
O’Neill (1996) and the Nymmik et al. (1992) models predict much higher H and He intensities near Earth than observed. The modified version used by Sato et al. (2008), on the other
hand, agrees very well with the model of Burger et al. (2000) and Usoskin et al. (2005, 2011)
used in the GEANT4 calculations (T. Sato priv. comm.). Numerical values of the modulation potential, however, depend on the models, and there is no well-defined relation among
them. Thus, minor uncertainties in secondary particle spectra due to slightly differing solar
modulation potentials may arise. If not stated otherwise, values of the modulation parameter
are based on the reconstruction of Usoskin et al. (2005, 2011) in the following.
Since the primary GCR intensity on top of the atmosphere is largest at solar minimum conditions (  465 MV) and 0 GV vertical effective cutoff rigidity, the inter-comparison
of results obtained by the different MC codes and the two hadronic interaction models in
GEANT4 is carried out for these conditions. Accordingly, differences in the results of all
codes and models are pronounced most with respect to other solar and geomagnetic conditions. As a result of the deep penetration problem, differences in secondary particle spectra
strongly vary with atmospheric depth. Since one major goal of the present work was to determine dose rates at aircraft altitudes, the features of secondary particle spectra induced by
galactic cosmic radiation are exemplary discussed for an atmospheric depth of 250 g/cm2
( 10.5 km a.s.l.), and the vertical development in the atmosphere is discussed by means of
energy integrated fluence rates.

5.4.1

Protons

As described in more detail in Chapter 6, protons significantly contribute to the overall effective dose at aircraft altitudes. In principal, atmospheric protons originate from three different
sources. First, primary protons are able to reach certain atmospheric depths if their kinetic
energy is sufficiently high to outweigh energy losses due to electromagnetic and hadronic
interactions. Therefore, this component is dominating at very high altitudes where the mass
shielding provided by the atmosphere is rather low. To survive down to sea-level a primary
3
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proton must have a minimum kinetic energy of about 2.5 - 3 GeV. On the other hand, the
threshold kinetic energy to reach typical aircraft altitudes of 10 km ( 265 g/cm2 ) is only
about 1 GeV for protons (see e.g. Grieder, 2001). Accordingly, primary protons significantly
contribute to the total proton flux and the corresponding dose equivalent in aviation. The second source of protons in the atmosphere is the fragmentation of heavy galactic cosmic ray
nuclei in collisions with atoms in the air. As already stated at the beginning of this chapter,
the mean free path of heavy ions in air is in the order of 15 - 30 g/cm2 , and nearly all of
them are completely fragmented in the first collision. These fragmentation processes, could
not be included in the computation of secondary cosmic radiation due to a lack of nucleusnucleus interaction models at sufficiently high energies. This component, however, only
slightly contributes to the overall proton flux at very low atmospheric depths, whereas the
radiation environment at aircraft altitudes and below is almost unaffected. Additionally to
the two prescribed sources, protons are generated in inelastic collisions of energetic primary
and secondary particles with nuclei in the atmosphere. This includes break-up processes, as
well as evaporation from highly-excited target nuclei. For protons with momenta less than
1 GeV/c, these processes are a major source at high atmospheric depths (see e.g. Nakamura
et al., 2010).
In the top panel of Figure 5.3 omnidirectional proton fluence rates calculated in the present
work using the Bertini INC (GEANT4-BERT) and the Binary INC (GEANT4-BIC) model
are compared with results from Roesler et al. (1998) and Sato et al. (2008) at 250 g/cm2 ,
solar minimum (  465 MV), and a vertical effective cutoff rigidity RC D 0 GV. The
P ln.E/) in orspectral fluence rate distributions are shown in lethargy representation (d ˚=d
der to pronounce the spectral features as well as the differences between the calculations.
As pointed out above, protons with kinetic energies above about 1 GeV are predominantly
primary protons at this altitude, hence showing the characteristic course of a power law in
kinetic energy (/ Ek see Chap. 2.1). At lower energies losses per unit path length due
to electromagnetic interactions increase with decreasing energy. This results in a strongly
decreasing proton flux at low energies.
Obviously, proton spectra obtained from all MC codes are largely consistent at typical aircraft altitudes. This is particularly true for energies below 1 GeV where electromagnetic
interactions dominate. In contrast, at higher energies some differences are observed. Comparison of the two GEANT4-based calculations shows the impact of different hadronic models on the simulation results, where the Binary INC model leads to significantly enhanced
proton fluence rates at high energies. The somewhat larger fluence rates obtained by Roesler
et al. (1998) with the FLUKA code may be due to different hadronic models and somewhat
larger primary proton intensities predicted by the Badhwar and O’Neill (1996) model.
With increasing atmospheric depth, however, the differences in the calculations become more
pronounced. This is obvious from the bottom panel of Figure 5.3 which shows the energy
integrated fluence rates as a function of atmospheric depth at solar minimum and 0 GV cutoff. The largest differences in integral fluxes of more than a factor of three at sea-level occur
between the two GEANT4 calculations. This reveals that the hadronic interaction model
used for the computation has the the biggest impact. On the other hand, minor differences in
the geometry of the atmosphere or different primary GCR spectra are less important, at least
at high atmospheric depths.
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F IGURE 5.3: Omnidirectional fluence rate of protons at an atmospheric depth of 250 g/cm2
( 10.5 km), 0 GV cutoff rigidity, and solar minimum conditions (top panel). Transport calculations from the present work using GEANT4 are compared with FLUKA (Roesler et al., 1998) and
PHITS-based results (Sato et al., 2008). The bottom panel shows energy integrated fluence rates as a
function of atmospheric depth.

The only way of determining which of the GEANT4 hadronic frameworks might give the
best estimate for the proton intensities in the atmosphere is a comparison with experimental
data. Several accurate measurements have been performed for atmospheric protons e.g. by
Kocharian et al. (1959) or Barber et al. (1980). To check the consistency of MC simulations with experimental data, recently performed high-precision measurements with the
Balloon-borne Experiment with a Superconducting Spectrometer (BESS) reported in Sanuki
et al. (2003) were chosen as an example. This high-resolution spectrometer was designed
to precisely study primary cosmic rays on top of the atmosphere (Sanuki et al., 2000; Haino
et al., 2004), but it was also in operation on ground for studies of atmospheric cosmic ray
events. The differential proton intensities reported in Sanuki et al. (2003) were measured at
the Mt. Norikura Observatory of the University of Tokyo, Japan. The observatory is located
at an altitude of 2770 m above sea-level corresponding to 742 g/cm2 . The vertical effective
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F IGURE 5.4: Differential proton intensities with zenith angle cos./  0:95 measured at 742 g/cm2 ,
11.2 GV cutoff, and  D 691 MV with the BESS spectrometer by Sanuki et al. (2003) in comparison
with MC calculations from the present work.

cutoff for this location is 11.2 GV, and the measurements were performed during September 1999 at a moderate solar modulation strength of  D 691 MV following Usoskin et al.
(2011). The zenith angle  for protons in this experiment was limited to cos./  0:95,
corresponding to approximately 18.2ı . In order to accurately compare MC calculations from
the present work with the BESS measurements, all these conditions were exactly simulated.
P
The comparison of measured differential proton intensities j .E/ D d 2 ˚=.dEd˝/
and
those calculated in the present work is shown in Figure 5.4, where the excellent agreement
of results obtained with the Bertini INC interaction model is evident. Results using the Binary INC, on the other hand, significantly overestimate the observations. From this comparison, several important conclusions can be drawn. First of all, it shows an overall accuracy
of the particle transport calculations and the validity of the assumptions made on the simulated geometry, the composition and density profile of the atmosphere, as well as the source
spectra with the 2p2n approximation for He nuclei and the corresponding sampling method
of primaries during the simulation. Since the cutoff for the experiment is with a value of
11.2 GV rather high, it can additionally be concluded that the concept of the vertical effective cutoff provides an accurate approximation, at least for atmospheric protons with zenith
angles cos. /  0:95. Moreover, especially in the 2p2n approximation used in the present
work, protons are most important for the simulation of all other particle species. At the atmospheric depth considered, the integral proton fluxes given by the two GEANT4 models
differ by a factor of about 2.5 (also see bottom panel of Fig. 5.3). Given the fact that such
large differences are only observed in protons fluxes, the comparison with the high-precision
BESS measurements strongly indicates that the Bertini INC model provides a much better
estimate for secondary cosmic ray particles in the atmosphere. As discussed subsequently,
however, the differences in proton fluxes do not necessarily translate to the same differences
in fluence rates of all other particles.
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Neutrons

The most important secondary particles in terms of contributions to effective dose in the
lower atmosphere are neutrons. These are generated in spallation reactions induced by inelastic collisions of primary GCR particles with nuclei in the atmosphere. In such reactions,
fast neutrons with energies above about 10 MeV and evaporation neutrons with energies between several tens of keV and 10 MeV are produced.
The fast neutrons result from direct interactions of incident primary particles with nuclei and
can either be fragments of the projectile or nucleons emitted from the target as a result of
intra-nuclear cascades. The production of high-energetic neutrons is, therefore, mainly in
forward direction. The resulting spectral fluence rate resembles the course of the primary
spectrum, i.e. it steeply decreases with increasing energy following a power law in energy.
Since the fast neutrons can carry a large fraction of the projectile’s energy, they significantly
contribute to the hadronic cascade in an extensive air shower. After an initial collision, the
remaining target nucleus is left in an highly excited state and lowers its excessive energy by
evaporation of nucleons with energies of 10 3 - 10 MeV. In contrast to fast neutrons created
in the initial collision, evaporation neutrons follow an isotropic angular distribution. As uncharged particles, neutrons do not lose energy in ionization processes but are only subject
to strong interactions. Furthermore, due to the rather long neutron mean lifetime of about
885.7 s at rest (Nakamura et al., 2010), decay into protons is almost negligible. Therefore,
neutrons produced in the atmosphere can easily reach sea-level.
In the top panel of Figure 5.5 omnidirectional neutron fluence rates calculated in the present
work are compared with results from Roesler et al. (1998) and Sato et al. (2008) (250 g/cm2 ,
solar minimum, 0 GV cutoff). In the lethargy representation three characteristic spectral features are obvious. At energies above about 10 - 20 MeV the so-called cascade peak emerges.
This peak results from a convolution of the spectrum of fast neutrons which steeply decreases
with increasing energy and a broad minimum of the total interaction cross section of all elements constituting the atmosphere, i.e. N, O, and Ar (see e.g. Abfalterer et al., 2001). A
second peak appears around 1 - 2 MeV, the evaporation peak, which is a direct result of the
evaporation processes described above. Evaporated neutrons follow a Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution in the energy range of 10 3 - 10 MeV, with a maximum around 1 - 2 MeV. In
the epithermal region below about 0.1 MeV elastic scattering is the dominating interaction
mechanism. Following classical collision theory, both the average and the maximum energy
transfer of a neutron is proportional to the neutron’s kinetic energy (see Eq. 3.1). Higher energetic neutrons, thus, suffer large energy-losses in collisions resulting in a steeply decreasing differential neutron flux with increasing kinetic energy. This in turn leads to a nearly
horizontal course of the neutron spectrum in the lethargy representation. As low-energy neutrons interact with the nitrogen isotope 14 N, they produce the cosmogenic nuclide 14 C via
14
14
7 N.n; p/ 6 C. At low energies the cross section of this reaction is inverse proportional to the
neutron’s velocity and has a rather high value of approximately 1.9 barn at thermal energies.
Free-in-air neutron fluence rate distributions, thus, do not contain thermal neutrons as they
are all converted to 14 C.
Additionally to the prescribed macroscopic spectral features, a resonance-like fine structure
is noticeable in the evaporation peaks of the highly resolved calculations from the present
work and from Roesler et al. (1998). These structures are mainly related to maxima and
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F IGURE 5.5: Omnidirectional fluence rate of neutrons at an atmospheric depth of 250 g/cm2
( 10.5 km), 0 GV cutoff rigidity, and solar minimum conditions (top panel). Transport calculations from the present work using GEANT4 are compared with FLUKA (Roesler et al., 1998) and
PHITS-based results (Sato et al., 2008). The bottom panel shows energy integrated fluence rates as a
function of atmospheric depth.

minima in reaction cross sections of nitrogen and to a minor degree of Oxygen. The dips
in neutron fluence rates around 500 keV, 1.2 MeV, and 4 MeV, for example, are related to
pronounced maxima in the 14 N absorption cross section.
The overall agreement of all MC codes shown in Figure 5.5 is fully satisfying from epithermal up to relativistic energies, although the Bertini INC seems to result in somewhat
higher fluence rates with respect to the Binary INC at the altitude shown. Particularly in case
of atmospheric secondary neutrons, however, it must be emphasized that the differences in
calculated fluence rates by using different MC codes and hadronic models strongly depend
on atmospheric depth. This becomes obvious from the bottom panel of Figure 5.5 which
shows the energy integrated fluence rates as a function of atmospheric depth. Below about
100 g/cm2 the characteristic increase in the flux is observed as a result of the developing
hadronic cascade. The Pfotzer maximum around 80 - 85 g/cm2 ( 17 - 18 km) agrees very
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well for all codes and models. On the other hand, with increasing depth the different codes
seem to model neutron production in the evolving cascade differently. This becomes manifest in the comparison of the two GEANT4 results, where the integral fluxes intersect each
other at about 500 g/cm2 ( 6 km). At high altitudes the GEANT4-BERT results agree very
well with results from Roesler et al. (1998), whereas they are fully consistent with claculations from Sato et al. (2008) at sea-level. Concerning the GEANT4-BIC results, the situation
is reversed. This behavior is only observed at secondary neutrons and may be attributed to
somewhat different neutron yields in hadronic interactions modeled by the Binary and the
Bertini INC hadronic frameworks of GEANT4.
Also for the validation of neutron fluence rates, a comparison with measurements is required.
Unfortunately, accurate experimental data covering the whole energy region are scarce for
neutrons due to a lack of precise instruments. As described in Chapter 3, Bonner sphere spectrometers are rather suited for that purpose. Goldhagen et al. (2004) measured the energy
spectrum of cosmic ray induced neutrons on an airplane over a wide range in altitude and
latitude using an extended BSS. Figure 5.6 shows as an example the spectrum reported by
Goldhagen et al. (2004) for 201 g/cm2 (11.9 km), 4.3 GV cutoff rigidity, and solar minimum
conditions ( D 405 MV) in comparison with spectra calculated by means of GEANT4
applying the Bertini or the Binary INC model, respectively. Apparently, for the conditions
shown both calculations agree rather well with experimental data in terms of both spectral
shape and absolute intensity.
In Table 5.1 measured energy-integrated neutron fluence rate values for all geomagnetic conditions and altitudes as reported by Goldhagen et al. (2004) are contrasted with results of the
present work. Calculated neutron intensities were interpolated to obtain values at the specific atmospheric depths and cutoffs. Furthermore, fluxes at sea-level were computed with a
granite soil and 5 cm of water on top in order to approximately take influences of the envi0.6
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F IGURE 5.6: Neutron spectrum measured by Goldhagen et al. (2004) during solar minimum
( D 405 MV) at 201 g/cm2 (11.9 km) and 4.3 GV cutoff rigidity in comparison with spectra calculated by means of GEANT4 applying the Bertini or the Binary INC model, respectively.
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TABLE 5.1: Integral neutron fluence rates measured by Goldhagen et al. (2004) at various locations
in comparison with calculated quantities.
Atm. Depth
[gcm 2 ]

Altitude
[km]

Cutoff
ŒGV

53.3
56
101
201
1030

20.3
20.0
16.2
11.9
0.0

11.6
0.8
0.7
4.3
2.7

I NTEGRAL N EUTRON F LUENCE R ATE [cm

2s 1]

Goldhagen

GEANT4-BERT

GEANT4-BIC

1.24
9.8
9.5
3.4
0.0126

1.38
12.43
12.61
4.32
0.0131

0.87
7.75
8.15
2.96
0.0235

ronment at low energies into account (see section 5.5). From this comparison it turns out that
integral quantities obtained with both GEANT4 hadronic models reasonably agree with the
measurements. The Binary INC calculations are largely compatible with measurements at
medium and high altitudes but significantly overestimate the neutron flux at sea-level. Vice
versa, calculations using the Bertini INC agree very well with measurements at sea-level and
very low atmospheric depths, but significantly overestimate the observations at medium to
high altitudes.
Unfortunately, Goldhagen et al. (2004) do not provide uncertainties for the experimental
data. Based on the work presented in Chapters 3 and 4, however, the uncertainty associated
with BSS data is expected to be in the order of at least 10%. Uncertainties in responses result
in a about 5% uncertainty in integral fluence rates (see Chapter 3) and another 5% systematic uncertainty may arise from differences in various unfolding procedures (see Chapter 4).
An unknown uncertainty due to averaging over certain atmospheric depths and cutoffs may
add to this. Therefore, it can be concluded that both hadronic frameworks and INC models
(Bertini, Binary) used in the present work are consistent with the experimental data reported
by Goldhagen et al. (2004). A more detailed comparison of calculated and measured neutron fluence rate distributions at sea-level follows in section 5.5 by using BSS measurements
performed in the present work.

5.4.3

Charged pions

As argued in section 5.2, pions are of major importance for the overall development of an extensive air shower since they give rise to the muon and also the electron-photon component.
Therefore, fluence rates of charged pions are discussed next, although their direct contributions to effective dose rates in the atmosphere are of minor importance.
The top panel of Figure 5.7 shows spectra of charged pions calculated with GEANT4 in
comparison with data from Roesler et al. (1998) at 10.5 km altitude, 0 GV cutoff, and solar
minimum. Charged pions are mainly produced in inelastic p-p collisions of primary protons
with single protons in the nuclear potentials of target nuclei. In such reactions, a larger number of positive elementary particles is produced, because the collision partners have a positive
charge excess which is transferred to secondary components (see e.g. Gaisser, 1990). The
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characteristic enhancement of positively with respect to negatively charged pions at low atmospheric depths where most of the pions are produced is well reproduced by all MC codes
and models as can be seen in the top panel of Figure 5.7. Pions created in high-energy
collisions can carry a large fraction of the projectile’s momentum. Thus, the pion spectra
show a similar course as the primary proton spectra at high energies. Since the lifetime of
charged pions at rest is with a value of about 26 ns (Nakamura et al., 2010) rather short,
the low-energy part of the spectra is dominated by the decay of slow pions into muons via
 C ! C C  and  !  C   . The decay processes are also the reason for the poor
statistics in the MC results with respect to other secondary particle species, which may also
be the reason for the outlier in the spectrum of Roesler et al. (1998) at about 100 MeV.
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F IGURE 5.7: Omnidirectional fluence rate of charged pions at an atmospheric depth of 250 g/cm2
( 10.5 km), 0 GV cutoff rigidity, and solar minimum conditions (top panel). Transport calculations
from the present work using GEANT4 are compared with results obtained with FLUKA (Roesler
et al., 1998). The bottom panel shows energy integrated fluence rates as a function of atmospheric
depth.
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The comparison of both spectral characteristics (top panel) and energy-integrated fluence
rates as a function of atmospheric depth (bottom panel in Fig. 5.7) reveals that results from all
calculations are consistent. Pion intensities obtained with the GEANT4-BIC model appear
somewhat enhanced at low altitudes which may be attributed to the much higher proton
fluence rates given by the Binary INC model. The results of Roesler et al. (1998) lie between
both GEANT4 calculations again indicating that different primary spectra and geometries
play a minor role in the calculation of secondary cosmic radiation.

5.4.4

Muons

Atmospheric muons are a direct consequence of  ˙ decay since contributions from muonpair production of photons are very small. Their spectra, accordingly, resemble the course
of the pion spectra at high energies. Due to the fact that pions with energies above about
100 GeV undergo hadronic interactions, the muon spectra are somewhat steeper at very high
energies. Furthermore, due to the enhancement of positively charged pions, also the positivle charged muon component is somewhat enhanced with respect to negative muons. All
these features can be seen in the top panel of Figure 5.8, where results from the present
work are compared with FLUKA (Roesler et al., 1998) and PHITS (Sato et al., 2008) calculations. Low-energy muons (< 1 GeV) are subject to electromagnetic interactions such
as emission of Bremsstrahlung, ionization, or annihilation in case of C . Although major
parts of the muons can survive down to sea-level due to time dilation, the low-energy part
of the muon spectra is further reduced by decay of muons into electrons and positrons via
C ! e C C e C   and  ! e C  e C  (mean lifetime at rest  2.2 s).
Comparison of both spectral fluence rate distribution (top panel) and energy-integrated muon
fluxes (bottom panel in Fig. 5.8) shows remarkable consistency of all MC codes and models
over the whole vertical profile of the atmosphere. This indicates that both production and decay processes of pions are modeled in a very coherent manner by all MC codes. Furthermore
it can be concluded that the excessive pions observed using the Binary INC with respect to
the Bertini INC must be almost completely converted in hadronic interactions. This, in turn,
may additionally contribute to the strongly enhanced proton and neutron fluence rates calculated with GEANT4-BIC at sea-level.
Although basically all calculations agree very well, a comparison of calculated muon fluxes
with experimental data is straightforward, in particular because many precise muon measurements have been performed during the last decades. As reference measurements, the highprecision experimental muon data reported in Kremer et al. (1999) were chosen. These data
were measured in the frame of the Cosmic Anti-Particle Ring Imaging Čerenkov Experiment
(CAPRICE97), employing a superconducting magnet spectrometer. Also CAPRICE97 was
primarily dedicated to balloon-borne cosmic ray studies. The muon data chosen for intercomparison with MC results were measured in Fort Summer, New Mexico, at an altitude of
1270 m (868 g/cm2 ) and a cutoff of 4.2 GV during solar minimum conditions in April/May
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F IGURE 5.8: Omnidirectional fluence rate of muons (C C ) at an atmospheric depth of 250 g/cm2
( 10.5 km), 0 GV cutoff rigidity, and solar minimum conditions (top panel). Transport calculations
from the present work using GEANT4 are compared with FLUKA (Roesler et al., 1998) and PHITSbased results (Sato et al., 2008). For PHITS and GEANT4 calculations, C and  fluence rates
are also shown individually. The bottom panel shows energy integrated fluence rates as a function of
atmospheric depth.

1997 (  408 MV). The zenith angles were restricted to cos./  0:99 corresponding
to approximately 8ı . All these conditions were exactly taken into account in the GEANT4
calculations. These calculations are contrasted with the near-vertical CAPRICE97 data in
P
Figure 5.9 as differential intensities with respect to the momentum j .p/ D d 2 ˚=.d˝dp).
Since both GEANT4 results agree very well, the agreement is remarkable for both. The
results obtained with the Bertini INC model, however, agree slightly better with the measurements, which is especially the case around the maximum of the distribution at muon
momenta of 200 - 2000 MeV/c. This again shows an overall accuracy of the simulation results and indicates that the Bertini model may provide a somewhat more accurate estimate
of the radiation environment in the lower atmosphere.
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F IGURE 5.9: Near-vertical (cos. /  0:99) differential C and  intensities with respect to the momentum measured at 868 g/cm2 ( 1270 m), 4.2 GV cutoff, and  D 408 MV with the CAPRICE97
spectrometer by Kremer et al. (1999) in comparison with MC calculations from the present work.
Results for C were scaled with a factor of 0.1 to allow distinction.

5.4.5

Electrons and positrons

In electromagnetic cascades of extensive air showers a variety of electrons and positrons are
generated. Example spectra at the same conditions as the particles described previously are
depicted in the top panel of Figure 5.10.
Muon decay plays only a minor role in the overall production of e ˙ and is only responsible
for the very high energy part of the spectra (Grieder, 2001). Electron and positron spectra
differ quite a lot from each other since the production of positrons fully relies on decay of
short-lived particles such as muons and pair-production by high-energy photons. Positrons
are further subject to annihilation leading to the decrease below about 20 MeV. Knock-on
electrons, on the other hand, are produced in ionization processes of all charged particles
in the cascade. Compton electrons further add to this component, which all in all leads to
the maximum around 2 - 4 MeV. Contributions of photo-electrons are very low, since the
total interaction probability for photons in low proton number material such as N2 and O2 is
highly dominated by Compton scattering (see e.g. Turner, 1995).
The calculated spectral fluence rate distributions in the top panel of Figure 5.10 and the
vertical intensity profile shown in the bottom panel agree very well for all codes and models
shown. This is expected since electromagnetic processes are very well validated in most MC
codes.
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F IGURE 5.10: Omnidirectional fluence rate of electrons and positrons at an atmospheric depth of
250 g/cm2 ( 10.5 km), 0 GV cutoff rigidity, and solar minimum conditions (top panel). Transport
calculations from the present work using GEANT4 are compared with FLUKA (Roesler et al., 1998).
The bottom panel shows energy integrated fluence rates as a function of atmospheric depth.

5.4.6

Photons

Also photons are produced in a variety of processes in electromagnetic cascades of extensive air showers. The resulting spectral distribution spans energies from several tens of keV
to GeV. Example spectra calculated with GEANT4 are depicted in the top panel of Figure
5.10 for 10.5 km altitude, 0 GV cutoff, and solar minimum in comparison with the work of
Roesler et al. (1998).
The main gamma sources at energies above 10 MeV are decay of  0 and emission of
Bremsstrahlung by electrons and positrons, but also Čerenkov radiation adds at these energies. Bremsstrahlung from e is dominating in the range of 1 - 10 MeV, resulting in the
plateau where the electron spectrum has a pronounced maximum (see Fig. 5.10). Positron
fluence rates in this energy region are already one order of magnitude lower than electron
fluxes due to annihilation processes. Annihilation radiation, on the other hand, leads to the
sudden increase between 511 keV and the plateau. The photon fluence rates at low energies
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F IGURE 5.11: Omnidirectional fluence rate of photons at an atmospheric depth of 250 g/cm2
( 10.5 km), 0 GV cutoff rigidity, and solar minimum conditions (top panel). Transport calculations from the present work using GEANT4 are compared with FLUKA (Roesler et al., 1998). The
bottom panel shows energy integrated fluence rates as a function of atmospheric depth.

between several tens of keV and 511 keV, which dominate the photon spectrum in terms of
absolute photon numbers, result from gamma emission by highly excited remnant nuclei in
the atmosphere. As may be found in Lederer et al. (1978), energy differences in nuclear
levels are in the order of several tens to hundreds of keV. Excited nuclei in the atmosphere
tend to stepwise cool down by emitting a lot of lower energetic gammas instead of a few
high energetic ones. The latter are rarely produced when a nucleus relaxes in a single step
into a low-energy level or the ground state. The overall photon fluence rate produced in the
prescribed mechanisms is finally lowered and shaped by all kinds of photon reactions such as
photo effect, Compton effect, e˙ pair production above 1.022 MeV, photo-nuclear reactions,
and ˙ pair production above about 212 MeV.
As obvious from Figure 5.11, the calculated spectral fluence rate distributions in the top
panel of Figure 5.10 and the vertical intensity profile shown in the bottom panel agree very
well for all codes and models as photon physics are well understood and well validated in
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all MC codes. Furthermore, a variety of data on photo-nuclear reactions as well as data for
photon emission from excited nuclei is implemented in the physics of all codes.

5.5

Neutrons at sea-level and comparison
with BSS measurements

As already pointed out at the beginning of this chapter, the spectral fluence rate distribution
of secondary neutrons from cosmic radiation on Earth is strongly influenced by geometrical
effects such as e.g. the soil and the hydrogen content in and on the soil. In order to compare
calculations with the continuous Bonner sphere measurements in Ny-Ålesund, Spitsbergen,
carried out throughout the present work (see Chapter 3), these influences have to be taken
into account. Due to the fact that the particle transport calculations in the Earth’s atmosphere
are very CPU time consuming, extensive studies of this kind are hardly manageable within a
reasonable time in case calculations are done starting on top of the atmosphere.
For this reason, the following calculations were performed in two steps. In the first step primary galactic cosmic radiation was simulated starting on top of the atmosphere, and the directional fluxes of all secondary particles were calculated in downward and upward direction
by restricting the scoring to zenith angles in the ranges of 0ı   < 90ı and 90ı   < 180ı ,
respectively. Since the neutron fluence rates at sea-level almost solely result from highenergy protons and neutrons generated at lower atmospheric depths, in the second step the
downward directed neutron and proton spectra were shot from an atmospheric depth of
917 g/cm2 corresponding to an altitude of approximately 1 km above sea-level. The momentum directions of source neutrons and protons were uniformly distributed in downward
direction in the second step, i.e. in a solid angle of 2. The transport calculations from
1 km down to sea-level require much less CPU time which, in turn, allows to study the impact of geometrical effects such as the soil and hydrogen content on the neutron spectra. All
these computations were again performed applying the two different INC models available
in GEANT4 (Bertini and Binary).
The directional neutron spectra scored for the stepwise approach at 917 g/cm2 , 0 GV cutoff,
and solar minimum ( D 420 MV) are depicted in Figure 5.12 together with the omnidirectional neutron flux. The inset in this figure shows the corresponding proton spectra. Due
to the fact that the relative contributions of up- and downward directed neutron and proton
fluence rates to the corresponding total particle flux are nearly identical for both INC models,
the spectra are not shown for both models separately. Instead, the depicted spectral fluxes
are normalized to the maximum omnidirectional fluence rate of the cascade peak in case of
neutrons and to the omnidirectional peak fluence rate of protons in order to exemplary illustrate the directional components of the spectra.
The neutron spectra in Figure 5.12 reveal the expected characteristics of fluence rates with
nearly all high-energy neutrons in the cascade peak being directed downwards and only a
very small fraction of neutrons with energies above 20 MeV having a zenith angle above
90ı . These upward directed neutrons result from scattering processes of high-energy neutrons which were already produced with rather large zenith angles. Since evaporation neutrons with energies between 0.1 and 20 MeV follow an isotropic angular distribution, the
corresponding up- and downward fluxes are nearly identical. Only a very small excess in
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F IGURE 5.12: Relative up- and downward directed neutron fluence rates at 917 g/cm2 , 0 GV cutoff,
and solar minimum in comparison with the omnidirectional spectrum. The inset shows the corresponding proton spectra. Neutron spectra are normalized to the maximum omnidirectional fluence
rate of the cascade peak and proton spectra to the omnidirectional peak fluence rate.

downward direction is observed resulting from momentum transfer in forward direction of
projectile particles inducing evaporation processes. Expectedly, below 0.1 MeV the neutron
flux is completely isotropic as a result of elastic scattering processes. Thus, both directional
components are identical at low neutron energies. In case of proton spectra, on the other
hand, only a very small upward flux is observed at energies below 200 MeV due to slightly
scattered secondary protons produced in hadronic interactions with large zenith angles.
The accuracy and validity of the stepwise approach for the calculation of neutron spectra at
sea-level was cross-checked with a direct calculation starting with primary cosmic radiation
on top of the atmosphere. As can be seen in Figure 5.13, the omnidirectional neutron fluence rates determined in the stepwise approach agree very well with the direct calculations.
Differences in energy-integrated neutron fluence rates on Earth were found to be less than
1%, i.e. both approaches were fully consistent within the statistical uncertainties of the MC
simulations. It should be noted, however, that the excellent agreement of both approaches
may also result from the very simple cubic geometry considered. As stated above, in the
stepwise calculation the downward spectra were homogeneously distributed in a solid angle
of 2. The major part of the downward-directed neutron fluence rate in the cascade peak as
well as the proton fluence rate shown in Figure 5.12 has a near-vertical momentum direction
with rather small zenith angles. Since in the flat geometry only omnidirectional particle fluence rates were scored, inaccuracies due to an isotropic distribution of high-energy primary
neutrons and protons in the stepwise calculation are negligible. On the hand, when large
obstacles such as e.g. mountains are to be included in the geometry, the correct angular distribution would have to be considered.
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F IGURE 5.13: Comparison of direct and stepwise calculation of omnidirectional neutron fluence rates
at sea-level. In the direct calculation primary cosmic radiation was transported starting on top of the
atmosphere (100 km), whereas in the stepwise approach the downward neutron and proton spectra
from Fig. 5.12 were transported from 1 km down to sea-level. All calculations are based on the Bertini
INC model for solar minimum conditions and 0 GV cutoff rigidity.

As stated above, the neutron and proton fluence rates with zenith angles in the range of
0ı   < 90ı were used to study the impact of geometrical effects on the neutron spectra
at sea-level, 0 GV cutoff rigidity, and solar minimum conditions at a modulation potential of
 D 420 MV. One major goal of these simulations was to find out which of the INC models
applied in the particle transport calculations agrees best with measurements of secondary
neutrons from cosmic radiation. For this inter-comparison average data measured in January
2011 with the polar Bonner sphere spectrometer in Ny-Ålesund, Spitsbergen, discussed in
Chapter 3 were used. Due to the fact that neither the exact composition nor the average mass
density of the soil is known for this measurement location, a very basic composition of silica
sand was assumed in a first attempt, where the dry soil was composed of 75% SiO2 and
25% Al2 O3 by mass having an overall density of 2.785 g/cm3 . In a series of calculations
using both INC models, respectively, the weight fraction of water in this soil type was varied
between 0 (dry soil) and 1 (pure water). To be more specific, a water weight fraction of 0.2
corresponds to a soil with 20% H2 O, 60% SiO2 , and 20% Al2 O3 . The related overall densities were accordingly adjusted taking the water content into account. With these different
soil conditions the impact on calculated neutron fluence rates were determined directly on
ground, i.e. at an atmospheric depth of 1030 g/cm2 .
In order to compare the simulation results with measurements, the BSS data have to be
normalized to the corresponding sea-level pressure of approximately 1010 hPa used in the
calculations. This is necessary because the detector readings of the Bonner spheres are subject to changes in the airmass overburden at the measurement location and, thus, depend
on changes in the local and temporal meteorological conditions. This airmass may well be
estimated during calm atmospheric conditions by measuring the local pressure p. The count
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rate N of each sphere can then be corrected according to
dN D

˛Ndp

)

Ncor r D N  e

˛.p0 p/

;

(5.13)

where Ncor r denotes a sphere’s count rate normalized to the reference pressure p0 and ˛ the
so-called barometric coefficient describing the mass shielding provided by the atmosphere.
Since the barometric coefficient cannot be experimentally determined with the BSS with sufficiently high precision, a value of ˛ D 0:741 %/mbar was taken as measured by the nearby
operated Neutron Monitor in Barentsburg4 (see also Pioch et al., 2011b).
Apart from the prescribed pressure correction, the BSS data have to be corrected for contributions from atmospheric protons in order to obtain spectra that only result from secondary
neutrons. As described in detail in Appendix C.3, for this purpose the Bonner sphere response functions to protons calculated in the present work with GEANT4 and proton spectra
at sea-level simulated with GEANT4 were used to estimate contributions to the detector
readings of each sphere. At sea-level, 0 GV cutoff rigidity, and solar minimum conditions
this proton correction finally leads to a reduction of the unfolded integral fluence rate in the
cascade peak of BSS measurements of approximately 8%. Given the fact that fluence rates
of other charged particles such as pions are by orders of magnitude smaller at sea-level than
neutron and proton fluxes, contributions from other secondary particle species to the detector
readings can well be neglected.
In Figure 5.14 results from the outlined GEANT4 particle transport calculations are contrasted with the proton- and pressure-corrected BSS measurements carried out during January 2011 in Ny-Ålesund, Spitsbergen. The top panel depicts simulation results obtained
using the Bertini INC model and the bottom panel those using the Binary INC model. As extensively discussed in Chapter 4, the unique calibration measurements for the Bonner sphere
system performed in quasi-monoenergetic neutron fields of 244 and 387 MeV at the RCNP
in Osaka, Japan, revealed that the Bonner sphere response functions calculated with both the
Bertini and the Binary INC model are largely consistent with the independent high-precision
time-of-flight measurements. However, it turned out that the Bertini model appears to give
more accurate results at the higher beam energy and, therefore, may handle high-energy
hadronic interactions slightly better. This very important result of the present work, in turn,
indicates that the Bertini INC model might give somewhat more correct results for the simulation of cosmic radiation in the Earth’s atmosphere, since in this case the INC models
influence simulation results up to energies of 10 GeV. The inter-comparison of calculated
and measured atmospheric protons discussed in Section 5.4.1 already confirmed this finding
where the near-vertical proton flux calculated with the Binary INC model significantly overestimated experimental data.
In order to additionally confirm this in case of atmospheric neutrons, the BSS spectra shown
in Figure 5.14 were unfolded using both the GEANT4-BERT and the GEANT4-BIC response matrices, respectively. The unfolding itself was done using the MSANDB unfolding
code (Matzke, 1988, 2002, 2003, see App. C.1), 500 iteration loops, and an ‘a priori’ spectrum including all expected spectral features.

4

http://cr0.izmiran.rssi.ru/brbg/main.htm
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F IGURE 5.14: Influence of different water weight fractions in silica sand soil (SiO2 Al2 O3 ) on neutron
spectra at sea-level, 0 GV cutoff rigidity, and solar minimum conditions in comparison with BSS
measurements carried out during January 2011 in Ny-Ålesund, Spitsbergen. The top panel depicts
simulation results obtained using the Bertini INC model and the bottom panel those using the Binary
INC model.
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TABLE 5.2: Integral neutron fluence rates at sea-level, 0 GV cutoff rigidity, and solar minimum
conditions calculated with GEANT4 using two different INC models in comparison with protoncorrected BSS measurements carried out during January 2011 in Ny-Ålesund, Spitsbergen. Neutron
spectra were unfolded using the corresponding response matrices calculated with the Bertini and the
Binary INC model, and calculations of the spectra were performed using silica sand soil with 20%
water weight fraction as an example.
GEANT4 WITH B ERTINI INC
Energy
[MeV]
 410 7
410 7 < E  0.1
0.1 < E  20
> 20
Total

BSS Measurement
[cm 2 s 1 ]
2.9910
2.2610
2.1010
3.7310
1.1110

3
3
3
3
2

MC Simulation
[cm 2 s 1 ]
2.2510
4.3310
5.1810
3.1110
1.4810

3
3
3
3
2

Relative Deviation
[%]
-25
+91
+146
-16
+33

GEANT4 WITH B INARY INC
Energy
[MeV]
 410 7
410 7 < E  0.1
0.1 < E  20
> 20
Total

BSS Measurement
[cm 2 s 1 ]
3.0110
2.2310
2.0810
4.5110
1.1810

3
3
3
3
2

MC Simulation
[cm 2 s 1 ]
4.0910
7.7710
1.0210
7.5410
2.9610

3
3
2
3
2

Relative Deviation
[%]
+36
+248
+390
+67
+151

The comparison of the free in air (black dashed lines) neutron spectra in Figure 5.14 with the
spectra calculated on dry silica sand soil (dark-gray lines) illustrates the rather huge impact
of the ground. Expectedly, high-energy neutrons are completely unaffected by any geometrical effects, whereas the evaporation peak is enhanced by approximately 50% with respect
to free in air computations due to a much higher density of high atomic number material in
the soil. This in turn leads to an increase in epithermal neutron fluence rates of more than a
factor of two. This increase consequently propagates down to thermal energies and finally
results in a formation of a small thermal peak even on dry ground which is not observed in
calculations in the atmosphere as a result of thermal neutron absorption on nitrogen.
Comparison of the simulations with different water weight fractions contained in the soil
demonstrates the impact of hydrogen on the neutron spectra. With increasing water content
the evaporation peak is stepwise reduced, since less high atomic number nuclei constitute
the soil where evaporation processes might be induced by high-energy neutrons and protons. Furthermore, the higher the water weight fraction in the soil the higher the degree in
moderation as a result of elastic scattering processes. Both the maximum and the average
energy transfer in elastic neutron-proton collisions is much higher in wet with respect to
dry soil as a result of nearly equal neutron and proton masses (see also Eq. 3.1). This ad-
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ditionally reduces the height of the evaporation peak. Moreover, this effect predominantly
shapes and stepwise reduces the neutron flux in the epithermal region with increasing water
content. Below 4 eV the calculations clearly illustrate the influence of thermal scattering
on hydrogen nuclei bound in H2 O. Even at a very small water weight fraction of only 1%,
thermal scattering leads to a sudden decrease in flux around 4 eV. On the other hand, the
thermal peak gets more pronounced reflecting thermal equilibrium of the neutrons with the
surrounding soil and, thus, following a distinctive Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. At water fractions between 1 - 5% thermal scattering processes lead to a small increase in the peak
height, whereas at higher water fractions the peak is strongly reduced due to H(n, ) capture
reactions.
All these features are observed with both INC models, but neutron fluence rates calculated
with the Binary INC are about twice as high as those using the Bertini model as a results of
strongly different atmospheric neutron and proton intensities given by both models. In order
to quantitatively compare simulated and measured neutron spectra, numerical fluence rate
values integrated over the four characteristic energy regions are listed in Table 5.2. Note that
the slightly different values for the measurements result from using the response matrices
calculated with the Bertini and the Binary INC models, respectively.
Furthermore, it should be noted that calculated neutron fluence rates at energies below
20 MeV are not only influenced by large-scale geometrical effects such as the soil and the
water fraction within. Additionally, also small-scale factors such as the housing of the spectrometer and the positioning of the spheres relative to each other may have an impact, since
e.g. large PE spheres may be an additional source of thermal neutrons. Therefore, minor
discrepancies of simulated and measured spectra may arise at low energies. The main impact on the measured spectra, however, results from the large-scale geometry around the
spectrometer which can not exactly be taken into account without precisely knowing the soil
composition, its density, and its humidity in a rather large spatial area around the spectrometer. Therefore, the calculated values in Table 5.2 exemplary correspond to silica sand soil
with 20% water weight fraction. Due to the fact that the simulation results above 20 MeV are
not influenced by any geometrical effects, an inter-comparison of calculations and measurements is most meaningful at these energies. In the high-energy region the simulated spectra
using the Bertini INC only differ by about 16% from measurements, whereas those using the
Binary INC differ by about 67%. Also the total integral neutron fluence rates given by the
Bertini INC are much closer to experimental data than those given by the Binary INC model.
It can therefore again be concluded that the neutron spectra at sea-level calculated using the
Bertini INC model are somewhat more accurate.
In addition to the calculations of neutron spectra at sea-level and the analysis of the impact
of different water weight fractions in silica sand soil presented above, a series of calculations
was performed with granite soil. The composition and density of granite was taken from the
database of the National Institute of Standards and Technology5 (NIST). On top of the granite
soil an extra layer of water was modeled whose vertical extension was varied. This allows to
estimate the influence of different soil types on the calculated neutron spectra and the impact
of hydrogen on top of the soil resembling a snow cover. The results of these calculations are
5
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F IGURE 5.15: Neutron spectra at sea-level, 0 GV cutoff rigidity, and solar minimum conditions
calculated above a granite soil with the Bertini INC model in comparison with BSS measurements
carried out during January 2011 in Ny-Ålesund, Spitsbergen. On top of the granite soil an extra layer
of water with different vertical extension was simulated resembling a snow cover.

contrasted with BSS measurements in Figure 5.15. Since also in these calculations the simulated neutron fluxes using the Binary INC model significantly overestimated experimental
data, in Figure 5.15 only the results using the Bertini model are depicted. As neutron fluence
rates are significantly lower for the granite soil, the comparison of the simulation results for
dry silica sand (gray dashed lines in Figure 5.15) and granite soil (solid gray lines) clearly
demonstrates how sensitive simulated neutron spectra are at energies below 20 MeV on the
exact soil composition and its density. The particle transport calculations for various thicknesses of the water layer basically have the same influence on the neutron spectra at low
energies as observed when varying the hydrogen content in the soil (see discussion above).
However, all the spectra shown in Figures 5.14 and 5.15 clearly demonstrate that the largescale geometrical effects including the soil composition, density, hydrogen content in the
soil, and water on the soil have to be considered in every detail. Furthermore, also the smallscale factors such as the housing and other geometrical features may have to be modeled in
every detail in order to possibly achieve a complete consistency of BSS measurements and
transport calculations at low energies. At energies above 20 MeV, on the other hand, neutron
spectra are completely unaffected by any geometrical parameters. Therefore, the detailed
comparison with experimental data carried out in this section clearly revealed that neutron
spectra at sea-level calculated with the Bertini INC model match much better with observations. This, in turn, is in agreement with the inter-comparison of calculated proton spectra
with measurements discussed in Section 5.4.1 as well as with the calibration measurements
of the BSS performed in high-energy neutron fields presented in Chapter 4.
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Potential measurement of a GLE with BSS

In the previous sections secondary particle spectra and intensities induced by galactic cosmic
radiation were extensively discussed. Apart from the galactic component, one major goal of
the present work was to study increased radiation levels in the lower atmosphere caused by
solar protons during ground level enhancements. The mechanisms leading to these events,
their occurrence rate, and the techniques to derive their temporal, spatial, and spectral characteristics were addressed in detail in Chapter 2.2. In particular considering that two Bonner
sphere spectrometers are continuously operated by the HMGU in order to get information
on potential changes in secondary neutron spectra and related dose rates during GLEs (see
Chapter 3), the question arises whether and how the spectral neutron fluence rates may possibly be affected.
In the following this question is addressed exemplary for GLE 69 which occurred on January
20, 2005. With a maximum count rate increase of more than 4800% in the time interval from
6:50 UT to 6:55 UT at the South Pole Neutron Monitor station (see Fig. 2.10), this GLE was
ranked amongst the most intense events in decades, but also amongst the most anisotropic
events. Moreover, in Chapter 2.2.3 the spectral characteristics of GLE 69 as derived from
the global Neutron Monitor network by various authors were inter-compared and contrasted
with interplanetary observations. The primary proton spectra reported in Vashenyuk et al.
(2005, 2007, 2009a) were shown to be largely consistent with both space-born and groundbased observations. Thus, these were chosen to calculate secondary particle spectra in the
Earth’s atmosphere.
According to Vashenyuk et al. (2009a) the primary proton intensity j .Ek / in units of
[1/.m2  s  sr  GeV/] for the prompt component of GLE 69 at about 7:00 UT on January
20, 2005 has an exponential dependence on kinetic energy with a turnover above 490 MeV:
j .Ek / D 2:5  106  exp. Ek =0:49/:

(5.14)

For the delayed GLE component at about 8:00 UT a simple power law in kinetic energy was
found to agree rather well with Neutron Monitor observations:
j .Ek / D 7:2  104  Ek 5:6 :

(5.15)

In Figure 5.16 the prompt and the delayed component are contrasted with the mean galactic
cosmic ray background during January 2005 following Usoskin et al. (2005, 2011).
Apart from the spectral characteristics of GLEs, the exact angular distribution of primary
protons on top of the atmosphere needs to be known for an accurate estimation of the secondary particle intensities induced in the Earth’s atmosphere. As described in more detail in
Chapter 2.2.2, the pitch angle distribution serves to describe the anisotropy of a GLE outside the magnetosphere. The pitch angle is defined as the angle between the apparent source
direction (i.e. approximately the Sun-Earth magnetic field line) and the asymptotic viewing
direction for a given site and magnetic rigidity. Convolution of the pitch angle distribution
and the asymptotic cone gives the vertical particle intensity on top of the atmosphere above
the vertical effective cutoff at a particular location. In many GLEs a rather high degree in
isotropy is found even in the prompt component and, therefore, an isotropic particle distribution on top of the atmosphere is a good approximation (see also Bütikofer and Flückiger,
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F IGURE 5.16: Prompt ( 7:00 UT) and delayed ( 8:00 UT) component of the solar proton spectra
during GLE 69 on January 20, 2005, as derived by Vashenyuk et al. (2005, 2007, 2009a). Solar spectra
are compared with the mean galactic cosmic ray background during January 2005 following Usoskin
et al. (2005, 2011) (see also Fig. 2.10).

2011). During the initial phase of very anisotropic events such as GLE 69, on the other
hand, solar protons may arrive almost solely from a specific direction at given locations,
because protons with given rigidity and momentum direction outside the magnetosphere follow specific trajectories. The maximum secondary particle intensity is then induced in the
atmosphere in case solar protons arrive from near-vertical directions. The possible range in
secondary particle intensities in the atmosphere resulting from the assumption of isotropic
and vertical incoming directions of primary protons was estimated for the spectrum of the
prompt component shown in Figure 5.16, whereas the spectrum of the delayed component
was only isotropically considered. During the whole duration of GLE 69 no increases in
count rates were recorded with ground-based detectors above 10 GV vertical effective cutoff. Accordingly, the rigidity range of solar proton was restricted to the interval from 0.5 GV
to 10 GV in the particle transport calculations.
Note that the main focus of this section is on secondary neutrons in order to study potential
measurements with the BSS systems operated throughout the present work. Therefore, the
following discussion is restricted to this particle species. Furthermore, as it is much more
likely to measure a GLE with the polar BSS in Ny-Ålesund, Spitsbergen due to the very low
effective cutoff at this location, secondary neutron spectra are considered for 0.0 GV cutoff
at sea-level.
In Figure 5.17 the omnidirectional fluence rate distributions of sea-level neutrons are shown
during the initial (07:00 UT) and the main phase (8:00 UT) of GLE 69. As stated above, the
prompt component was also calculated for vertical incidence on top of the atmosphere (red
lines). Note that these spectra were only computed with GEANT4 using the Bertini INC
model, because it was found in the previous section of this Chapter that this model is likely
to give somewhat more accurate results at sea-level. In order to demonstrate the enhanced
neutron intensities with respect to the mean galactic cosmic ray background in January 2005
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F IGURE 5.17: Omnidirectional fluence rate distributions of secondary neutrons at sea-level and various times during GLE 69 on January 20, 2005 in comparison with the spectrum induced by galactic
cosmic radiation. In the bottom panel the spectra are normalized to the maximum flux in the cascade
peak.

at a modulation strength of about 788 MV (Usoskin et al., 2011), the top panel of Figure
5.17 shows neutron spectra in log-log scale. To pronounce the spectral differences, the bottom panel shows the spectra normalized to the corresponding maximum flux in the cascade
peak in log-lin scale.
To cross-check the calculated integral fluence rates with Neutron Monitor observations, the
neutron fluence rates shown in Figure 5.17 were folded with the neutron response function of
NM64 type Neutron Monitors presented in Pioch (2008); Pioch et al. (2011b). This allows
to estimate expected count rate increases in a ground-based Neutron Monitor under the presumption that the Monitor’s asymptotic cone of acceptance was directed along the incoming
direction of solar protons at the magnetopause. For comparison, the south-polar Neutron
Monitor station Terre Adelie was chosen. This 9-NM64 type monitor is located at sea-level
at 66.65ı S 140ı E corresponding to 0.0 GV cutoff. During GLE 69 the Terre Adelie station
was fully exposed to both the prompt and the delayed component, which makes this monitor
perfectly suited. In the time interval from 06:55 to 07:00 UT an increase of 2650% was
observed, whereas from 07:45 to 08:00 UT it was only about 83% (see also Fig. 2.10). This
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compares to a calculated increase with respect to the calculated galactic cosmic ray background of 2510% using the neutron spectrum for vertical incidence (red line in Fig. 5.17)
during the initial phase and to an increase of 92% assuming an isotropic distribution for the
delayed GLE component (blue line).
This excellent agreement shows the accuracy and consistency of the primary proton spectra
as derived by Vashenyuk et al. (2009a) as well as an overall consistency of the calculations of
secondary neutrons at sea-level. In addition this demonstrates that in fact solar protons may
arrived in near-vertical direction above the Terre Adelie station during the initial phase of
the event, because the increase calculated with the isotropic prompt component (green line)
is only about half that for vertical incidence. As e.g. reported by Plainaki et al. (2007), at
the beginning of the January 2005 event solar protons indeed arrived in narrow beams near
Earth, and only south polar Neutron Monitor stations had asymptotic viewing cones fully
intersecting with the arrival direction of the event.
Concerning changes in the neutron spectra induced by solar protons during GLE 69 compared with those induced by the galactic component, it is obvious from Figure 5.17 that the
spectra are very similar in shape. As secondary particle spectra in the Earth’s atmosphere
are already in equilibrium around the Pfotzer maximum at an atmospheric depth below
100 g/cm2 , this is expected. The only part of the neutron spectra being affected by differences in the primary proton spectra during a GLE, is the very high-energy part above
several tens to hundreds of MeV. These neutrons are produced in break-up processes and
direct collisions of incident high-energy protons with single nucleons in air nuclei during
the first step of spallation reactions (also see App. B). Thus, the very high-energy part of
secondary neutron spectra resemble the course of the primary proton spectra. Since spectra
during GLEs are much steeper than the galactic cosmic ray spectra, also the secondary neutron fluence rate distributions are much steeper at very high energies. However, the resulting
differences in absolute fluence rates are very small, and it is, thus, very difficult to resolve
such spectral features with a Bonner sphere spectrometer.
To research this in more detail, expected detector readings for all spheres of the BSS in NyÅlesund were calculated for the prompt component of GLE 69 with vertical incidence on
top of the atmosphere. In Figure 5.18 the hypothetical relative count rate with respect to
the galactic background is shown for each Bonner sphere. Apparently, also in the Bonner
spheres an average count rate increase of about 2550% would have been observed during
the initial phase of the event around 7:00 UT if the spectrometer’s viewing direction fully
intersected with the incoming direction of solar protons at the magnetopause. Differences in
the count rate increases of different spheres basically indicate changes in the neutron spectra
with respect to GCR. The somewhat smaller increase triggered in the spheres containing lead
shells is thus a direct consequence of the more steeply decreasing secondary neutron spectra during the GLE. Given the fact that the relative count rates of all spheres agree within
less than 3%, such changes are hardly resolvable with a BSS due to the intrinsic statistical
fluctuations in the detector readings. Note that for a hypothetical 10-fold enhanced neutron
intensity during a time period of 1 hour the statistical precision given by the readings of the
small 3 He proportional counters employed in the BSS is in the order of 5% (also see Rühm
et al., 2009b). As the count rate increase during the first hour of the very intense January
2005 event was e.g. only about a factor of six to seven at the Terre Adelie station (also see
Fig. 2.10), this shows that resolving the small changes in the neutron spectra during GLEs
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F IGURE 5.18: Expected relative increase in detector readings of the Bonner sphere spectrometer
in Ny-Ålesund with respect to galactic cosmic radiation during the maximum phase of GLE 69 on
January 20, 2005.

is expected to be very difficult, at least with a time resolution of much less than 1 hour favored and required for GLE analyses. For measurements of integral neutron intensities and
effective doses, on the other hand, the precision of the BSS is adequate. Furthermore, GLEs
are not predictable in their intensity and there are well-founded indications that very intense
events can occur as discussed in Chapter 6.3. During such an intense GLE, in turn, the BSS
in Ny-Ålesund may be suited to derive information on changes in neutron spectra with a time
resolution equal to or less than one hour. Additionally, it is planned to replace the detectors
currently operated with bigger ones increasing the statistical precision by a factor of two.
This will further improve the situation.
Note that in principal the calculated count rates shown in Figure 5.18 could be used to unfold
the corresponding neutron spectrum. However, it turned out that the deconvolution procedure
using the MSANDB code in combination with this artificial measurement vector calculated
from the free in air neutron spectra shown Figure 5.17 is very sensitive to any changes in
the ‘a priori’ spectrum. To be more specific, the calculated neutron spectra could only be
reproduced if they were already used as start spectra. In this case, exactly the same neutron
fluence rate distributions were obtained after the unfolding. As this is basically no unfolding
from which useful information could be extracted, the results are not shown in the following.
However, this must not necessarily mean that MSANDB is not suited or not accurate enough,
but a real measurement vector during a GLE is required for further investigations.
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In the previous chapter spectral fluence rate distributions of secondary particles induced in
the Earth’s atmosphere by cosmic radiation were extensively discussed. Consequently, the
question arises how these particle fluence rates translate to dose quantities. This is of particular importance in commercial aviation, where the exposure of crews to cosmic radiation
is recommended by the ICRP (1990, Publication 60) to be regarded occupational. Based on
these recommendations, international and national regulations and directives have been released, in particular in the European Union (EU, 1996). In Germany, the dosimetry of flying
personnel is regulated by law in §103 of the German Radiation Protection Ordinance. According to this regulation, monitoring of effective dose for aircrews due to cosmic radiation
is obligatory in case the yearly accumulated dose is likely to exceed 1 mSv. Since effective dose is not directly measurable, computer programs are used to estimate dose values
along any flight route. Most of such programs, therefore, rely on calculated spectral fluence
rate distributions of all secondary cosmic ray particles that are relevant in terms of radiation
protection. Furthermore, the particle spectra have to be determined for all solar modulation
strengths and all geographic positions, in order to derive the corresponding effective doses
along arbitrary flight routes.
As described in Chapter 5, two complete sets of spectra for all components of secondary
galactic cosmic radiation were calculated in the frame of the present work with GEANT4
using two different INC models. Their application in aircrew dosimetry is addressed in the
first part of this chapter. Subsequently, dose rates and accumulated doses for aircrews during
ground level enhancements are discussed by means of GLE 42 which occurred on September 29, 1989. Based on this GLE, a plausible worst case scenario is presented at the end
of this chapter for the well-known Carrington event in 1859. Note that all dosimetric background knowledge necessary for the discussion in the following chapter is summarized in
Appendix A.2.
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6.1

RADIATION DOSIMETRY

Doses in aviation due to galactic cosmic rays

As shown in Chapter 5, differences in spectral fluence rate distributions are observed for certain particle species as a result of different theoretical models handling high-energy hadronic
interactions. These differences do not necessarily have an impact on dose quantities, in particular at typical cruising altitudes of commercial aircrafts.
To investigate this in more detail, the secondary particle spectra calculated with GEANT4
using the Bertini and the Binary INC model, respectively, were converted to effective dose
and ambient dose equivalent rates. As discussed in Appendix A.2, for the determination
of ambient dose equivalent and effective dose following ICRP (Publ. 60, 1990, referred to
as ICRP-60) fluence-to-dose conversion coefficients from Pelliccioni (2000) and references
therein were used. Recently, the radiation weighting factors for neutrons and protons were
revised in ICRP (Publ. 103, 2007, referred to as ICRP-103), with the most important change
being the reduction of the weighting factor for protons from 5 to 2. Effective dose rates
following ICRP-103 were obtained using conversion coefficients based on Sato et al. (2007)
for protons and neutrons. However, the final values used in the following, which will also be
included in the next ICRP publication, were kindly provided by T. Sato in private communication.
To give an example for effective dose rates due to galactic cosmic radiation as calculated
in the present work, Figure 6.1 shows values following ICRP-103 for all secondary particle species which are important in terms of radiation protection. Depicted are hourly dose
rates as a function of atmospheric depth during solar minimum conditions at 0 GV vertical
effective cutoff rigidity. These values correspond to the spectra and intensity-depth profiles
discussed in Chapter 5.4 and, thus, represent maximum dose rates, to illustrate upper limits.
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F IGURE 6.1: Hourly effective dose rates (following ICRP-103) from secondary particles induced by
galactic cosmic radiation as a function of atmospheric depth. Solid lines correspond to secondary
particle spectra calculated with GEANT4 and the Bertini INC model for solar minimum conditions
and a vertical effective cutoff rigidity of 0 GV; dashed lines correspond to those calculated with the
Binary INC model (see Chapter 5.4 for details).
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The dose rates shown in Figure 6.1 clearly reflect the vertical profiles of secondary particle
intensities in the Earth’s atmosphere. During solar minimum and at 0 GV cutoff the total
effective dose rate in the atmosphere ranges from approximately 19 Sv/h at an atmospheric
depth of about 40 g/cm2 ( 22 km) to approximately 0.04 Sv/h at sea-level. As argued
previously, differences in calculated secondary particle intensities due to different hadronic
interaction models strongly depend on atmospheric depth and particle species. In particular
for neutrons, protons, and pions large differences were observed. As a consequence, also
the associated dose rates based on fluence rate calculations using the Bertini INC (solid lines
in Fig. 6.1) differ significantly from those based on the Binary INC model (dashed lines).
However, at atmospheric depths from 150 - 350 g/cm2 corresponding to typical cruising altitudes of 9 - 13 km for long-haul flights in commercial aviation, all calculated secondary
particle spectra agree rather well. Thus, both models result in nearly the same total effective
dose rates of approximately 5 - 8 Sv/h. At lower atmospheric depths, on the other hand,
large differences are observed in the individual neutron, proton, and pion dose rates of even
more than a factor of three. Nonetheless, the total effective dose rates agree within about
30% even at sea-level. This is a result of the different relative contributions of individual
secondary particle species to the total dose rate at different altitudes.
To illustrate this behavior, Figure 6.2 shows the relative contributions of individual particle
types to total effective dose according to ICRP-103 as a function of altitude. These contributions were determined based on calculations with the Bertini model for solar minimum
conditions and 0 GV cutoff. Note that charged pions were discarded due to their negligibly
small associated dose rates (see Fig. 6.1). Apparently, below about 6 km altitude, corresponding to an atmospheric depth of approximately 500 g/cm2 , where the differences in
neutron and proton fluence/dose rates become more pronounced, their contributions to to-
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F IGURE 6.2: Relative contributions of individual secondary particle species to total effective dose
following ICRP-103 as a function of altitude at 0 GV cutoff (based on GEANT4 calculation using the
Bertini INC model).
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tal effective dose rapidly decrease. Contributions from muons, on the other hand, rapidly
increase at low altitudes reaching a value of more than 50% at sea-level. Since calculated
muon spectra and consequently the associated dose rates are nearly identical for both INC
models, the total effective dose rates along the whole vertical profile of the atmosphere are
very similar.
Apart from this, Figure 6.2 clearly demonstrates the importance of the neutron component
in aircrew dosimetry which accounts for more than 55% of the total effective dose rate at
typical aircraft altitudes. Protons only contribute to about 20% in aviation and all other particle species to approximately 20%. Of note is, that the relative contributions of neutrons are
reduced by about 10%, whereas proton contributions are enhanced by about 10% when radiation weighting factors according to ICRP-60 are applied. Concerning contributions to total
ambient dose equivalent, on the hand, neutrons account for approximately 65% and protons
only about 10%.

6.1.1

Comparison of effective dose with EPCARD

As stated at the beginning of this chapter, monitoring of the effective dose of aircrews is
mandatory in Germany, and the corresponding dose values are determined by computer programs. Most of them are based on calculated spectral fluence rate distributions of secondary
cosmic radiation in the Earth’s atmosphere covering all cutoff rigidities and solar modulation strengths. A widely used program for this purpose is the European Program package
for the Calculation of Aviation Route Doses1 (EPCARD). This code was developed at the
Helmholtz Zentrum München by Schraube et al. (2002) and further improved by Mares et al.
(2009). All legal requirements for the determination of effective dose along any flight route
are fulfilled by this program package. Note that for this reason, EPCARD is legally bound to
calculate dose using radiation weighting factors according to ICRP-60. In any comparison
with data from the present work carried out in the following, values for effective dose were,
thus, estimated with conversion coefficients from ICRP-60.
The basis for the calculation of effective dose and ambient dose equivalent in EPCARD
are secondary particle spectra calculated by Roesler et al. (1998, 2002) and Heinrich et al.
(1999). These spectra were already inter-compared and shown to be consistent with results
from the present work (see Chapter 5.4). The primary galactic spectra used in the calculations by Roesler et al. (1998, 2002) and Heinrich et al. (1999) as well as the modulation
potential describing solar activity and the related impact on the GCR intensity and spectral
distribution near Earth are based on the theory of Badhwar and O’Neill (1994, 1996). As
discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.1.1, this model was designed to derive the solar potential from the Climax Neutron Monitor and it was revised already two times in O’Neill (2006)
and O’Neill (2010). The main reasons for the revisions may be the significant overestimation
of proton and helium intensities near Earth with respect to measurements and the potential
uncertainties arising from using only one Neutron Monitor count rate to determine the solar potential. Modulation potentials from the very early version of the Badhwar/O’Neill
model, therefore, fluctuate quite a lot. Furthermore, there is no well-defined correlation between the values given by this model and the one of Usoskin et al. (2005, 2011) used in
1

http://www.helmholtz-muenchen.de/epcard-portal/
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the present work, in which the modulation strength is derived from monthly averaged count
rates of all available Neutron Monitor stations. This, in turn, means that a given time may
correspond to very different modulation parameters in the two models. Accordingly, for
an inter-comparison of dose values from the present work with EPCARD certain time periods have to be chosen rather than certain solar potentials. In order to cover a full solar
cycle, May 1990 (solar maximum) and July 2006 (solar minimum) were selected. Following
Usoskin et al. (2005, 2011), the modulation strengths during these months were 1435 MV
and 443 MV, respectively, whereas the model of Badhwar and O’Neill (1994, 1996) predicts
values of 1689 MV and 588 MV.

Calculation of aviation route doses
To accurately estimate doses along any flight route using secondary cosmic ray particle spectra calculated in the present work with GEANT4, the corresponding values have to be computed at any given solar potential, geographic position (i.e. cutoff rigidity), and altitude. As
discussed in Chapter 5, secondary cosmic ray particle spectra were computed for solar potentials of 250 MV, 465 MV, 800 MV, 1200 MV, and 1500 MV, whereas the vertical effective
cutoff rigidities were considered in steps of 1 GV from 0 - 6 GV and in steps of 2 GV from
6 - 17 GV cutoff. For all these conditions secondary particle fluence rates were scored at
46 different atmospheric depths from 0.25 - 1030 g/cm2 . In order to calculate doses for any
flight, all the particle spectra were converted to effective dose rates (ICRP-60 and ICRP-103)
and ambient dose equivalent rate as described in Appendix A.2. The vertical profiles, i.e. the
dose rates as a function of atmospheric depth, were approximated by a least-squares fitting
procedure using the open-source software Gnuplot2 , which employs a standard numerical
fitting algorithm based on works of Levenberg (1944) and Marquardt (1963). In Figure 6.1
such vertical profiles of effective dose rates for all particle species considered are exemplary
shown for 0 GV cutoff and 465 MV modulation potential. The dependence of dose rates
DP on atmospheric depth d for neutrons, electrons, positrons, photons, muons, and charged
pions is well represented by the following function
P
D.d/
D ˛  d ˇ  exp.

 d /;

(6.1)

where the parameters ˛; ˇ; were determined with the prescribed fitting procedure. Proton
dose rates, on the other hand, only depend exponentially on atmospheric depth and can well
be described by
DP pr ot on .d / D ˛  exp.
 d /:
(6.2)
The individual fitting parameters of each particle species were embedded in a computer program for all combinations of cutoff and solar activity calculated with GEANT4. Dose values
at any solar potential and cutoff rigidity can then be determined by linear interpolation between neighboring values. This finally allows to estimate accumulated doses along any flight
profile.
A flight profile is given by so-called way-points defining the time, the altitude, and the geographic position of an airplane. The nominal altitude, hereby, is expressed in flight levels,
2

http://www.gnuplot.info/
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i.e. in hundreds of feet (100 ft  30.48 m). To avoid differences in the inter-comparison of
results from the present work with EPACRD arising from the use of different flight routes,
the complete flight profiles given by EPCARD in a time resolution of one minute were read
from an ASCII file. EPCARD determines the geographical position of an airplane between
two neighboring way-points by grand circle navigation, whereas the flight level is assumed
to be constant between two way-points. Based on EPCARD dump outputs, which were
kindly provided by V. Mares in private communication, the minutely flight profiles including
time, altitude, geographic position, and the related vertical effective cutoff rigidity were used
to estimate dose quantities based on secondary cosmic ray particle spectra calculated in the
present work.

Comparison of dose rates along the Greenwich meridian
In order to compare typical dose rates for aircrews with values given by EPACRD in a more
quantitative and meaningful manner than in terms of accumulated doses, an artificial flight
was constructed. Starting at the geographic South Pole, this flight was bound for the North
Pole along the Greenwich meridian with constant altitude at FL 390 corresponding to approximately 200 g/cm2 or 11.9 km. This covers a range in vertical effective cutoff rigidity
from 0 GV to nearly 15 GV (see Fig. 2.5). In Figure 6.3 the resulting effective dose rates
as a function of geographical latitude as estimated in the present work (GEANT4-BERT and
GEANT4-BIC) are contrasted with values given by EPCARD. To cover a full typical solar
cycle, dose rates were determined for solar minimum (July 2006, red lines) and maximum
(May 1990, blue lines) conditions. It should be emphasized that all values shown in this
figure are based on ICRP-60, and the corresponding quantities according to ICRP-103 are
reduced by approximately 35%.
Figure 6.3 ostensively reflects effective dose rates expected due to galactic cosmic radiation
along 0ı geographical longitude. As described in detail in Chapter 2.1.2, the geomagnetic
dipole axis is shifted with respect to the center of the Earth. This results in the highest vertical
effective cutoff rigidities around 12ı N (see Fig. 2.5), and consequently the dose rates around
this latitude are lowest. Apart from this, Figure 6.3 also reflects expected changes in dose
rates during a typical solar cycle. As solar modulation predominantly affects the low-energy
part of primary galactic cosmic ray spectra, minimum values around 12ı N corresponding to
about 14.5 GV cutoff are rather similar at solar minimum and maximum. Near the poles, on
the other hand, dose rates are reduced by about 50% during solar maximum conditions.
Concerning differences in estimated dose rates, it is obvious from Figure 6.3 that all values are in extraordinary agreement. The two GEANT4 based calculations agree within less
than 5% throughout the solar cycle along the whole flight profile. As discussed previously
in this chapter, this results from the rather good agreement of secondary particle spectra at
typical flight altitudes calculated with both INC models. In turn, this shows that differences
in hadronic interaction models and Monte Carlo codes only play a minor role in aircrew
dosimetry. Compared with EPCARD, minor differences are observed at low geographical
latitudes. This may reflect a somewhat different spectral shape of the primary GCR spectra
used in the calculations by Roesler et al. (1998, 2002) and Heinrich et al. (1999) in combination with a slightly different consideration of the influence of the cutoff on primary spectra.
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F IGURE 6.3: Comparison of effective dose rates (ICRP-60) as a function of geographical latitude based on secondary cosmic ray particle spectra calculated using the GEANT4-BERT and the
GEANT4-BIC INC models with values given by EPCARD. Dose rates are shown for an artificial
flight performed at FL 390 ( 200 g/cm2 or 11.9 km) along the Greenwich meridian during solar
minimum (July 2006, red lines) and maximum (May 1990, blue lines) conditions.

The resulting maximum deviation of less than 15% between results from the present work
and values predicted by EPCARD is fully satisfying in terms of radiation protection. However, it must be emphasized that any discrepancies compared to EPCARD also depend on
the time period chosen and, to a minor degree, on the altitude. Differences of 10 - 20% can
easily occur at different times due to uncertainties in the related solar modulation strength.
Comparison of accumulated doses along selected flights
As already stated, the minor differences in dose rates between both GEANT4-based calculations and EPCARD also slightly depend on altitude. For this reason it is straightforward
to compare accumulated doses along selected flight profiles, as the altitude changes during
a flight. For this purpose two typical routes on the northern hemisphere from San Francisco to Paris and from Chicago to Beijing were chosen. On the southern hemisphere flights
from Buenos Aires to Auckland and from Sydney to Johannesburg were considered. The
corresponding two-dimensional route profiles are illustrated in Figure 6.4. All these flights,
including the related flight levels, are based on realistic profiles covering the geographical
regions which are most frequently traveled in commercial aviation.
The accumulated total effective and equivalent doses were determined for the four prescribed
flights during solar minimum (July 2006) and solar maximum (May 1990) conditions. In Table 6.1 numerical values of the total accumulated effective doses (ICRP-60) are given as
obtained using secondary particle spectra calculated with the Bertini and the Binary INC
model, respectively. As a reference, accumulated doses given by EPCARD are also listed.
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F IGURE 6.4: Illustration of the selected flight routes Chicago - Beijing, San Francisco - Paris,
Sydney - Johannesburg, and Buenos Aires - Auckland.

TABLE 6.1: Numerical values for total accumulated effective doses (ICRP-60) due to GCR along
selected flight routes. Doses given by EPCARD are compared with estimations based on particle
spectra calculated in the present work (GEANT4-BERT, GEANT4-BIC).
ACCUMULATED E FFECTIVE D OSE IN J ULY 2006 (S OLAR M INIMUM )
Flight
Chicago - Beijing
San Francisco - Paris
Sydney - Johannesburg
Buenos Aires - Auckland

Duration
[min]

Max. Altitude
[km]

EPCARD
[Sv]

GEANT4-BERT
[Sv]

GEANT4-BIC
[Sv]

791
555
825
980

11.3
11.9
11.9
12.2

77.5
75.8
83.9
109.2

75.3
75.2
81.6
108.7

78.3
75.1
83.8
108.3

ACCUMULATED E FFECTIVE D OSE IN M AY 1990 (S OLAR M AXIMUM )
Flight
Chicago - Beijing
San Francisco - Paris
Sydney - Johannesburg
Buenos Aires - Auckland

Duration
[min]

Max. Altitude
[km]

EPCARD
[Sv]

GEANT4-BERT
[Sv]

GEANT4-BIC
[Sv]

791
555
825
980

11.3
11.9
11.9
12.2

45.8
41.2
48.9
60.6

41.3
38.6
45.1
57.2

41.5
37.6
45.0
55.7
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Obviously, all accumulated doses agree very well reflecting the consistency of dose rates
inter-compared previously. For the solar conditions during July 2006, i.e. solar minimum,
relative differences to EPCARD are less than 5%. During solar maximum conditions in May
1990 the differences are somewhat higher, but still less than 10%.
Concerning the two GEANT4 based dose estimations, the values for all flights are very similar. This again shows that differences in secondary particle spectra between computations
with the Bertini and the Binary INC model are negligible in terms of accumulated doses
during flights. In addition, the comparison of numerical values shows that none of the two
models gives consistently higher doses. Therefore, none of the models can be prioritized in
terms of providing a conservative dose estimation. Furthermore, it can be concluded that also
differences in calculations concerning different primary GCR spectra and slightly different
geometries as used in EPCARD are of minor importance. Thus, all methods of assessing
route doses may be applied equally well in aircrew dosimetry.

6.1.2

Comparison of ambient dose equivalent with
ICRU reference data

The International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements has released so-called
reference data for ambient dose equivalent rates in aviation in ICRU (2010, Report 84). This
report aims on providing experimental data against which methods of assessing dose values
using calculations may be compared for validation purposes.
The main basis of the ICRU reference data comprises approximately 20000 individual measurements of ambient dose equivalent on-board aircrafts since 1990. This dataset is summarized and compiled in a report of the European Radiation Dosimetry Group (EURADOS)
published by the European Commission (EC, 2004). For the experimental determination of
dose rates associated to the complex field induced by galactic cosmic radiation at aircraft
altitudes, a variety of instruments was employed. The low-LET and non-neutron component
was, amongst others, measured with tissue-equivalent proportional counters (TEPCs), ionization chambers, silicon-based detectors, and scintillation detectors. For measurements of
the high-LET and the neutron component e.g. extended-range survey meters, Bonner sphere
spectrometers, TEPCs, and passive detectors were applied. In order to allow interpretation
and combination of results from different instruments, nearly all devices have been calibrated
to ambient dose equivalent (H*(10)) in a variety of reference fields, which are traceable to
national standards.
As discussed in more detail in ICRU (2010, Report 84), the relative standard deviation of
H*(10) measurements simultaneously performed on-board aircrafts with different devices is
in the order of 10%. Another 10 - 20% uncertainty adds to this for measurements carried
out on different dates. This results from short-term changes in solar activity, the related
variations in primary GCR intensity near Earth as well as related variations in the Earth’s
magnetic field affecting the cutoff rigidity at certain geographical positions. Therefore, the
relative combined standard uncertainty for the dataset chosen by the ICRU (2010, Rep. 84)
is reported to be in the order of 15 - 30%. This is largely consistent with a 25% uncertainty
estimated by EURADOS (EC, 2004).
The prescribed large set of experimental data was fitted using a Bayesian approach (see
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F IGURE 6.5: Comparison of reference ambient dose equivalent rates as given by ICRU (2010, Report
84) with calculations from the present work using GEANT4 with the Bertini and Binary INC model.
P
Additionally, H*(10)
values estimated by EPCARD and PARMA (Sato et al., 2006, 2008) are depicted in the top panel for January 1998 at FL 310, in the middle panel for January 2000 at FL 350,
and in the bottom panel for January 2002 at FL 390.
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also Wissmann et al., 2010), in order to derive reference levels of ambient dose equivalent
rates during solar cycle 23 for altitudes corresponding to FL 310, FL 350, and FL 390.
These reference data cover the whole range of vertical effective cutoff rigidity from 0 GV to
17 GV and are assigned to the periods of January 1998, 2000, 2002. This corresponds to
solar modulation strengths of 427 MV, 752 MV, and 977 MV (Usoskin et al., 2005).
In Figure 6.5 reference ambient dose equivalent rates as given by ICRU (2010, Report 84)
from 0 GV to 17 GV vertical effective cutoff rigidity are compared with values determined
in the present work based on GEANT4 transport calculations. The top panel shows data for
January 1998 at FL 310, the middle panel for January 2000 at FL 350, and the bottom panel
for January 2002 at FL 390. In addition, dose rates predicted by EPCARD and the PHITSbased Analytical Radiation Model in the Atmosphere3 (PARMA) developed by Sato et al.
(2006, 2008) are also included. Note that the error bars shown for the reference dose rates
are the 30% uncertainty as recommended in ICRU (2010, Rep. 84) for an inter-comparison.
It is obvious from Figure 6.5 that results from the present work agree remarkably well with
the ICRU reference data at low cutoff rigidities. At rigidities above several GV, on the other
hand, ambient dose equivalent rates appear to be somewhat underestimated. Dose rates based
on particle spectra calculated with the Bertini model deviate up to 30% at very high cutoffs,
depending on the time period and the flight level. Values based on calculations with the
Binary INC model may even deviate by about 5% more, in particular at the higher flight
levels shown in the middle and bottom panel of Figure 6.5. Nearly the same discrepancies as
for GEANT4-BERT are observed with the PARMA model (Sato et al., 2006, 2008) at low
and high cutoffs, whereas at medium cutoffs PARMA is somewhat closer to the reference
data. At cutoff rigidities above about 8 GV, ambient dose equivalent rates estimated with
EPCARD match best with the measurements. Apart from the slight overestimation for the
conditions shown in the top panel of Figure 6.5, EPCARD also agrees very well with the
PARMA model and the GEANT4-based results at low cutoffs.
P
All H*(10)
values contrasted with the ICRU reference data in Figure 6.5 are based on particle
transport calculations in the atmosphere. Uncertainties may, therefore, arise from different
assumptions on the GCR primary spectra on top of the atmosphere as well as the characteristics of the transport code, the cross section dataset, and the models describing high-energy
hadronic interactions. The main sources of uncertainty, however, result from differences in
the method of accounting for variations in solar activity and the use of the vertical cutoff
rigidity instead of taking the exact angular distribution of the cutoff into account. Dose rates
derived with solar potentials for consecutive months can for example easily vary by about
20%. A sensitivity analysis in terms of varying the cutoff by ˙0.3 GV additionally showed
that about 10% uncertainty for dose rates may arise. This means that the range of uncertainty
for all methods of assessing dose rates is in the order of 15 - 30%. This is the same range
as estimated in ICRU (2010, Rep. 84) for the dataset from which the reference values were
derived. Therefore, all dose rates shown in Figure 6.5 are consistent within the range of
uncertainty.
Note that according to ICRU Reports 47 and 66 (ICRU, 1992, 2001) an overall uncertainty
of 30% for a single measurement of operational quantities such as H*(10) is considered acceptable. Following ICRU Report 84 (ICRU, 2010) this means for aircrew dosimetry that
3
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“... the combined relative standard uncertainty should not exceed 30% for an assessment of
an ambient dose equivalent equal to or greater than an annual dose of 1 mSv.”
The maximum differences of calculated dose rates at high cutoffs of approximately 30%
compared with the ICRU reference data only contribute little to the total accumulated dose
for single flights. This is due to the rather small dose rates with respect to low cutoffs, and
because most of the journeys in aviation are on the northern hemisphere below about 5 GV
cutoff. Consequently, accumulated doses along flight routes determined by all methods of
dose assessment using calculations shown in Figure 6.5 agree rather well. This was already
demonstrated in the previous section of this chapter. Moreover, any differences in annual
doses estimated by EPCARD, PARMA, and based on GEANT4 calculations are expected to
be much less than 30%, because minor differences in dose rates at certain solar conditions
and geographical positions are likely to cancel out. For this reason, any of the approaches
to determine doses for aircrews presented in this section are equally well suited for radiation
protection purposes.

6.2

Doses in aviation due to solar cosmic rays

Apart from the rather predictable exposure to radiation induced by galactic cosmic rays discussed in the previous section, sudden and randomly occurring bursts of energetic particles emitted from the Sun can lead to increased radiation levels at aircraft altitudes and on
ground. General characteristics of such solar energetic particle (SEP) events and ground
level enhancements (GLE), including related and accompanying phenomena, acceleration
mechanisms on the Sun, and their occurrence rate were extensively summarized in Chapter
2.2. Furthermore, useful data sources from interplanetary and ground-based observations as
well as the modeling techniques to derive spectral, temporal, and spatial characteristics of
GLEs from Neutron Monitor count rates were discussed there.
Lantos and Fuller (2003) studied possible hazards for aircrews due to increased radiation
levels during a total number of 64 GLEs. They found that only 18 of them were likely to
exceed an accumulated dose equivalent of 30 Sv during typical long-haul flights. This is
comparable to the dose equivalent received from GCR during solar maximum for similar
flights (see Tab. 6.1). The vast majority of GLEs are, therefore, of minor importance in
terms of contributions to total lifetime exposures of flight attendants and pilots. For the first
five GLEs in the chronological list, however, Lantos and Fuller (2003) estimated route doses
larger than 1 mSv and for the most intense event ever recorded on ground, GLE 5 which
occurred on 23 February 1956, a dose equivalent of approximately 5 mSv was derived. This
means that during a single flight the limit of 1 mSv annual effective dose may be exceeded,
above which monitoring of aircraft crews is mandatory according to the European Directive
(EU, 1996). It should be noted, that all the dose estimations exceeding 1 mSv for long-haul
flights are subject to uncertainties larger than a factor of two, since only few ground-based
measurements are available prior to 1960. In contrast, the largest GLE examined in the work
of Lantos and Fuller (2003) after the February 1956 event, GLE 42 on September 29 1989,
was well detected by numerous Neutron Monitors and other ground-based detectors. For this
GLE an accumulated route dose for a flight from Paris to San Francisco of approximately
300 Sv was estimated.
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Recently, the Working Group 11 of the European Radiation Dosimetry Group (EURADOS)
decided to select GLE 42 for an inter-comparison of route doses determined by several institutes. All calculations required for this task were performed in the frame of the present
work, and the data have been provided to EURADOS. After a short description of the characteristics of GLE 42, including the primary proton spectra and the time profile as defined
in EURADOS/WG11, these results are presented. In addition to the investigations for EURADOS, the impact of the primary spectrum of solar protons on estimated dose rates and
accumulated doses in aviation is also studied in the following.

6.2.1

Observations and characteristics of GLE 42

During the ground level enhancement on September 29, 1989, no indications of a solar flare
on the Sun’s visible disk were reported, as concisely reviewed and summarized by Lovell
et al. (1998). On photographs published by Swinson and Shea (1990), flare activity with
a looped prominence was seen behind the limb for more than ten hours during the event.
The event itself was accompanied by intense radio and X-ray emission with a peak intensity of X9.8 observed on-board GOES satellites around 11:30 UT. However, Cliver et al.
(1993) reported -ray emissions on the western hemisphere of the visible disk. They suggested a broad shock driven by a coronal mass ejection (CME) being responsible for these
observations. As discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.2, a fast CME-driven shock, encompassing regions of the Sun’s surface near the foot-point of the Sun-Earth magnetic field line
( 60ı W), is likely to accelerate coronal particles that, in turn, can travel to Earth along the
field line and give rise to a GLE.

Ground-based observations
The enhanced solar proton flux during GLE 42 triggered increases in count rates of Neutron
Monitors all over the world. With a maximum increase of about 404% recorded by the Calgary Neutron Monitor in the time interval from 12:55 UT to 13:00 UT, this event has been
ranked amongst the most intense observed since February 1956. It was even detected by the
Australian Neutron Monitor station Darwin, which is located in equatorial regions at a vertical effective cutoff rigidity of 14.2 GV. Moreover, as reported by Swinson and Shea (1990),
increased count rates were also registered by underground muon telescopes such as Embudo
which has a threshold rigidity of approximately 19 GV. Lovell et al. (1998) examined several
other muon detectors and found an upper rigidity of 30 GV being consistent with all observations.
Figure 6.6 shows measurements with several Neutron Monitors during the September 1989
event. Depicted are relative count rate increases of four stations on the northern hemisphere
(Calgary at 1.1 GV, Goose Bay at 0.6 GV, Climax at 3 GV, and Jungfraujoch at 4.5 GV) and
one Antarctic station (Mawson at 0.2 GV). Apparently, two distinct peaks were observed
by some Neutron Monitors, whereas others only recorded one. Amongst others, Vashenyuk
et al. (1997) suggested different directions of approach due to particles following different
paths through interplanetary space. They explained the delay between particle arrivals by a
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F IGURE 6.6: Relative count rate increases recorded by selected Neutron Monitor stations during GLE
42 on September 29, 1989. The red curve depicts the relative amplitude of solar cosmic ray flux as
assumed for the EURADOS task.

looped structure of the interplanetary magnetic field with both foot points anchored on the
Sun. As described in Chapter 2.2.2, ground-based cosmic ray detectors are inherently directional instruments due to the fact that charged particles of given rigidity and momentum
direction follow specific paths in the magnetospheric field. This in turn defines the asymptotic viewing cone of a Neutron Monitor station. The fact that some stations observed only
one peak, therefore, reflects the sensitivity of a Neutron Monitor to solar protons arriving
from a specific direction of approach at the magnetopause. Furthermore, it indicates that
the spectral distribution might have changed during the event. This is also suggested by
Lovell et al. (1998) who found that the second peak was not recorded by any muon detector
indicating a softening of the spectrum at later times.
Spectral characteristics
The spectral and temporal characteristics of solar protons during GLE 42, as well as the
spatial anisotropy was analyzed by several research groups using the worldwide network of
cosmic ray stations (see e.g. Bieber and Evanson, 1991; Morishita et al., 1991; Lovell et al.,
1998). For the computation of doses to aircrews in the frame of the EURADOS/WG11 task,
however, the spectrum derived by Smart et al. (1991) was selected. Consistent with other
authors, the analyses by Smart et al. (1991) have shown that a modified power law for the
relativistic solar proton flux agrees rather well with Neutron Monitor observations.
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The differential intensity j .R; t/ with respect to the rigidity R in units of [1/.cm2 ssrGV/]
is given as
(
A.t/  R
for R < 2GV
j .R; t/ D
(6.3)
Œ Cı .R 2/
A.t/  R
for R  2GV;
where the power law exponent has a value of 3.0 and the change in the exponent per
GV is ı D 0.3 (for R 2 GV). For the amplitude A.t/ at time t , a maximum value of
10.6 [1/.cm2  s  sr  GV/] was derived in the time interval from 13:30 UT to 14:30 UT. The
complete amplitude-time profile is shown in Figure 6.6 (red line), where values are normalized to the maximum amplitude.
It should be noted that for the EURADOS investigations the spectral shape was presumed
to be constant in time. Neglecting a potential softening of the spectrum during the event allows a conservative dose estimation which is required in radiation protection. Furthermore,
a completely isotropic flux of solar protons near Earth was assumed for the whole duration
of GLE 42. As for example shown by Lovell et al. (1998), GLE 42 in fact had a strongly
pronounced isotropic component justifying this presumption for dose assessment. Moreover,
Bütikofer and Flückiger (2011) studied differences in doses for aircrews in case an isotropic
solar proton flux is assumed instead of accounting for anisotropy. They found that route
doses during GLE 42 agree within approximately 10% for most of the flights considered.
Only for two flights doses were enhanced by about 25% in the isotropic case. In terms of
radiation protection, this again justifies the assumption of complete isotropy for the EURADOS investigations.
As discussed in every detail in Chapter 2.2.2, modeling GLEs using Neutron Monitor count
rates is a rather tricky task. Difficulties arise e.g. from calculating accurate asymptotic cones
of acceptance, assuming a proper pitch-angle distribution to describe anisotropy, as well as
using an appropriate yield function. Therefore, many different functions of the differential
solar proton intensity j .R; t/ can reproduce the observed count rate increases equally well.
To estimate the impact of different primary proton spectra for GLE 42 on calculated dose
rates at aircraft altitudes, a spectrum derived by Dyer et al. (2003a,b) was studied in addition to that of Smart et al. (1991). This spectrum is based on a Weibull fit of Xapsos et al.
(2000) that was used by Dyer and Lei (2001) to calculate neutron fluxes and doses in the
atmosphere. Because the original Weibull spectrum was fitted to space data with energies
below 300 MeV only, it has been discovered that it was too soft to reproduce ground-based
observations. Therefore, the differential intensity of solar protons was refitted by Dyer et al.
(2003a,b) including Neutron Monitor observations to derive the spectral characteristics in
the relativistic energy range above several hundreds of MeV. The final Weibull distribution
for the differential solar proton flux j .Ek ; t/ with respect to the kinetic energy Ek as derived
for the maximum phase of the event around 14:30 UT is given as
j .Ek ; t/ D j0 .t /˛Ek˛

1

exp. Ek˛ /;

(6.4)

where  D 0:994, ˛ D 0:3158 and the maximum amplitude j0 D 39800 [1/.cm2 ssrMeV/].
Note that also for this spectrum complete isotropy and a constant shape was assumed during
the event. As intensity-time profile for the Weibull spectrum the relative count rate increase
of the Climax Neutron Monitor, normalized to the maximum increase, was used (see discussion later in this section).
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F IGURE 6.7: Differential solar proton flux during GLE 42 on September 29, 1989, as determined
by Smart et al. (1991, green line) and used for the EURADOS investigations. The red line shows
the spectrum derived by Dyer et al. (2003a,b) at the maximum phase of the event. For comparison,
differential proton intensities measured on-board GOES-6 (black dots) and the galactic cosmic ray
background in September 1989 (black dash-dotted line) are also depicted.

Both the spectrum reported in Smart et al. (1991) and the one reported in Dyer et al. (2003a,b)
are shown in Figure 6.7 as differential intensity with respect to the kinetic energy. In addition, measurements on-board the GOES-6 satellite and the galactic cosmic ray background
for September 1989 as given by the model of Usoskin et al. (2005) are also depicted. Apparently, rather large differences are observed for the solar spectra in terms of both spectral
shape and absolute intensity. The dominant discrepancies at energies below about 500 MeV,
however, do not have a significant impact on dose rates at aircraft altitudes as these protons
and the secondaries generated only contribute to a minor degree to the radiation environment
in the lower atmosphere. Differences at higher energies, on the other hand, can lead to significantly differing dose rates as will be discussed in subsequent paragraphs. Comparison
of the solar spectra with proton measurements on-board GOES demonstrates the versatility
of the Weibull fit allowing to reproduce both interplanetary and ground-based observations
rather well.

6.2.2

Dose rates in aviation during GLE 42

The differential intensities of solar protons shown in Figure 6.7 were transported through
the Earth’s atmosphere using GEANT4, and all secondaries generated were computed as
described in Chapter 5. Based on investigations of Lovell et al. (1998) a maximum rigidity
cutoff of 30 GV was considered. All calculations were again performed applying either the
Bertini or the Binary INC model at intermediate energies. As already stated previously, a
completely isotropic flux of solar protons near Earth was assumed during the whole event.
In this case the cutoff rigidity fully accounts for the influence of the magnetosphere on the
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primary proton intensity on top of the atmosphere. Secondary particle spectra and related
dose quantities were determined in steps of 1 GV in the range of 0 - 6 GV and in steps of
2 GV at higher rigidities. Dose rates at any altitude or geographic position and accumulated
doses for aircrews were then estimated as described in Section 6.1.
Although the spectral fluence rate distributions of secondary particles induced by solar protons are very similar in shape compared to those induced by galactic cosmic rays (also see
Chap. 5.6), the contributions of individual particle species to the total fluence and dose rates
are somewhat different. To illustrate this, Figure 6.8 shows the fractions of effective dose
of individual particle species to total effective dose following ICRP-103 for the September
1989 event at 0 GV cutoff.
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F IGURE 6.8: Relative contributions of individual secondary particle species to total effective dose
(ICRP-103) during GLE 42 as a function of altitude. The corresponding fractions were calculated for
0 GV cutoff at the maximum phase of the event on September 29, 1989, with the primary solar proton
spectrum of Smart et al. (1991).

Comparison with the analog figure for galactic cosmic radiation (Fig. 6.2) reveals that the
relative contribution of the hadronic component is strongly enhanced during GLEs. While
at altitudes above 20 km primary solar protons are the dominant species, neutrons account
for more than 2/3 of the total particle flux and the dose at aircraft altitudes (9 - 13 km) and
below. This basically reflects the significantly softer primary spectrum of solar protons with
respect to GCR spectra. Protons in the energy range from several hundreds of MeV to a
few GeV predominantly excite atmospheric nuclei in spallation reactions. Pion production,
on the other hand, is rather low in this energy region due to the large pion rest mass of
 140 MeV/c2 (Nakamura et al., 2010). As a result of the steeply decreasing solar spectra
at high energies, the fractions of pions, muons as decay products, as well as photons, electrons, and positrons are much lower with respect to GCR.
In order to illustrate absolute values of dose rates at typical cruising altitudes during long-
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F IGURE 6.9: Effective dose rates (ICRP-103) along the Greenwich meridian at FL 390 during the
maximum phase of GLE 42. Depicted are total and individual dose rates of neutrons, protons, and
other species as obtained applying the Bertini or the Binary INC model in the GEANT4 calculations and using the solar spectrum of Smart et al. (1991). The dash-dotted line illustrates the GCR
background during September 1989.

haul flights, Figure 6.9 shows effective dose rates (ICRP-103) along the Greenwich meridian
at FL 390 during the maximum phase of GLE 42. Depicted are total and individual dose rates
of neutrons, protons, and other species as obtained applying the Bertini or the Binary INC
model in the GEANT4 transport calculations. In addition, the total effective dose rate due to
galactic cosmic radiation during the solar maximum conditions in September 1989 is shown
(  1197 MV). Note that all dose rates for GLE 42 in Figure 6.9 were estimated based
on the proton spectrum of Smart et al. (1991) selected for the EURADOS inter-comparison.
Values obtained using the spectrum of Dyer et al. (2003a,b) are a factor of approximately 5
higher as discussed in the subsequent paragraph.
It is obvious from Figure 6.9 that even considering an isotropic flux of solar protons resembling a worst case scenario, dose rates are only enhanced in polar and sub-polar regions
during a GLE. This is a direct consequence of the steeply decreasing primary spectra leading to a much more pronounced gradient in particle fluence and dose rates with respect to
the cutoff rigidity. At a vertical effective cutoff rigidity of about 5 GV the intensity of solar protons on top of the atmosphere is reduced by geomagnetic shielding to the level of
the galactic background. Therefore, almost no enhancement in dose rates is observed from
50ı N to 40ı S. Note that the estimation of dose rates and route doses for aircrews during the
September 1989 event is based on values for the vertical effective cutoff rigidity reported in
Smart and Shea (1997) for that period. These are valid for calm geomagnetic conditions.
With a Kp index of about 2 on September 29, 1989 (Dyer et al., 2003b) disturbances in the
geomagnetic field were rather low, indeed. For the sake of completeness, however, it should
be mentioned that GLEs are often accompanied by geomagnetic storms, leading to strong
disturbances in the magnetic field (Kp  5). This in turn results in a suppression of the cut-
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off, allowing more lower energetic protons to enter the atmosphere at lower latitudes. Thus,
dose rates and accumulated doses for aircrews may be further enhanced.
According to Figure 6.9 a maximum effective dose rate following ICRP-103 of approximately 30 Sv/h at FL 390 ( 200 g/cm2 or 11.9 km) is estimated for the EURADOS
investigations at 0 GV cutoff. Note that Bütikofer and Flückiger (2011) estimated a maximum effective dose rate following ICRP-60 of approximately 27 Sv/h at 0 GV cutoff and
an atmospheric depth of 250 g/cm2 . Exactly the same value for the dose rate at these conditions was determined in the present work. This strongly indicates consistency of the methods
of dose assessment.
Concerning differences in dose rates arising from secondary particle spectra calculated with
different INC models for hadronic interactions, it is obvious from Figure 6.9 that they are
only of minor importance in terms of total dose rates. Although the secondaries induced by
solar protons are strongly dominated by neutrons and protons (see Figs.6.8 and 6.9) and accordingly differences in individual intensities given by the Bertini and the Binary INC model
are pronounced, they cancel out regarding total dose. As it was already the case for galactic
cosmic radiation, this shows that differences in both INC models only play a minor role at
aviation altitudes and that both models are equally well suited for aircrew dosimetry.

6.2.3

Accumulated doses along selected flights during GLE 42

Apart from the prescribed strong dependence on the cutoff, i.e. the geographic position, and
the flight level, dose rates in the atmosphere and accumulated doses for aircrews during a
GLE highly depend on the phase of the event. Therefore, the time profiles of all flights considered in the following were adjusted that the peak intensity of GLE 42 was experienced
while cruising altitude at high latitudes was reached. As for galactic cosmic rays, two typical
routes on the northern hemisphere from San Francisco to Paris and from Chicago to Beijing
were chosen, and on the southern hemisphere flights from Buenos Aires to Auckland and
from Sydney to Johannesburg were considered. The corresponding two-dimensional flight
profiles are shown in Figure 6.4.
To illustrate the dose rates estimated for a typical long-haul flight during the September 1989
event, Figure 6.10 shows effective dose rates (ICRP-103) as a function of time for the polar
flight from San Francisco to Paris. In the top panel results are depicted for the primary solar
proton spectrum reported by Dyer et al. (2003a,b) and in the middle panel for the EURADOS investigations based on the primary spectrum of Smart et al. (1991). In the bottom
panel the vertical effective cutoff rigidity and the flight level are shown in order to demonstrate the adjustment of the flight time for an estimation of maximum doses. Note that all
dose rates in Figure 6.10 were obtained using the Bertini INC model. In addition to the dose
rates shown in the top and middle panels (red lines), the assumed intensity-time profiles for
GLE 42 are also depicted (black lines). In case of the EURADOS inter-comparison this
profile was predefined by members of Working Group 11. For dose assessment based on the
primary spectrum by Dyer et al. (2003a,b) the profile as defined by the count rate increase
of the Climax Neutron Monitor, normalized to the maximum increase, was used. This NM
was chosen as it registered both peaks and was fully exposed to the isotropic component in
later phases of the event (see Fig. 6.6). Note that using intensity-time profiles given by other
Neutron Monitors such as Calgary or Goose Bay influences dose estimates only by 10%.
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F IGURE 6.10: Effective dose rates (ICRP-103) estimated for a typical long-haul flight from SanFrancisco to Paris during GLE 42 on September 29, 1989. In the top panel results are depicted for the
primary solar proton spectrum reported by Dyer et al. (2003a,b) and in the middle panel based on the
primary spectrum of Smart et al. (1991). Additionally, the intensity-time profiles as defined by the
readings of the Climax Neutron Monitor (top panel, black line) and as assumed for the EURADOS
investigation (middle panel, black line) are depicted. In the bottom panel the vertical effective cutoff
rigidity and the altitude along the flight profile are shown.
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Comparison of the dose rates estimated with the solar proton spectrum by
Dyer et al. (2003a,b, top panel) and those estimated using the spectrum by Smart et al.
(1991, middle panel panel) shows the impact of the primary spectrum on the procedure of
dose assessment for aircrews during GLEs. Since the primary proton intensity given by
Dyer et al. (2003a,b) is somewhat higher and the spectrum is much harder (see Fig. 6.7),
the related maximum effective dose rate exceeds estimations for the EURADOS task up to
a factor of 5. While a maximum effective dose rate of approximately 130 Sv/h is determined with the hard spectrum, a value of only 26 Sv/h is obtained with the softer. This
basically reflects the difficulties and uncertainties involved in the techniques to derive the
spectral characteristics of a GLE from ground-based observations, although both spectra are
consistent with Neutron Monitor data. As for none of the primary spectra considered in the
present work absolute correctness can be claimed, an uncertainty of a factor 5 in dose rates,
retrospectively determined for GLEs, must presently be accepted.
Concerning accumulated effective doses for the four intercontinental flights outlined above,
the differences obtained for the two primary spectra are somewhat smaller but still in the
order of a factor of 3 - 4. This is a result of the different time-profile chosen for studies using
the spectrum of Dyer et al. (2003a,b). The numerical values for accumulated effective doses
(ICRP-103) are listed in Table 6.2 for both solar spectra and the two INC models applied
in the particle transport simulations (GEANT4-BERT and GEANT4-BIC). In addition, the
route doses due to galactic cosmic radiation in September 1989 are also contrasted.
Predominantly depending on the primary spectrum used for dose assessment, but also on the
flight profile, route doses for the four flights considered range from approximately 90 Sv
to more than 500 Sv. The differences and related uncertainties up to a factor of 4 arising
from the use of different primary spectra appear somewhat large, but in fact they are very
consistent with values reported by other authors for this event. For example Bütikofer and
Flückiger (2011) estimated an accumulated effective dose following ICRP-60 of 109 Sv
for the same flight from Chicago to Beijing. This compares to a value of 116 Sv determined in the present work using the primary proton spectrum of Smart et al. (1991). On the
other hand, Dyer et al. (2003a) report an accumulated ambient dose equivalent of 571 Sv
for a flight from London to Los Angeles. Based on the corresponding flight profile and the
primary proton spectrum given by Dyer et al. (2003a), a largely consistent dose equivalent
of 390 Sv was estimated in the present work. Also Matthiä (2009) and Lantos and Fuller
(2003) report effective doses in the range of 100 - 400 Sv for typical intercontinental longhaul flights. This evidently shows the consistency of all results presented in this section with
results of other authors. Furthermore, it confirms the range of uncertainty.
In terms of radiation protection the large uncertainties discussed above are basically not of
major concern. The maximum route dose of about 0.5 mSv for the flight from Buenos Aires
to Auckland is equal to five such flights during solar minimum conditions. Therefore, contributions of GLEs to lifetime exposures of flight attendants and pilots are rather small, even
if the event is assumed to be intense. However, given the fact that GLEs are not predictable
and several enhancements may be observed within a rather short period of time, retrospective dose assessment is required. Note that for example from August through October 1989
five GLEs occurred. Apart from the unpredictable occurrence rate, the intensity of GLEs
strongly varies as well. Also for this reason dose assessment for GLEs is required, although
the majority of events is no hazard in terms of doses for aircrews or on ground.
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TABLE 6.2: Accumulated effective doses (ICRP-103) on selected flights during GLE 42 on September
29, 1989. Values are given for the solar spectra of Dyer et al. (2003a,b) and Smart et al. (1991),
respectively. All dose estimates are based on calculations applying either the Bertini or the Binary
INC model. In addition, the route doses due to galactic cosmic radiation in September 1989 are also
listed.
ACCUMULATED E FFECTIVE D OSE DUE TO S OLAR P ROTONS DURING GLE 42
SCR flux by Smart et al.
Flight
Chicago - Beijing
San Francisco - Paris
Sydney - Johannesburg
Buenos Aires - Auckland

SCR flux by Dyer et al.

GEANT4-BERT
[Sv]

GEANT4-BIC
[Sv]

GEANT4-BERT
[Sv]

GEANT4-BIC
[Sv]

87.3
124.7
90.9
136.5

87.8
122.4
91.0
133.8

286.3
451.2
302.9
518.6

283.9
440.3
299.2
504.2

ACCUMULATED E FFECTIVE D OSE DUE TO GCR IN S EPTEMBER 1989
Flight
Chicago - Beijing
San Francisco - Paris
Sydney - Johannesburg
Buenos Aires - Auckland

Duration
[min]

Max. Altitude
[km]

GEANT4-BERT
[Sv]

GEANT4-BIC
[Sv]

791
555
825
980

11.3
11.9
11.9
12.2

35.8
33.3
38.9
49.0

35.1
31.6
37.9
46.6

At this point it should be mentioned that the results of the GLE analysis presented in the previous section provide the basis for a potential GLE module in the European Program package
for the Calculation of Aviation Route Doses (EPCARD). Using a typical but preferably hard
spectrum as the one by Dyer et al. (2003a,b) and assuming an isotropic flux of solar protons
near Earth allows, in most cases, a conservative dose estimation. This is favored for radiation
protection purposes. Deriving the intensity-time profile of a GLE as well as the maximum
amplitude from near real-time Neutron Monitor databases such as NMDB4 allows dose estimation soon after the event. Uncertainties arising from this approach are expected to be in the
same range as observed in the present work and are, thus, acceptable. However, additional
investigations and calculations for different GLEs are required in order to fully develop a
GLE module for EPCARD which may be routinely applied in aircrew dosimetry.
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The Carrington event - a plausible worst case scenario

Based on the analysis of GLE 42 presented in the previous section a plausible worst case
scenario for the most intense ground level enhancement ever documented is constructed in
the following. This event is associated with the first observation of a white-light solar flare
by Carrington (1860) and Hodgson (1860) on September 1, 1859, and was therefore termed
the Carrington event. Based on nitrate studies in polar ice McCracken et al. (2001a) derived
a value for the omnidirectional fluence of solar protons of 1.881010 cm 2 during this enhancement, which is used as normalization factor to estimate plausible doses in aviation.

6.3.1

Observations during the Carrington event

The Carrington event was by far the most intense GLE and geomagnetic storm ever documented. Based on studies by Chapman (1957) and Kimball (1960), Green and Boardsen
(2006) reviewed and compiled data on auroral observations during the storm in 1859. Using scientific measurements, newspapers, ship logs, and other records available, they found
aurorae in all colors and forms being reported at geographical latitudes below 50ı and a
several hours lasting blood red aurora even at  18ı latitude. Apart from these visual observations, the great geomagnetic storm in 1859 demonstrated the impact of space weather
on technology for the first time in history. As concisely reviewed by Nevanlinna (2006), the
ionospheric currents induced by the geomagnetic storm associated with the Carrington event
were so strong that numerous magnetometers went off scale and major parts of the worldwide telegraph system were disrupted. Accounting for all available observations, Smart
et al. (2006) suggest that the Carrington solar flare was the most important event of a period
of enhanced solar activity starting before September 1859 and continuing days after the flare
observation.

6.3.2

Estimation of the solar proton fluence during the Carrington event

As discussed in every detail in Chapter 2.2.1, studies initiated by Zeller et al. (1986) and
Dreschhoff and Zeller (1990) have shown that large spikes in nitrate concentration found in
polar ice coincide with the time of major solar proton events. An increase in proton intensity
during a GLE leads to enhanced ionization rates in the atmosphere. The secondary electrons
generated in these processes in turn dissociate molecular nitrogen. As a consequence nitrogen radicals, so-called odd nitrogen, is produced some of which becomes further oxidized
and attached to aerosols or incorporated in snow crystals. By gravitational sedimentation
the odd nitrogen is finally transported to the troposphere and well-conserved in polar ice to
provide a record of GLEs over several thousand years.
In 1992 a very long ice core was drilled at Summit, Greenland, which was explicitly dedicated to high-resolution nitrate studies. This core, 125.6 m in length, covers a time period of
1561 - 1991. McCracken et al. (2001a,b,c) analyzed the Arctic ice core in addition to two
cores drilled earlier in Antarctic regions. They found a one-to-one correlation of pronounced
impulsive nitrate peaks with the seven largest GLEs observed on Earth since continuous
monitoring of cosmic radiation started in 1936. The probability of this occurring by chance
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was estimated to be less than 10 6 . Therefore, the works of McCracken et al. (2001a,b,c)
eliminated most of the doubts and uncertainties in the association between impulsive nitrate
and major solar proton events.
Moreover, as discussed in Chapter 2.2.1, McCracken et al. (2001a) established a conversion
relationship of nitrate concentration and omnidirectional fluence of protons with energies
above 30 MeV striking the polar atmosphere (see Eq. 2.12). Using various ground-based
measurements and observations in interplanetary space, Shea and Smart (1990, 1993) provided values for the omnidirectional fluences of the seven largest GLEs observed in the
period 1942 - 1989 in order to finally derive a conversion factor for nitrate concentration and
solar proton fluence. Taking an average factor, a total number of 70 impulsive nitrate events
were identified having a > 30 MeV omindirectional fluence  2109 cm 2 . A complete list
of fluence values derived for these events and another 55 with fluences between 1109 cm 2
and 2109 cm 2 is reported in McCracken et al. (2001a,b).
The largest impulsive nitrate deposition on the 450 years record in the Arctic ice core was
dated to late 1859. This nitrate deposition is, thus, associated with the first observation of
a white-light solar flare by Carrington (1860) and Hodgson (1860) on September 1, 1859.
For the Carrington event, an omnidirectional fluence (> 30 MeV) of 1.881010 cm 2 was
derived, having almost twice the fluence of the second largest in 1895.

6.3.3

Estimation of possible doses during the Carrington event

Using the value for the solar proton fluence reported by McCracken et al. (2001a) as overall
normalization factor allows to estimate possible dose values for the Carrington event. For
this purpose, certain assumptions on the spectral characteristics and the intensity-time profile
of the event have to be made. Assuming the spectral shape of large solar particle events as
derived from ground-based observations during the past 60 years and using the value of the
omnnidirectional solar proton fluence of 1.881010 cm 2 to normalize these spectra to the
Carrington event has already been successfully applied e.g. by Townsend et al. (2003, 2004,
2006) and Stephens et al. (2005). These works focused on estimates of possible doses to
crews in interplanetary space.
The same approach to construct a hypothetical but yet plausible worst-case scenario for a
GLE is applied in the following, in order to estimate potential doses for aircrews in commercial aviation. For this purpose the spectral characteristics of GLE 42 as reported by Smart
et al. (1991) and Dyer et al. (2003a,b) were used. These spectra were inter-compared in
Figure 6.7 and extensively discussed in the previous section of this chapter. For the temporal
characteristics of the hypothetical worst-case scenario the intensity-time profile as defined
for the EURADOS investigations on GLE 42 was assumed (see Figs. 6.6 and 6.10). Furthermore, a completely isotropic flux of solar protons near Earth was considered.
P / at time
Under the presumptions outlined above, the spectral fluence rate distributions ˚.t
t during the event can easily be obtained from Equations 6.3 and 6.4 for the differential intensities of solar protons reported by Smart et al. (1991) and Dyer et al. (2003a,b, also see
App. A.1). In combination with the energy- and time-integrated omnidirectional fluence of
solar protons with energies > 30 MeV determined by McCracken et al. (2001a) this finally
allows to derive an integral scaling factor between a spectrum valid for GLE 42 and the
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worst case spectrum via integration over the duration t of the event:
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(6.5)

It is clear from this equation that the scaling factor highly depends on the spectral fluence
rate distribution considered. Moreover, the integral over the energy and thus is strongly
dominated by the assumption on the spectrum below several hundreds of MeV because the
solar spectra steeply decrease with increasing energy. Based on the spectral fluence rate distribution of Dyer et al. (2003a,b) a factor of D 35:9 is derived, whereas for the spectrum
reported in Smart et al. (1991) an unrealistic high value of approximately 839 is obtained.
The large difference between the scaling factors is a direct consequence of the much lower
spectrum of Smart et al. (1991) at low energies. The comparison of both spectra with direct proton measurements on-board GOES in Figure 6.7 indicates that the spectrum by Dyer
et al. (2003a,b), which is based on a Weibull fit of Xapsos et al. (2000) on interplanetary
observations, might be somewhat more accurate in the low-energy region. This does not
mean that the spectrum of Smart et al. (1991) is less appropriate or less suited for studies of
the radiation environment in the lower atmosphere as it is only derived from ground-based
observations at relativistic energies above approximately 450 MeV. Lower energy protons do
not significantly contribute to secondary particle fluence and dose rates at aircraft altitudes.
Therefore, a scaling factor of D 35:9 was applied for both solar proton spectra, in order
to estimate doses for aircrews during the Carrington-like worst case GLE.
Re-normalizing the spectra by Smart et al. (1991) and Dyer et al. (2003a,b) used in the analysis of GLE 42 to the integral fluence derived by McCracken et al. (2001a) for the Carrington
event, thus, means to scale the accumulated effective doses for aircrews listed in Table 6.2
by the conversion factor of 35.9. This, however, only applies to dose values based on the
spectrum by Smart et al. (1991). Route doses determined with the primary spectrum of Dyer
et al. (2003a,b), on the other hand, are enhanced by more than this factor because values in
Table 6.2 are based on the intensity-time profile of the Climax Neutron Monitor for GLE 42
and not on the profile defined in the EURADOS task which is also assumed for the worst
case scenario.
The final accumulated effective doses following ICRP-103 for the four flights considered
previously in this chapter are listed in Table 6.3 for both solar proton spectra and, for the
sake of completeness, also for both INC models applied in the calculations of secondaries
induced in the atmosphere. Apparently, depending on the assumptions made on the solar
proton spectrum and to a minor degree depending on the flight routes, accumulated effective
doses during the Carrington-like worst case scenario range from approximately 3 mSv to
more than 28 mSv. This in turn means that the annual limit of 1 mSv effective dose, above
which monitoring of aircrews is mandatory, may be by far exceeded during a single flight.
Furthermore, if a comparatively hard spectrum as the one proposed by Dyer et al. (2003a,b)
is used for dose assessment, even the annual limit of 20 mSv may be reached. The International Commission on Radiological Protection continues to recommend in Publication 103
(ICRP, 2007) that this annual limit for occupational exposure should be expressed as effective dose averaged over 5 consecutive years (i.e. 100 mSv in five years), under the condition
that a single annual effective dose should not exceed 50 mSv. Note that an effective dose
of approximately 20 mSv is similar to a dose received from two abdominal chest computer
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TABLE 6.3: Hypothetical accumulated effective doses (ICRP-103) on selected flights during the Carrington event in 1859. Values are given for the solar spectra of Dyer et al. (2003a,b) and Smart et al.
(1991), respectively. All dose estimates are based on calculations applying either the Bertini or the
Binary INC model.
H YPOTHETICAL ACCUMULATED E FFECTIVE D OSE DUE TO S OLAR P ROTONS
ESTIMATED FOR THE C ARRINGTON E VENT
SCR flux based on Smart et al.
Flight
Chicago - Beijing
San Francisco - Paris
Sydney - Johannesburg
Buenos Aires - Auckland

SCR flux based on Dyer et al.

GEANT4-BERT
[mSv]

GEANT4-BIC
[mSv]

GEANT4-BERT
[mSv]

GEANT4-BIC
[mSv]

3.13
4.48
3.26
4.90

3.15
4.39
3.27
4.80

16.44
25.10
17.32
28.55

16.29
24.46
17.09
27.75

tomographies (Shrimpton et al., 2004). Nonetheless, the estimates of worst case route doses
clearly demonstrate the necessity of retrospective dose assessment for GLEs, because there
are well-founded indications that very intense events can occur.
Although the route doses estimated for the worst case scenario appear somewhat high, they
are largely consistent with a dose equivalent of 4.5 mSv reported by Lantos and Fuller (2003)
for a flight from Paris to San Francisco during the very intense ground level enhancement in
February 1956 (GLE 4). With an omnidirectional proton fluence above 30 MeV of approximately 1109 cm 2 as reported by Shea and Smart (1990, 1993); McCracken et al. (2001a),
the February 1956 event was about 20 times less intense than the Carrington event. In terms
of dose assessment for aircrews during GLEs, however, the hardness of the spectrum as well
as the intensity-time profile are much more important than the integral solar proton flux. As
stated previously, Smart et al. (2006) suggest that the Carrington solar flare was the most important event of an episode of solar activity starting before September 1859 and continuing
days after the flare observation. Accordingly, they propose an intensity-time profile spanning
several days and not only several hours as assumed for the dose assessment presented above.
Moreover, they found no statistically significant increase in 10 Be concentration for the year
1859. As this cosmogenic nuclide is produced in neutron- and proton-induced spallation
reactions on nitrogen and oxygen nuclei (see e.g. Yoshimori, 2005), the absence of an increased concentration indicates a rather soft spectrum for the Carrington event. This in turn
implies that doses estimated based on the spectrum by Smart et al. (1991) may be somewhat
more realistic, as this spectrum is much softer with respect to the one reported by Dyer et al.
(2003a,b).
The construction of the worst case scenario presented in this section may have some weaknesses from a scientific point of view, and estimated dose values are subject to uncertainties
larger than a factor of 5. In order to estimate hypothetical but yet plausible maximum doses
for aircrews during a worst case GLE, on the other hand, the assumptions made are feasible
and reasonable from a dosimetric point of view.

C HAPTER

7
S UMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

At typical aircraft altitudes of 9 - 13 km the intensity of secondary cosmic radiation is
strongly enhanced with respect to sea-level conditions. As a consequence, pilots and aircrews are occupationally exposed to much higher radiation levels, and monitoring of effective dose for aircrews is mandatory according to European and German directives in case the
annual dose is likely to exceed 1 mSv. One major goal of the present work, therefore, was
the accurate characterization of the radiation environment in the lower atmosphere induced
by cosmic radiation. This includes both galactic and solar cosmic rays during ground level
enhancements. All available experimental data on differential intensities of secondary particles in the Earth’s atmosphere are restricted in time, particle species, geographic position,
altitude, and energy. As a consequence, a full characterization based on experimental data
is hardly possible. This is particularly the case for ground level enhancements where experimental data are very scarce. An alternative approach is the computation of all secondary
components of cosmic radiation by means of Monte Carlo (MC) codes. In the frame of the
present work the MC simulation toolkit GEANT4 (Agostinelli et al., 2003; Allison et al.,
2006) was chosen for this task.
For an accurate and comprehensive description of the radiation environment induced by
galactic cosmic rays (GCR) several issues must be addressed. First, the differential intensities of primary cosmic ray protons and helium nuclei outside the magnetosphere have to be
determined. This includes an adequate method to account for solar activity and the related
modulation of primary spectra and intensities within the heliosphere. Second, the impact
of the magnetosphere on primary cosmic ray spectra on top of the atmosphere has to be
determined by computing the propagation of charged particles through the magnetospheric
field. Third, primary spectra have to be transported through the Earth’s atmosphere and the
energy spectra of all components of secondary cosmic radiation have to be calculated. These
secondary particle spectra finally can be converted to dose quantities such as effective dose
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and ambient dose equivalent to fully characterize the radiation environment in the lower atmosphere at arbitrary times, altitudes, and geographic positions.
In order to select an appropriate model predicting the differential intensities of primary hydrogen and helium nuclei near Earth, an extensive literature review was carried out. The
predictions of various analytical approximations to the Parker’s equation were compared
with several precise measurements of primary GCR spectra. It turned out that the local interstellar spectrum given by Burger et al. (2000) in combination with the model for heliospheric
modulation developed by Usoskin et al. (2005, 2011) reproduces proton and helium observations near Earth best (see Chapter 2.1.1). Consequently these primary GCR spectra were
selected for the calculation of secondaries produced in the atmosphere.
A commonly used approach to approximate the influence of the magnetosphere on primary
spectra on top of the atmosphere at various geographic positions is to consider particles arriving in vertical direction only. The influence of the magnetosphere on the isotropic GCR flux
is then described by a single parameter, the vertical effective cutoff rigidity. To calculate this
parameter in a grid covering the whole Earth the program package MAGNETOCOSMICS
(Desorgher, 2004) was used. This program is based on the Monte Carlo simulation toolkit
GEANT4 and allows to compute the propagation of cosmic ray particles through the magnetosphere by numerical integration of the Lorentz equation of motion for a negatively charged
mirror-particle. For the description of the magnetospheric field due to external sources the
model described in Tsyganenko (1989) was considered, whereas for the dipole-like geomagnetic field due to sources inside the Earth the very recently released 11th generation of the
International Geomagnetic Reference Field1 (IGRF-11, Finlay et al., 2010b) was applied.
This way vertical effective cutoff rigidities valid for the years 2010 to 2015 were calculated.
Accounting for the vertical effective cutoff rigidity, the prescribed primary spectra for hydrogen and helium nuclei were finally transported through the Earth’s atmosphere using
GEANT4. The corresponding spectral fluence rate distributions of all secondary particle
species were computed from 100 km altitude down to sea-level for all solar and geomagnetic
conditions. As primary cosmic ray particles were considered up to a maximum energy of
10 TeV, the results of the particle transport calculations crucially rely on the hadronic interaction models applied. To estimate the uncertainties arising from the use of different
intra-nuclear cascade (INC) models describing the initiation of spallation reactions, two alternative models from the hadronic framework of GEANT4 were applied, the Bertini and
the Binary INC model. Comparison of simulation results with measurements of atmospheric
protons, muons, and neutrons revealed that the Bertini INC model appears to give a somewhat more accurate description of the radiation environment in the lower atmosphere. In
addition to measurements performed in the atmosphere, calculated neutron spectra at sealevel were extensively compared with continuous Bonner sphere measurements performed
throughout the present work in Ny-Ålesund, Spitsbergen. For this purpose, the influence of
the soil composition and density as well as the hydrogen content in and on top of the soil
on calculated neutron spectra at sea-level was studied. Again best agreement with measurements was found for the spectra calculated with the Bertini INC model (see Chapter 5).
The spectral fluence rate distributions of secondary cosmic ray particles determined by means
of particle transport calculations were then converted to effective dose and ambient dose
1
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equivalent rates allowing to derive dose rates at any geographic position, altitude, and phase
in the solar cycle. Furthermore, accumulated dose quantities along selected intercontinental long-haul flights were estimated and inter-compared with results given by the European
Program package for the Calculation of Aviation Route Doses2 (EPCARD) developed by
Schraube et al. (2002) and Mares et al. (2009). Throughout a typical solar cycle as well as
at all geomagnetic conditions excellent agreement was found. Additionally, values for ambient dose equivalent rates at various altitudes and phases in the solar cycle were compared
in the full range of vertical effective cutoff rigidity (0 - 17 GV) with experimental reference
data released by the ICRU (2010, Report 84). Results from the present work were found to
be fully consistent within the range of uncertainty given by the ICRU (see Chapter 6.1.2).
Concerning dose rates at aviation altitudes and route doses for aircrews derived from particle
spectra calculated with the Bertini or the Binary INC model it turned out that differences in
secondary particle spectra only play a minor role in aircrew dosimetry. This is due to the fact
that the spectra and, thus, the related dose values given by both models agree rather well at
aircraft altitudes. Moreover, small differences observed for certain particle species tend to
cancel out in terms of total dose (see Chapter 6).
For the calculation of secondary particle spectra induced by solar energetic particles during
ground level enhancements (GLE) a similar approach was chosen as for galactic cosmic rays.
To estimate dose rates and route doses for aircrews during a typical but rather intense GLE,
the event of September 29, 1989 (GLE 42) was selected. The spectral, temporal, and spatial characteristics of GLEs are usually derived from the global Neutron Monitor network.
Difficulties in this procedure arise e.g. from calculating accurate asymptotic cones of acceptance, assuming a proper pitch-angle distribution to describe anisotropy, as well as using
an appropriate yield function. Therefore, many different functions of the differential solar
proton intensity can reproduce the observed count rate increases equally well. To estimate
the impact of different primary proton spectra for GLE 42 on calculated dose rates at aircraft
altitudes, spectra reported by Dyer et al. (2003a,b) and Smart et al. (1991) were studied.
For radiation protection purposes a conservative dose assessment is required. Therefore,
complete isotropy of the solar proton flux near Earth was assumed for the GLE analyses.
Accumulated doses along selected long-haul flights in the range of 90 Sv to more than
500 Sv were estimated. Uncertainties hereby mainly arise from the solar proton spectra.
Differences in the primary spectra result in uncertainties of route doses in the order of a
factor of 3 - 5. The dose quantities obtained in the present work were inter-compared with
values reported by various other authors and full consistency was found. This furthermore
confirms the range of uncertainty in dose assessment during GLEs arising from uncertainties
in the primary solar proton flux. Of note is that the results of the GLE analyses have been
provided to the European Radiation Dosimetry Group (EURADOS) for an inter-comparison
of doses estimated by several European research institutes (see Chapter 6.2).
Based on the analysis of GLE 42 a plausible worst case scenario for the most intense ground
level enhancement ever documented was constructed at the end of the present work. This
event is associated with the first observation of a white-light solar flare by Carrington (1860)
and Hodgson (1860) on September 1, 1859, and was therefore termed the Carrington event.
2
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Based on nitrate studies in polar ice, McCracken et al. (2001a) derived an omnidirectional
fluence of solar protons (E > 30 MeV) of 1.881010 cm 2 during this enhancement. Using this value as overall normalization factor in combination with the spectral characteristics
and the intensity-time profile of GLE 42 allows to estimate hypothetical but yet plausible
dose values for the Carrington event. Depending on the assumptions made on the spectral
characteristics and, to a minor degree, on the flight profile worst case route doses from approximately 5 mSv to 28 mSv were estimated (see Chapter 6.3).
Apart from the numerical and theoretical approach of characterizing the radiation environment in the lower atmosphere, two advanced Bonner sphere spectrometers (BSS) have been
continuously operated throughout the present work to monitor secondary neutrons from cosmic radiation. The spectrometers consist of 13 basic Bonner spheres with pure polyethylene
(PE) moderators of different diameters (2.5, 3, 4, 5, 5.5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 15 inches).
In two spheres with 9 inch outer diameter lead shells of 0.5 and 1.0 inch thickness, respectively, are embedded serving as measurement channels in the high-energy region. Additionally, one bare 3 He proportional counter is operated to detect thermal neutrons resulting from
moderation in the environment of the spectrometers. One of the prescribed BSS systems
is located at the Environmental research station (UFS) “Schneefernerhaus” at an altitude of
2660 m near the summit of the Zugspitze mountain, Germany. The second instrument is
located at the Koldewey station in Ny-Ålesund, Spitsbergen, at a distance of approximately
800 km to the geographic North Pole. Both spectrometers have been maintained and the data
have been analyzed throughout the present work.
In order to derive information on neutron spectra with a BSS, the detection efficiency of each
component of the spectrometer has to be determined by means of Monte Carlo techniques
from thermal up to relativistic energies. In the frame of the present work the response of each
Bonner sphere to neutrons as well as to protons was calculated with GEANT4. Also for this
task the impact of different hadronic interaction models at high energies was studied. Differences in INC models resulted in differences in calculated response functions of more than a
factor of two at very high energies. In order to determine the impact of these uncertainties on
unfolded fluence and dose rates, measurements of secondary cosmic ray neutrons and stray
neutron fields behind a shielding of the hadron therapy facility GSI in Darmstadt, Germany,
were considered. It turned out that energy integrated fluence and dose rates unfolded using
the response functions calculated with different hadronic interaction models and MC codes
agree within less than 10% which is fully satisfying for radiation protection purposes. Unfolded fluence rates at energies above 20 MeV, on the other hand, were found to differ by
about 20% (see Chapter 3).
The only way of determining which of the calculated responses agree best with the real
detection efficiency of the BSS system is calibration in quasi-monoenergetic neutron fields
with known spectral fluence rate distribution. For this purpose a unique calibration measurement was carried out at the Research Center for Nuclear Physics (RCNP) of the University in Osaka, Japan. At this facility neutron fields with energies up to 400 MeV can
be generated using the 7 Li(p,n)7 Be reaction. For the calibration of the BSS systems proton
beams with nominal energies of 246 and 389 MeV were focused on a 10.0 mm thick nat Li
(7.6% 6 Li and 92.4% 7 Li) target, resulting in quasi-monoenergetic neutrons with peak energies of 244 and 387 MeV, respectively. At energies above 10 MeV the spectral fluence rate
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distributions were measured by means of the time-of-flight (TOF) method employing organic
liquid scintillators NE213. At lower energies the neutron spectra were characterized with the
Bonner sphere spectrometer. A detailed comparison of the neutron spectra measured with
the BSS and unfolded using different response matrices with the spectra obtained by means
of the TOF method was done. It turned out that at 246 MeV beam energy the unfolded
BSS neutron fluence rates using the response matrix calculated with the GEANT4 Binary
INC model agree very well with the TOF measurements around the nominal peak energies.
In contrast, at 389 MeV proton energy the peak intensities given by the TOF method were
closer to unfolded BSS fluence rates using the response matrix calculated with the GEANT4
Bertini INC model.
For the actual calibration of the BSS, two different approaches were applied. First, measured count rates of all Bonner spheres were corrected with respect to contributions from
neutrons with energies below 10 MeV using unfolded fluence rates and the corresponding response functions. The remaining count rates resulting from high-energy neutrons
(E > 10 MeV) finally were compared to calculated count rates using the independently
measured TOF spectra and the response functions of the Bonner spheres. In the second approach, count rates corrected for neutrons with energies below 10 MeV and the TOF spectra
were used to determine measured response values. Those were finally compared with response values based on mono-energetic calculations using different INC models and MC
codes. In both approaches remarkable overall agreement of the measurements and basically
all response calculations was obtained considering the uncertainties involved in the determination of high-energy neutron fluence rates. This in turn confirmed all response calculations
at high energies (see Chapter 4). As it was already the case in the inter-comparison of BSS
and TOF neutron spectra, however, a closer look revealed that at 246 MeV beam energy the
responses calculated with the Binary INC model appear to give a more accurate estimate
for the real responses of the Bonner spheres. At 389 MeV, on the other hand, measurements match better with the Bertini response matrix. This in turn appears to indicate that
the GEANT4 Bertini INC model is likely to handle high-energy hadronic interactions more
accurately at energies above approximately 300 MeV. This is in good agreement with the
results from the particle transport calculations in the Earth’s atmosphere, since in this case
all simulation results are influenced by the INC model up to an energy of 10 GeV.
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A PPENDIX

A
M ISCELLANEOUS S UPPLEMENTARY
I NFORMATION

In this chapter miscellaneous supplementary information is provided including a glossary
of definitions and explanations of physical quantities as well as the relations among them.
Subsequently, the most important quantities in dosimetry and fluence-to-dose conversion
coefficients used in the present work are discussed.

A.1

Definition of physical quantities

In the following, several physical quantities are defined and the corresponding terminology
used throughout the present work is explained. Most important for the description of particle
spectra and the physical characterization of radiation are the following (also see ICRU, 1998,
2011, Reports 60 and 85):
dN
number of particles
D
D fluence
dA
area
d 2N
number of particles
d˚
˚P D
D
D
D fluence rate
dt
dAdt
area  time
d 2˚
d 3N
number of particles
J D
D
D
dt d˝
dAdtd˝
area  time  solid angle
D intensity or radiance

˚D

(A.1)
(A.2)
(A.3)
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These quantities are also used as differentials with respect to the kinetic energy Ek :
d 2N
fluence
d˚
D
D
D differential fluence
dEk
dAdEk
kinetic energy
d ˚P
d 3N
fluence rate
D
D
D differential fluence rate
dEk
dAdt dEk
kinetic energy
dJ
d 3˚
d 4N
intensity
j D
D
D
D
dEk
dt d˝dEk
dAdtd˝dEk
kinetic energy
D differential intensity

(A.4)
(A.5)
(A.6)

All the definitions outlined above are related to and can be derived from each other. The
fluence rate ˚P is most frequently used in the present work in order to describe secondary
cosmic ray particles calculated in the atmosphere or measured on ground. The fluence rate
can easily be derived from the corresponding spectral intensity via integration over certain
intervals of kinetic energy and solid angle Ek ; ˝:
Z
Z
˚P D
j .Ek ; ˝; t/dEk d˝ :
(A.7)
Ek

˝

For an isotropic particle intensity, which is e.g. the case for galactic cosmic ray particles, the
fluence rate is given as
Z
˚P D 4
j .Ek ; t/dEk :
(A.8)
Ek

To avoid misunderstandings, please note that some of the prescribed quantities are frequently
used in terms of spectral distributions, i.e. they are explicitly considered as a function of
kinetic energy. Equivalent to this terminus, such distributions are simply called spectra
(e.g. spectral fluence rate distribution = fluence rate spectrum or differential intensity distribution = differential energy spectrum). Furthermore it should be noted that for simplicity
sometimes the terminus flux may applied to any of the quantities. Since “flux” is rather
poorly defined as a physical quantity, the meaning should be clear from the context.
For the characterization of primary cosmic ray particles, the magnetic rigidity or simply
E it is defined
rigidity R is a very useful quantity. In a given magnetic field of magnitude jBj
as
pc
pc
E
D
D rL jBjc;
(A.9)
RD
jqj
Ze
where p denotes the particle’s momentum, c the speed of light, q the charge, Z the atomic
number, e the elementary charge, and rL the Larmor radius. Applying basic relativistic
calculus, the rigidity is connected to the total energy E of a particle via
q
p
E 2 m20 c 4
Ek .Ek C 2E0 /
RD
D
;
(A.10)
Ze
Ze
where m0 is the rest mass and E0 the rest energy.
Differential primary cosmic ray particle spectra are usually given as a function of rigidity
j D j .R/ D

dJ.R/
:
dR

(A.11)
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The corresponding differential spectra with respect to the kinetic energy are derived via
dJ.R/ dR.Ek /
dJ.Ek /

D
:
dEk
dR
dEk

(A.12)

Ek C E0
dJ.Ek /
dJ.R/

:
D
p
dEk
dR
Ze Ek .Ek C 2E0 /

(A.13)

j .Ek / D
With Equation A.10 this becomes
j .Ek / D

For the calculation of secondary particle fluence rates in the atmosphere due to primary
cosmic radiation it is essential to have a measure for the air mass overburden at the altitude
of interest. This is described by the atmospheric depth d D mass/area. The atmospheric
depth at an altitude h is related to the pressure p.h/ for a given gravitational acceleration
g.h/ according to
Fg .h/
p.h/
m.h/
D
D
D
dD
A
A  g.h/
g.h/

1

Z

.h0 /dh0 ;

(A.14)

h

where m.h/ is the mass of air above the point of interest, .h/ is the air density, and Fg the
gravitational force on area A. For considerations in the lower atmosphere, the gravitational
acceleration is assumed to be constant with a value of g D 9:81 m/s2 .
Any kind of particle impinging on a volume of matter, such as cosmic rays in the atmosphere,
undergoes interactions with the constituents of the material. The probability of an interaction
to occur for N particles in a beam impinging on a target with area A is related to the total
cross section  tot :
X
A  Ni nt
;
(A.15)
 tot D
i D
N

N
T
i
where NT denotes the number of target particles and Ni nt the number of interactions that
have been encountered. The total cross section is the sum of all partial cross sections i for
all potential interactions (e.g. elastic scattering, nuclear break-up, or spallation). In general,
cross sections are further divided into elastic el and inelastic i nel . The elastic cross section
is related to processes in which only kinematical exchanges occur, whereas the inelastic is
related to processes in which new particles are generated. The total cross section, however,
defines the mean free path  a particle can travel in the material without interacting:
D

1
;
 t ot  nT

(A.16)

where nT is the atom density in the target. For cosmic rays it is straightforward to consider the mean free path in terms of atmospheric depth d which may be approximated by
multiplication with the mass density of the air at the altitude of interest
d D    D


:
 t ot  nT

(A.17)
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Dosimetry

Any kind of ionizing radiation, such as e.g. photon, electron, or neutron radiation traversing
a volume of matter interacts with atoms and molecules contained in the volume. In these interactions energy may either be transferred to secondary particles (e.g. ionization, excitation)
which may also leave the volume or deposited locally via diverse mechanisms (e.g. scattering, nuclear reactions). The energy transfer depends of course on the characteristics of the
radiation, i.e. its type, energy, and intensity as well as on the characteristics of the material,
i.e. the composition and density.
Energy depositions in biological tissue may produce free radicals and potentially cause damage such as DNA single and double strand breaks. This may in turn lead to cell malfunctioning or cell death. In order to suitably quantify radiation including its potential biophysical impact, the International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU)
was founded. This commission gives recommendations regarding definitions of appropriate
quantities and units for radiation as well as guidelines, procedures, and data for corresponding measurements and clinical applications. Furthermore, in order to recommend limits on
radiation exposure and to provide radiological protection standards as well as a scientific
basis for legislations, the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) was
founded. What follows, is a description and explanation of radio-biophysical quantities used
in the present work. The definitions of all these most important quantities in dosimetry are
based on ICRU (1980, Report 33), ICRU (1998, Report 60), ICRU (2011, Report 85) ICRP
(1990, Publication 60), and ICRP (2007, Publication 103).
The basic physical quantity in dosimetry is the absorbed dose D in a volume element with
mass dm
dE
;
(A.18)
DD
dm
where dE is the amount of energy deposited in the volume, which is given as
dE D Ti n

Tout C Qm :

(A.19)

Tin denotes the energy of all particles entering, Tout that of all particles leaving the volume,
and Qm denotes the change in rest mass of all particles involved. The unit of absorbed dose
is gray, where 1 Gy = 1 J/kg.
Another very important quantity describing the effectiveness of the energy transfer for ionizing particles along their path through matter is the linear energy transfer (LET) which is
defined as the mean energy loss per unit path length dl due to collisions with electrons in
the material:
dE
L D
:
(A.20)
dl
The index  denotes a cut-off level taking only individual energy losses smaller than this
threshold into account. High LET particles are densely ionizing, whereas low LET particles
are loosely ionizing. If no energy cut-off is considered, the unrestricted linear energy transfer
L1 is identical to the stopping power and may be denoted by L for simplicity reasons.
The absorbed dose defined in Equation A.18 is independent of the characteristics of radiation,
i.e. its type, energy, and LET. In order to accurately estimate the radio-biological impact and
the severeness of damage in tissue exposed to radiation, these characteristics have to be taken
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into account. For this reason, the ICRP introduced the equivalent dose HT which is defined
as the sum of absorbed doses DT in the volume of a particular organ or given tissue T
weighted by a factor wR related to the characteristics of the radiation type R:
X
HT D
wR DT;R :
(A.21)
R

The unit of the equivalent dose is sievert [Sv]. The radiation-specific factors wR were introduced to account for the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of radiation with certain type
and energy compared to low LET photons that have a weighting factor of wR D 1. In ICRP
(1990, Publ. 60) which is referred to as ICRP-60 in the following, the first set of weighting
factors was provided for all kinds of radiation. The factors for neutrons and protons were
revised in ICRP (2007, Publ. 103; referred to as ICRP-103), with the most important change
being the reduction of the wR for protons from 5 to 2. The changes in the factors for neutrons
and protons result in a significant reduction of equivalent doses due to cosmic radiation, in
particular for aircrews where contributions of protons and neutrons are most important (see
Chapter 6). All weighting factors recommended in ICRP-60 and ICRP-103, respectively, are
listed in Table A.1.
In order to define an appropriate radiation protection quantity for humans and suitably quantify the impact of radiation on the whole human body, specific sensitivities of various organs
and tissue types have to be taken into account in addition to the radiation weighting factors.
For this purpose, the ICRP defined tissue weighting factors wT for certain organs in ICRP60 and updated them in ICRP-103 (details and numerical values are given in ICRP, 1990,
2007). Accounting for organ and tissue specific sensitivities as well as for radiation specific
RBEs, the effective dose E is given as the tissue-weighted sum of the equivalent doses in all
TABLE A.1: Radiation weighting factors given by ICRP Publication 60 and 103 (ICRP, 1990, 2007)
for all radiation types.
R ADIATION T YPE
Photons
Electrons, Muons
Protons, charged Pions
Alpha particles, heavy Ions

Neutrons (ICRP-60)

Neutrons (ICRP-103)

R ADIATION W EIGHTING FACTOR wR
ICRP-60

ICRP-103

1
1
5
20

1
1
2
20

8
5;
En < 1 keV
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
1 keV  En  100 keV
< 10;
20;
100 keV < En  2 MeV
wR D
ˆ
ˆ
2 MeV < En  20 MeV
ˆ 10;
ˆ
:
5;
En > 20 MeV
8
.ln.En //2 =6 ;
ˆ
En < 1 MeV
< 2:5 C 18:2e
2 =6
.ln.2E
//
n
wR D
1 MeV  En  50 MeV
5:0 C 17:0e
;
ˆ
2 =6
:
.ln.0:04E
//
n
En > 50 MeV
2:5 C 3:2e
;
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organs specified by the ICRP:
ED

X
T

wT H T D

X
T

wT 

X

wR DT;R

(A.22)

R

As for the equivalent dose, the unit of the effective dose is sievert [Sv].
Due to their definition with respect to the radio-biophysical impact on humans, both the
equivalent dose and the effective dose are not directly accessible in measurements. Therefore, an operational quantity, the dose equivalent H [Sv], is defined as the product of the
absorbed dose DL D dD.L/=dL with respect to the unrestricted LET L1 D L and a quality factor Q. This factor accounts for different efficiencies of different types and energies
of radiation to cause a certain biological effect and is defined as a function of L in water.
Accordingly, the dose equivalent is finally given by:
Z 1
Z 1
dD.L/
dL D
Q.L/DL dL
(A.23)
H DQD D
Q.L/
dL
0
0
8
ˆ
L < 10 keV/m
<1;
Q.L/ D 0:32  L 2:2; 10 keV/m  L  100 keV/m
(A.24)
p
ˆ
:
300= L;
L > 100 keV/m
Following the definition of the dose equivalent H , the ICRP recommends to use the ambient
dose equivalent H  .d / [Sv] as operational quantity for measuring and monitoring radiation fields in terms of dose. According to the ICRP, H  .d/ at a particular point in a given
field is the dose equivalent that would result in the ICRU sphere at depth d (measured from
the sphere surface in opposite direction to the radius vector) if the corresponding field were
expanded and aligned. The ICRU sphere is defined as a soft-tissue-equivalent sphere with
30 cm diameter and a mass density of 1 g/cm3 (for details refer to ICRU, 1980, Report 33).
As it is required for radiation protection purposes, H  .d / is supposed to allow for a conservative estimation of the effective dose in any radiation field. In most cases the ambient dose
equivalent is used at a depth of 10 mm, accordingly denoted as H  .10/, and measurement
devices such as e.g. REM or scintillation counters are usually calibrated to H  .10/ in radiation fields with known spectral shape and intensity.
For the sake of completeness, it should be mentioned that in many cases radiation fields
change with time. To account for any time dependence, all dose quantities defined above can
P
be given as dose rates, i.e. the doses per unit time (denoted by HP  .10/ or E).
For a given spectral fluence rate distribution, so-called fluence-to-dose conversion coefficients can be used to calculate ambient dose equivalent and effective dose rates. In the frame
of the present work spectral fluence rate distributions were determined both by means of
Monte Carlo techniques and by means of Bonner sphere spectrometry. All these spectra were
converted to effective dose rates according to ICRP-60 and ambient dose equivalent rates using conversion coefficients provided by Ferrari et al. (1996, 1997a,b,c,d, 1998), Pelliccioni
(2000), and references therein. Effective dose rates following ICRP-103 were obtained using
conversion factors based on Sato et al. (2007) for protons and neutrons. The final ICRP-103
values used, which will be included in the next ICRP recommendation, were kindly provided by T. Sato in private communication. All these conversion coefficients were computed
by means of Monte Carlo codes (FLUKA and PHITS) and, in case of effective dose, for
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F IGURE A.1: Fluence-to-dose conversion coefficients for effective dose E in an isotropic irradiation
field (top panel) and ambient dose equivalent H  .10/ (bottom panel) for all relevant species of secondary cosmic radiation as a function of kinetic energy. Coefficients for effective dose according to
ICRP-60 and those for ambient dose equivalent are from Pelliccioni (2000) and references therein.
Fluence-to-effective dose factors following ICRP-103 for neutrons and protons are based on Sato
et al. (2007).

several irradiation geometries using voxel phantoms representing the human body. In Figure
A.2 the coefficients used in the present work are shown for all particles of secondary cosmic
radiation which are important in terms of radiation protection.
Using the coefficients (cE;i ) for effective dose Ei , the corresponding dose rates related to a
spectral fluence rate distribution ˚P i .Ek / can be calculated for a particle type i via
EP i D

Z

cE;i .Ek /

d ˚P i .Ek /
dEk ;
dEk

(A.25)

where Ek is the kinetic energy. The total effective dose rate is then obtained by summing
over contributions of all particles:
X
EP D
EP i :
(A.26)
i
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The accumulated dose is easily calculated via integration with respect to the time interval t
considered:
Z
P
ED
Edt:
(A.27)
t

In the same way, the individual and total ambient dose equivalent (rates) are obtained using
the corresponding conversion coefficients.

A PPENDIX

B
S UPPLEMENTARY I NFORMATION ON
GEANT4 C ALCULATIONS

In this chapter various supplementary information on the Monte Carlo (MC) calculations
performed in the frame of the present work is provided. For all particle transport simulations
the three-dimensional MC code GEANT41 (Agostinelli et al., 2003; Allison et al., 2006) was
used. This code was developed at CERN and particularly designed to simulate high-energy
processes with nearly any kind of particle. It is freely available2 as source code written in
C++. Applying this object oriented software technology provides a high degree in transparency, allowing the user to change and combine any parts of the code according to his
demands. The philosophy behind the GEANT4 project is that the users are the ones being
aware of the specific demands on a simulation problem and not the code developers. This in
turn requires detailed knowledge at the user side, especially about the physics, and it is the
user’s responsibility to make sure the problem is properly modeled.
Therefore, in the first sections of this chapter necessary background knowledge on the MC
method and a general overview of the GEANT4 simulation toolkit is given. Basic information on the handling of the code itself is not described here but may be found in the manual
(GEANT4 Collaboration, 2009b). The very details of each transport calculation done in the
present work are described in the corresponding chapters in the main part. Since all these
calculations were mainly based on hadronic interactions over a wide range in energy, important features of the hadronic framework available in GEANT4 are outlined in every detail in
the following.
1
2

GEANT4 is an acronym for GEometry ANd Tracking
http://geant4.cern.ch/
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Fundamentals of the Monte Carlo method

As a Monte Carlo code, GEANT4 simulates particle tracks in matter by throwing random
numbers in order to sample interaction probability distributions defining physical processes
and final state characteristics. The interaction probabilities are given by cross sections which
are either based on experimental data or theoretical models. The mean free path or interaction
length for a certain reaction with cross section i on isotope i of mass mi is (see also A.16)
!
D 

X

xi i .Zi ; Ai ; E/=mi

1

;

(B.1)

i

where xi is the mass fraction in the current material of density .
The number of mean free paths n a particle can travel before the next interaction occurs is
Z
n D

0

l

dl
:
.l/

(B.2)

The path length l and also  are energy and material dependent, whereas n is independent
of both. Therefore, the probability of surviving a distance l without interacting is given as
(Carter and Cashwell, 1975)
P .l/ D 1 exp. n /:
(B.3)
By throwing a random number  uniformly distributed in Œ0; 1Œ, the probability distribution
function is sampled to give
n D ln./:
(B.4)
This allows to determine the distance s D n  l to the point of interaction.
In GEANT4 each possible reaction at a given point proposes a step length according to the
Monte Carlo approach outlined above. The process suggesting the shortest, i.e. the one with
the highest partial reaction cross section, is invoked and finally determines the reaction and
the next interaction point. A boundary condition for this method is that the cross section
must not change considerably along each step. This is ensured in GEANT4 by not allowing
the residual range of a particle to decrease by more than 20% per step. Further details may
be found in GEANT4 Collaboration (2009a,b).

B.2

Geometry

GEANT4 provides a user friendly and powerful geometry environment. The user defined
geometrical details can be modeled by constructive solid primitives (e.g. boxes, spheres)
and boolean operations. In GEANT4 the geometry setup is done following the Russian
doll (Matrjoshka) principal, i.e. various parts of the geometry are fully contained in bigger
mother volumes. This defines a geometrical hierarchy and increases the tracking efficiency.
All necessary information on the setup such as the exact positioning and orientation or the
material characteristics can be implemented in straightforward manner and is well described
in the manual (GEANT4 Collaboration, 2009b).
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Physics

In GEANT4 certain physical processes (e.g. (in)elastic scattering) can be assigned to certain particle types, and several models can be assigned to certain processes. Therefore, it is
clearly distinguished between processes and models. Processes describe a particular initial
or final state and have a well-defined cross-section or mean lifetime in case of decay. On
the other hand, models describe the production of secondary particles. During run time the
models are used by certain processes in order to determine the secondaries generated in an
event and to calculate their momenta. This approach gives the possibility of applying multiple models for the same process which was done in the frame of this work with high-energy
hadronic interactions. A huge variety of physical processes is available in the GEANT4 simulation toolkit. Depending on its nature, this process can either take place at rest (e.g. decay),
continuously along a step (e.g. Čerenkov radiation), or after a step such as e.g. evaporation
of nucleons. Among others, the process categories embedded in GEANT4 can be divided
into electromagnetic, hadronic, transportation, and decay. For the particle transport simulations performed in the frame of the present work, the electromagnetic processes including
charged muons and pions and the hadronic interactions were most important. For this reason the following discussion is restricted to these processes with main focus on hadronic
interactions.

B.3.1

Electromagnetic physics

The electromagnetic physics in GEANT4 comprise standard handling of basic processes for
electrons, positrons, photons, and ions. This includes Compton scattering, photoelectric effect, pair production, muon-pair production for photons, ionization, ı-electron production,
Bremsstrahlung, Čerenkov radiation, and annihilation. Further low-energy electromagnetic
physics taking the atomic shell structure into account, such as Rayleigh scattering, are also
available. Special process classes handle muon interactions like Bremsstrahlung, capture,
and annihilation. Additionally, multiple scattering processes based on the theory of Lewis
(1950) are provided in separate classes for muons, electrons/positrons, and other charged
particles. The corresponding classes deliver corrections for path lengths and lateral displacements of multiply scattered charged particles. Also ionization processes for muons,
electrons/positrons, and other charged particles are treated in their particular physics class
since GEANT4 release 9.0.
Generally, electromagnetic interactions are well understood over a wide range in energy and
the corresponding physics implemented in GEANT4 has been well validated below several MeV energy against experimental data (see e.g. Amako et al., 2006; Kadri et al., 2007;
Guatelli et al., 2007; Lechner et al., 2009, 2010).
In order to increase the computational efficiency, a certain production cutoff in range has to
be set for electrons, positrons, and photons according to the specific demands of the simulation. Especially when rather large geometries such as the Earth’s atmosphere are simulated
with particle energies covering a wide range in energy this has to be considered. In any material the cutoff value is translated to an energy below which the continuous slowing down
approximation is used and no secondary particles are produced. The particle then looses its
remaining kinetic energy continuously along the track. In geometries where the density of
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the same material strongly varies in different parts, which is e.g. the case in modeling the
atmosphere, it is not feasible to set an overall cutoff for the geometry since the mean free
path of a particle with given energy strongly varies within the geometry. By setting up additional regions in the geometry various cutoffs can be applied for various regions which in
turn may contain several other volumes. This allows to increase the simulation performance
significantly without loosing necessary information.

B.3.2

The GEANT4 hadronic framework

As already stated, GEANT4 offers the possibility to replace models assigned to certain interaction processes. This is particularly the case in the hadronic framework of GEANT4.
All hadronic models can be categorized in data-driven, parametrization-driven, and theorydriven modeling approaches. The data-driven hadronic models mainly deal with the detailed transport of low-energy neutrons and isotope production. The low- and high-energy
parametrized models include fission, capture, elastic, and inelastic scattering reactions. At
high energies above several 10 - 100 MeV, the simulation of hadronic interactions relies on
theoretical models since experimental cross section data are scarce. All these models can be
arranged in complementary or alternative manner.
In all transport calculations in the present work neutrons and protons were of main importance. For both particle types the interactions considered and models used for the description
of hadronic processes are summarized in Table B.1. The related physics and specific features
are described in the following.
Low-energy neutron physics and thermal scattering
The low-energy neutron transport in GEANT4 is mainly treated in a data-driven approach.
For this purpose various cross section datasets are available in the G4NDL bundle. If not
stated otherwise, results from the present work were obtained using G4NDL v. 3.13 which
is mainly based on the ENDF/B-VI cross section evaluation (McLane, 1991; MacFarlane,
1994a). This evaluation is complemented with others such as the Japanese evaluations
JENDL3.2 (Nakagawa et al., 1995) and JENDL-HE (Fukahori et al., 2002) including extensions to 150 MeV for several isotopes.
The high-precision models (G4NeutronHP* in Table B.1) either use these data to sample
the corresponding double differential reaction cross section or rely on theoretical approaches
when no data are available. The high-precision modeling of neutrons contains elastic scattering based on the free gas approximation, inelastic scattering with tabulated final state
information, capture, and fission.
At neutron energies below 4 eV scattering processes have to be treated differently and the
free gas approximation used in the high-precision models does not give an accurate description. At thermal neutron energies the specific thermal motion of the scattering nucleus gains
importance. In molecules of the scattering material translational motion as well as vibration
and rotation of the chemically bound atoms may be excited. This in turn highly affects the
neutron scattering cross section and the final state characteristics such as energy gain or loss
and the scattering angle. For this reason, thermal scattering cross sections for neutron scattering on bound hydrogen nuclei in water and polyethylene (PE) are adapted in GEANT4
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TABLE B.1: List of hadronic interactions considered and models used in GEANT4 proton and neutron
transport calculations.
N EUTRONS
Process

Energy

Model

Elastic

< 4 eV
< 20 MeV
> 19.5 MeV

G4NeutronHPThermalScattering
G4NeutronHPElastic
G4HadronElastic

Inelastic

< 20 MeV
19.9 MeV – 9.9 GeV
19.9 MeV – 10 GeV
9.5 MeV – 15 GeV
>10 GeV

G4NeutronHPInelastic
G4BinaryCascade
G4CascadeInterface
G4LENeutronInelastic
QGSP

Fission

< 20 MeV
> 20 MeV

G4NeutronHPFission
G4LFission

Capture

< 20 MeV
> 20 MeV

G4NeutronHPCapture
G4LCapture
P ROTONS

Process

Energy

Model

Elastic

> 0.0 MeV

G4HadronElastic

Inelastic

< 9.9 GeV
< 10 GeV
9.9 MeV – 15 GeV
>10 GeV

G4BinaryCascade
G4CascadeInterface
G4LEProtonInelastic
QGSP

from the low-energy extension of ENDF/B-VI (MacFarlane, 1994b). In this evaluation neutron scattering is divided into inelastic, coherent elastic, and incoherent elastic, where the
inelastic part is most important for neutron transport in PE and water. The corresponding
cross section is given as
r
E

b
 .E ! E 0 ; ˝ ! ˝ 0 / D
S.˛; ˇ/;
(B.5)
4kT E 0
where E; E 0 denote the initial and final neutron energy, respectively, and ˝ the scattering
angle in the laboratory system. b is the characteristic bound scattering cross section of
the material with temperature kT in eV, and S.˛; ˇ/ is the asymmetric form of the thermal
scattering law which is basically the Fourier transform of a material-dependent scattering
function. The scattering law only depends on two parameters the momentum transfer ˛ and
the energy transfer ˇ. These parameters are provided in tabulated form in GEANT4 and
have to be explicitly sampled for accurate neutron transport calculations at thermal energies.
Further details on thermal scattering may be found in Mattes and Keinert (2005).
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Modeling spallation reactions in intra-nuclear cascade (INC) models
At energies above approximately 20 MeV only very few experimental data are available, and
the modeling of interactions fully relies on theory in GEANT4 as in any other MC code. Of
large importance for the results of particle transport simulations is the energy range between
a few hundreds of MeV to a few GeV where spallation reactions are induced. Spallation
is a nuclear reaction in which a relativistic neutron or proton hits a heavy nucleus. The
characteristics of the target nucleus during spallation are usually described in two steps. In
the first step the target nucleus is heated and ejects several rather fast nucleons and heavier
compounds (e.g. ˛ particles, deuterons). With a typical duration of 10 23 - 10 22 s, this step
results in a highly excited nucleus. In this so-called pre-equilibrium stage, the nucleus again
ejects several nucleons and/or is split by fission reactions. Subsequently follows a slower
(10 18 - 10 16 s) phase, the de-excitation step, which is characterized by evaporation of
nucleons with average energies of 1 - 2 MeV. The residual nucleus then is still highly excited
and emits -rays to further cool down (see e.g. Walters, 1999).
In MC codes the first step of spallation processes is modeled in the frame of intra-nuclear
cascade (INC) models which aim to describe the initial collision with the target nucleus
and all potential processes until the pre-equilibrium stage is reached. According to Serber
(1947) this step can be regarded as individual particle-nucleon collisions if the De Broglie
wavelength of the incoming particle is shorter than the mean intra-nucleon distance in the
target nucleus. In this case the incoming particle is able to see the individual sub-atomic
structure in the target, and particular collisions lead to the ejection of fast nucleons and
heavier fragments. After the cascade the remaining nucleus is modeled in a sequence of
several other models for the pre-equilibrium stage, fission, Fermi break-up, evaporation, and
final nucleus de-excitation. The conditions for an INC are fulfilled at energies below 10 GeV
(Heikkinen, 2009) and accordingly the models were not applied at higher energies.
In the frame of the present work, two different INC models were used. One is based on
the Bertini model and included in the G4CascadeInterface framework. The other one is
part of the G4BinaryCascade. As outlined above, spallation processes contain a variety
of reactions and only a small part is treated in an INC model. Both INC frameworks in
GEANT4 (G4CascadeInterface, G4BinaryCascade) come along with their own models
to describe spallation processes after the initial cascade. For simplicity, however, it is only
referred to the Bertini (BERT) and Binary (BIC) INC models, but one should keep in mind
that this includes several other models. In the following, certain features and differences of
the INC models applied in the present work are described.

Bertini INC
According to Bertini (1963, 1969) a heavy nucleus may be described by three concentric
spherical shells approximating the continuously changing nuclear density and the corresponding potential. The ratio of neutron and proton density is considered to be identical
in all regions (n =p = const.). The target nucleus is assumed to be a completely degenerate Fermi gas. As a consequence, the nucleons follow a Fermi gas momentum distribution
pf / .r /1=3 which is a function of the local nucleon density .r / in each nuclear shell at
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distance r from the center. The local Fermi energy is then given as
Ef D

pf2
2mN

;

(B.6)

with mN being the nucleon mass.
If the target nucleus is hydrogen, in G4CascadeInterface a regular particle-particle collision is performed without nuclear modeling. Nuclei with mass numbers below 4 are described by a single shell and only heavier nuclei have three shells. The Bertini-based approach in G4CascadeInterface can handle incident protons, neutrons, pions, kaons, and
hyperons. A projectile particle entering the nucleus is tracked by solving the Boltzmann
equation of motion on average. The reaction cross sections defining the locations of interactions inside the nucleus are calculated for free particles and modified with respect to the
local Fermi momentum distribution, i.e. accounting for the Fermi potential. Following the
Pauli principle, reactions in which the secondary particles have an energy below the local
Fermi level are suppressed. After an initial collision, the INC finally terminates when the energy of all nucleons involved drops below the corresponding Fermi energy, and the nucleus
is further treated with specific other models. The G4CascadeInterface framework has its
own models for pre-equilibrium, fission, Fermi break-up, evaporation, and final nucleus deexcitation. A discussion of all these models is beyond the scope of this work but a detailed
description may be found in Heikkinen and Stepanov (2003) and Heikkinen (2009) or in the
Physics Reference Manual (GEANT4 Collaboration, 2009a).
Binary INC
The approach implemented in the G4BinaryCascade framework is very different from the
prescribed Bertini INC model. It is basically a hybrid model of a classical cascade code and
a quantum molecular dynamics (QMD) model (Folger et al., 2004). Like in QMD, each participating nucleon is modeled as a Gaussian wave package. The nucleus consists of nucleons
explicitly positioned in space in a manner that is consistent with the nuclear density distribution, the Pauli’s exclusion principle, and the total nuclear mass. Therefore, each nucleon
has its own Fermi momentum, and interactions take place as binary collisions between the
projectile or scattered nucleons and an individual other nucleon in the target nucleus. Like
in the Bertini INC, free hadron-hadron reaction cross sections are used to define collision locations in the nucleus and to calculate the corresponding momenta of all particles involved.
The tracking inside the nucleus is done by numerical integration of the Boltzmann equation
of motion. The Binary INC progresses after an initial collision until the average energy of
all participants in the nucleus drops below a given nucleus-specific threshold (for details see
Folger et al., 2004). The remnant nucleus is then also further treated via pre-equilibrium,
fission, Fermi break-up, evaporation, and final nucleus de-excitation models. These models
differ somewhat from the ones used in the Bertini INC framework. Specific information on
the models included in the Binary INC may be found in Lara and Wellisch (2001).
As outlined above, very different approaches for modeling the target nucleus and the actual collisions inside the nucleus are used in the INC frameworks G4CascadeInterface
and G4BinaryCascade, respectively. Moreover, different criteria for the termination of an
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initial INC are implemented, and the remaining excited nuclei are further treated by different de-excitation models. As a consequence, differences in the simulation results are
highly expected. Both cascade models have been validated against experimental data in
terms of comparing double differential cross sections (d=d˝dE) for isotope production or
nucleon yields. For both models satisfying and reasonable agreement with measurements
may be found for various angles, energies, and target materials. Such validations as well
as several successful applications of the models in sophisticated experiments can be found
in e.g. Heikkinen and Stepanov (2003); Folger et al. (2004); Heikkinen (2009); Apostolakis
et al. (2009) and references therein.

Quark Gluon String Precompound (QGSP) model
For the simulation of the radiation environment in the Earth’s atmosphere the so-called Quark
Gluon String Precompound (QGSP) model was used at very high energies. In this state-ofart code inelastic scattering of incident neutrons, protons, pions, and kaons is modeled in
the energy range from 10 GeV to 100 TeV. This model is composed of several components
which handle various parts of a high-energy interaction. The Quark-Gluon String (QGS)
component models the formation of strings in an initial hadron-nucleon collision inside a
nucleus. The subsequent fragmentation of strings into hadrons is handled by the QuarkGluon String fragmentation model. The de-excitation of the remnant nucleus after the initial
collision is finally handled by the precompound component. A complete description of this
string-theory based model is beyond the scope of this work but details may be found in
GEANT4 Collaboration (2009a).

B.4

Random number generation

The quality of any Monte Carlo simulation relies on the quality of the random numbers used
to sample probability distribution functions (see B.1). There are several requirements to be
fulfilled by an accurate pseudo random number generator. Most important of all is a good
randomness in a preferably large period of numbers before the sequence is repeated. Another requirement is the ability to generate long disjoint subsequences allowing the user to
combine independent simulation results or to parallelize the simulation.
All results from the present work were calculated with the HepJamesRandom algorithm from
the HEPRandom module included in the CLHEP library of the GEANT4 toolkit
(GEANT4 Collaboration, 2009b). This pseudo random number generator was first introduced by Marsaglia et al. (1990) and is a modified version of an algorithm by James (1990).
It provides a well evaluated randomness in a very long period of about 2  1043 . Furthermore, 9  108 different disjoint subsequences can be generated with an average length of
1030 . Therefore, all requirements for an appropriate pseudo random number generator are
adequately fulfilled. In all calculations independence of the results was ensured by initializing the random number engine in each run with a unique time seed given by the current PC
time.
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Parallelization of calculations

In order to obtain simulation results with high statistical precision, usually the tracks of
several millions of primary particles have to be simulated. Especially when modeling huge
geometries such as the Earth’s atmosphere this is very CPU time consuming. For this reason,
it is straightforward to parallelize a transport calculation. This can be done by distributing the
program to several CPUs and combining the results afterwards. A commonly used programming standard which can manage the communication between several CPUs is the Message
Passing Interface (MPI)3 .
In the frame of the present work, OpenMPI4 was used on Intel Core i7 machines with four
physical CPUs and eight available threads each. The GEANT4 programs were modified in
a way that the primary particles are distributed to all CPUs and calculated separately. After
each CPU calculated all assigned particle tracks, the main CPU collects the results from all
clients, further processes them, and finally gives an user defined output. The algorithm is
based on a work of Sutherland et al. (2007) where the computing time was shown to linearly
decrease with the number of CPUs involved. Furthermore, there is almost no limit for a
potential acceleration of calculations with a finite number of CPUs since the traffic between
the CPUs is extremely small during run time. However, it must be ensured that each CPU is
initialized with a different random number in order to obtain independent results that can be
combined. This was done in the present work by multiplying the time seed for each random
number generator with the specific identification number of each CPU in the MPI interface.

3
4

http://www-unix.mcs.anl.gov/mpi/
www.open-mpi.org/

A PPENDIX

C
S UPPLEMENTS ON B ONNER S PHERE
N EUTRON S PECTROMETRY

In the following some supplementary information on Bonner sphere neutron spectrometry is
provided. In the first part the mathematical background of the unfolding procedure applied
throughout the present work is explained. Subsequently, the complete sets of response matrices for neutrons and protons calculated in the frame of the present work with GEANT4
are discussed, before the correction of BSS measurements on the Zugspitze mountain and
in Ny-Ålesund, Spitsbergen, (see Chapter 3) with respect to contributions from atmospheric
protons is discussed. Finally, additional information on measurements performed in quasimonoenergetic neutron fields at the RCNP in Osaka, Japan, is given in the last part of this
chapter with main focus on results obtained at 30ı emission angle.

C.1

Unfolding procedure in Bonner sphere spectrometry

What follows is a description of the mathematical background of the unfolding procedure
applied in Bonner sphere spectrometry in the frame of the present work. The HMGU has
been operating two Bonner sphere spectrometers consisting of 16 spheres each for continuous monitoring of secondary neutrons from cosmic radiation. The count rate i of each
P k / can be
proportional counter in sphere i for a given spectral fluence rate distribution ˚.E
calculated assuming 100% electronic efficiency of the system via
i D

Z
0

1

Ri .Ek /

P k/
d ˚.E
dEk ; i D 1; :::; 16;
dEk

(C.1)
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where Ri .Ek / is the response function at kinetic neutron energy Ek .
In any unfolding procedure the spectral fluence rate distribution from measured count rates
has to be deduced by solving the inversion problem according to Equation C.1 for each
sphere considered. Throughout the present work the unfolding code MSANDB developed
by Matzke (1988, 2002, 2003) was used in order to accomplish this task. This deconvolution
algorithm is a modified version of the SAND-II code developed by McElroy et al. (1967)
that allows to take relative uncertainties of measurements into account.
Starting from a user-defined ‘a priori’ spectrum (start spectrum) ˚P 0 MSANDB searches for
the best fit to all measured count rates in an iterative manner. The basic underlying steps are
the following:
1. In the first step the fluence rate ˚P 0 and the corresponding response values in the energy
bin j are used to calculate initial detector count rates i0 for each sphere i :
i0

D

n
X

Rij ˚Pj0

(C.2)

j D1

2. Based on the calculated i0 and measured count rates im as well as the corresponding
uncertainties i an integral correction factor M is determined
P  im 
 .i /2
i ln  0
i
P
(C.3)
ln M D
2
i .i /
With this factor the initial calculated count rates and the ‘a priori’ spectrum is scaled
to the correct order of magnitude of the real fluence rate:
˚Pj1 D M  ˚Pj0 ; i1 D M  i0

(C.4)

3. In the next step the actual iteration starts (iteration index k) by calculating relative
contributions of the fluence rate ˚Pj in the energy bin j to the detector count rates of
each sphere using the response functions:
Wijk

D

Rij ˚Pjk

(C.5)

ik

4. With these weighting factors Wijk correction factors Mjk are determined for each energy interval:
 m
P
i
k
 .i /2
i Wij ln  0
k
i
ln Mj D
(C.6)
P
k
2
i Wij  .i /
5. Applying the correction factors Mjk , updated fluence and count rates are calculated
and the iteration loop starts again in step 3:
X
˚PjkC1 D Mjk  ˚Pjk ; ikC1 D
Rij ˚Pjk Mjk
(C.7)
j
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6. Two different criteria for the termination of the iteration process can be applied. Either
a user-defined maximum number of iteration loops may be given or a user-defined
minimum least square threshold  for the relative changes of the total calculated count
rates in subsequent iteration loops may be set:
kC1
k

1   with  D
k

X
i

m
ln ik
i

2

 .i /2

(C.8)

For the unfolding of a spectral neutron fluence rate distribution using MSANDB the user
has to provide appropriate data files including the response matrix, the measured count rates
with related uncertainties (measurement vector), the start spectrum, the maximum iteration
number, and/or the termination threshold . In order to make sure that the global minimum
of deviations between measured and iteratively determined count rates is found, the ‘a priori’
spectrum may include all expected features (e.g. thermal, evaporation, cascade peak). In the
low-energy region, however, it was shown in the frame of the present work that MSANDB is
fully capable of deducing accurate spectral information even if a course inverse proportional
to the energy is assumed, i.e. if almost no ‘a priori’ information is given (see Chapter 4). It
should be noted, though, that due to the logarithmic weighting in step 2 and 4, MSANDB
tends to produce resonances in the spectrum in case the maximum iteration number is too
large. Therefore, the number of iteration loops should be below 900.

C.2

Bonner sphere response functions

In the following sections, the Bonner sphere response matrices for neutrons and protons
calculated with GEANT4 are discussed, and a correction approach of BSS measurements
with respect to cosmic ray protons is presented.

C.2.1

Responses to neutrons

The complete sets of neutron response functions calculated with GEANT4 are shown in Figure C.1. As described in Chapter 3 in detail, two different intra-nuclear cascade frameworks
were applied above 20 MeV, the Bertini INC (G4CascadeInterface, solid lines) and the
Binary INC (G4BinaryCascade, dashed lines).
With increasing sphere diameter the degree of moderation and the number of capture reactions in PE increase. Accordingly, in small spheres only low-energy neutrons have a high
probability to reach the detector, whereas high-energy neutrons tend to escape. On the other
hand, in larger spheres the low-energy neutrons are either reflected or absorbed in (n, ) reactions, whereas higher energetic neutrons have a reasonable probability to be thermalized and
detected in the proportional counter. For this reason, the sensitivity of each sphere peaks at a
certain neutron energy. Small and medium-sized PE spheres have a broad maximum at lower
energies, whereas large spheres have a sharp maximum at higher energies. Between about
20 MeV and several hundreds of MeV the sensitivity of all PE spheres drops since neutrons
with these energies cannot be moderated efficiently within the corresponding PE volume. At
higher energies secondary neutrons are produced in spallation processes in the moderator
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F IGURE C.1: Complete sets of BSS neutron response functions calculated with the GEANT4 Bertini (G4-BERT, solid lines) and the Binary (G4-BIC,
dashed lines) intra-nuclear cascade models above 20 MeV. The response matrices contain 13 polyethylene spheres with 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 5.5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 15 inches diameter, one bare 3 He proportional counter, and two 9 inch spheres with lead shells (0.5 and 1.0 inch thickness).
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and the detector material which leads to an increasing response at very high energies. As
obvious in Figure C.1, the course of all responses at these energies strongly depends on the
INC model used for the high-energy neutron transport. Application of the Binary INC results
in systematically lower responses compared with the Bertini INC.
The two spheres with 9 inch outer diameter and lead shells of 0.5 and 1.0 inch thickness,
respectively, are special cases. The Pb nuclei provide a large target to incident high-energy
neutrons and, accordingly, neutron multiplication due to spallation processes is much more
efficient than in PE. Therefore, the responses of the two spheres including lead shells strongly
increase above about 10 MeV.
Another special case is the bare detector which is not surrounded by any moderating material. Its response function basically resembles the course of the total 3 He cross section
above a few meV energy. At lower energies all incoming neutrons are captured in 3 He(n,p)
reactions, and the bare detector’s response approaches its maximum value given by the cross
sectional area of the proportional counter.

C.2.2

Responses to protons

The calculation of the proton response function was performed using the same physics as in
the neutron transport calculations presented in Chapter 3. The spectrometers operated and
maintained in the frame of the present work are applied for measurements of secondary cosmic radiation, where only protons with energies above several tens to hundreds of MeV exist.
Protons at these energies generate secondary neutrons in the outer shells and the detector material which, in turn, may lead to pulses in the proportional counter. Besides, protons entering
the counter would definitely also lead to ionizations in the counter gas. High-energy protons,
however, deposit a much larger amount of energy in the counter gas than the 765 keV of
the neutron-induced 3 He(n,p) reaction. Such pulses are, thus, discriminated anyway during
operation of the spectrometers and were neglected. Low-energy protons below 10 MeV, on
the other hand, cannot penetrate through the PE shells and, thus, do not lead to pulses in the
detector. The proton response calculations were, therefore, completely restricted to pulses
resulting from proton-induced spallation reactions where secondary neutrons are generated.
Furthermore, the calculations were only performed using the Bertini hadronic framework in
GEANT4. The results of the proton response calculations are shown in Figure C.2 for all
spheres. Due to energy losses in the bulk material of all spheres, the proton responses are
very low around 10 - 20 MeV. Furthermore, such low-energetic protons are barely capable
of inducing spallation reactions since the binding energy per nucleon (several MeV) is too
high with respect to the projectile’s energy. With increasing proton energy losses per unit
path length rapidly decrease and more protons are able to produce secondary neutrons in
hadronic interactions with nuclei constituting a Bonner sphere. The proton responses, thus,
rapidly increase with increasing energy and expectedly follow the neutron response functions
above about 1 GeV.
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F IGURE C.2: Complete set of BSS proton response functions calculated with the GEANT4 Bertini
intra-nuclear cascade model above 20 MeV. The response matrices contain 13 polyethylene spheres
with 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 5.5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15 inches diameter and two 9 inch spheres with lead shells
(0.5 and 1.0 inch thick).

C.3

Contributions of cosmic ray protons in
BSS measurements

With the calculated responses of the Bonner spheres to protons, contributions of atmospheric protons to the BSS measurements of secondary cosmic ray neutrons performed at
the Zugspitze mountain and in Ny-Ålesund, Spitsbergen (see Chapter 3) can be corrected.

C.3.1

Contributions in terms of detector readings

For this correction contributions to the detector readings were calculated with Equation C.1
using proton spectra simulated with GEANT4. In Chapter 5.4 it was shown that proton
spectra calculated with the Bertini INC model agree much better with experimental data.
Since the responses to protons were furthermore only calculated applying the Bertini INC,
also Bertini-based spectra have to be taken in order to guarantee coherence in the correction
approach. To estimate contributions at the locations of the two spectrometers, the corresponding proton spectra were used. In case of Ny-Ålesund this means sea-level conditions
(1030 g/cm2 ) and a vertical effective cutoff rigidity of 0 GV, whereas in case of the Zugspitze
mountain this means 750 g/cm2 and 4.4 GV cutoff. Using spectra calculated during solar minimum and maximum conditions, the corresponding proton contributions to the BSS
measurements were estimated for a full solar cycle.
In Figure C.3 the absolute hourly contributions to the detector readings calculated with the
prescribed spectra and the proton response functions are shown as a function of sphere diameter for solar minimum and maximum conditions. The top panel depicts the results for the
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F IGURE C.3: Hourly contributions of cosmic ray protons to the detector readings of the two BSS
systems operated by the HMGU in Ny-Ålesund, Spitsbergen (top panel), and the Zugspitze mountain
(bottom panel) for solar minimum and maximum conditions.

BSS in Ny-Ålesund and the bottom panel those for the Zugspitze mountain. As expected,
the bare detector and the small PE spheres detect only very few proton events, whereas
medium-sized, larger spheres, and those including lead shells detect more protons due to the
corresponding responses (see Fig. C.2). Differences in the count rates during solar minimum
and maximum conditions are in the order of 30 - 35%. As a consequence of the higher proton
flux at mountain altitudes, the contributions are about one order of magnitude higher at the
Zugspitze mountain than in Ny-Ålesund.

C.3.2

Contributions in terms of unfolded fluence rates

The impact of the correction of Bonner sphere detector readings with respect to contributions from protons is demonstrated in the following for the sea-level BSS on Spitsbergen.
Therefore, average count rates detected in January 2011 were corrected for protons and the
spectra were unfolded with MSANDB (see C.1) using the GEANT4-BERT response matrix,
400 iteration loops, and a start spectrum including all spectral features expected for cosmic
ray neutrons.
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F IGURE C.4: Impact of the correction of proton contributions to the Bonner sphere detector readings
recorded during January 2011 in Ny-Ålesund, Spitsbergen. The red spectrum shows the spectral fluence rate distribution of protons at sea-level, 0 GV cutoff, and solar minimum conditions as calculated
with GEANT4 and the Bertini INC.

In Figure C.4 the corresponding unfolded corrected and uncorrected spectra are shown. Additionally, the spectral fluence rate distribution of protons at sea-level, 0 GV cutoff, and solar
minimum conditions as calculated with GEANT4 and the Bertini INC is also depicted (red
curve). Obviously, the impact of a correction of BSS data with respect to protons is rather
small. Cosmic ray protons have a maximum around 100 - 200 MeV and, thus, protons only
contribute to the cascade peak of the unfolded neutron spectrum. The correction of Bonner
sphere count rates leads to a reduction in the energy-integrated fluence rate above 20 MeV
of about 8%.
For the BSS on the Zugspitze mountain the same features are observed, but the overall contribution of protons to the integral fluence rates above 20 MeV is with a value of approximately
15% somewhat higher. This is due to the fact that at mountain altitudes the ratio of neutrons
to protons in terms of particle numbers is somewhat lower than at sea-level.

C.4

Measurements in high-energy neutron fields
at 30ı emission angle

In Chapter 4 the unique BSS calibration measurements in quasi-monoenergetic neutron fields
of 244 and 387 MeV at the RCNP in Osaka, Japan, were presented. These measurements
were performed at 0ı and 30ı emission angles in order to get rid of low-energy contributions
applying a subtraction method first proposed by Nolte et al. (2002). Unfortunately it turned
out that the low-energy part of the spectra changed significantly, and subtraction of the 30ı
from the 0ı measurements could not be applied. For the sake of completeness, however, the
results obtained at 30ı emission are presented in the following.
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F IGURE C.5: Count rates measured with the BSS at a distance of 35 m from the target at 0ı and 30ı
emission angles. In the top panel the measurement vectors are depicted for 246 MeV proton beam
energy and in the bottom panel for 389 MeV. Statistical uncertainties are well below 1% for each
sphere at both energies and angles.

The count rates measured at both emission angles are depicted in Figure C.5 as a function
of sphere diameter. In the top panel of this figure the measurement vectors obtained at
246 MeV and in the bottom panel those at 389 MeV beam energy are shown. The statistical
uncertainties were well below 1% for each sphere and all measurements. Comparison of the
spheres’ count rates at 0ı and 30ı already reflects the changes in the spectral neutron fluence
rate distributions between both angles. Apparently, major changes occur in the high-energy
region leading to major changes in the count rates of large PE spheres and in particular the
two 9 inch spheres with lead shells. However, also the count rates of small and medium-sized
PE spheres change significantly. Therefore, subtraction of 30ı from 0ı measurements could
not be applied. This especially becomes obvious at 389 MeV beam energy where the 4 inch
PE sphere even recorded about 1.5% higher count rates at 30ı emission than at 0ı . Since the
statistical uncertainties of both measurements are below 0.4%, this difference is statistically
significant.
To research the changes in the spectra at the two emission angles in more detail, the count
rates shown in Figure C.5 were unfolded using the MSANDB unfolding code (Matzke, 1988,
2002, 2003). A detailed description of this unfolding code may be found in Appendix C.1.
As start spectra for both angles and beam energies, the corresponding TOF measurements
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F IGURE C.6: Unfolded BSS spectra at 0ı and 30ı using the count rates from Figure C.5 and the
GEANT4-BERT response matrix (Fig. C.1). In the top panel spectra are shown for 246 MeV and in
the bottom panel for 389 MeV beam energy.

were used in an energy resolution of ten bins per decade above 10 MeV. These ‘a priori’
spectra were extended down to 1 meV with a course proportional to 1=E, i.e. almost no ‘a
priori’ information was assumed at low energies and a maximum iteration number of 500
was preset (see discussion in Chapter 4).
The resulting unfolded spectral fluence rate distributions are shown in Figure C.6 as differential neutron fluence rates d ˚P =d ln.E/ at 35 m distance from the target for both emission
angles. The top panel summarizes the results for 246 MeV and the bottom panel those for
389 MeV beam energy. To give an example for the differences in the spectra observed at
different angles, all spectra in Figure C.6 were unfolded using the response matrix calculated with GEANT4 and the Bertini INC model. In case of 246 MeV beam energy (top
panel) the unfolded fluence rates at 0ı and 30ı emission angles agree very well for energies
below about 100 MeV. At higher energies some discrepancies were observed between the
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two angles. These differences are in particular important for the two spheres including lead
shells because they are very sensitive in this energy region. In case of 389 MeV beam energy, on the other hand, even in the epithermal energy region major differences between the
measurements at different angles are observed, and differences in the high-energy region are
much more pronounced than at 246 MeV. Extensive additional studies in the frame of the
present work have shown that using different start spectra or changing the iteration number
did not influence the resulting unfolded spectra at 30ı much for all three sets of response
functions. This clearly demonstrates that for the calibration of the BSS subtraction of 30ı
from 0ı measurements should not necessarily be applied. It might be much more reasonable
and feasible to calibrate the BSS by only using 0ı measurements as presented in Chapter 4
in order to prevent the calibration results from being strongly biased due to a subtraction of
the low-energy part of the spectra which might be influenced by an artifact.
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